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PROLOGUE: An Overview

THE

image of Ame,ica in the wotld today is one of power
and prosperity greater than any the world has ever known, more
widely distributed among its citizens than in any previous era or
in any other contemporary nation. For almost two centuries
A merica has been a place of opportunity to which throngs migrated to seek a better life for themselves and their posterity. It
was a one-way migration. They came and they stayed. The "old
country" might evoke nostalgia, but no mass return. Americans
might do business around the globe, but this country never became
the base of colonization to new lands. This is undoubtedly one
of the great phenomena in the history of mankind.
How did this come about? This is the overriding concern of
anyone who would understand our time and this country's place
in our time. Perhaps it was an accident. There were, certainly,
fortuitous events at crucial moments.
We are familiar with various theories of explanations: It was
free land. It was democratic government. It was natural resources. It was free enterprise. It was Henry Ford's production-line
technique. It was the two mighty moats of the Atlantic and the
Pacific, which gave the Monroe Doctrine a chance. It was not killing off the crop of boys once a generation, but letting them live
and work and build, letting them compete with ballots more regularly than with bullets, with bargains rather than brigades, with
gadgets instead of guns.
Today with new nations struggling to exist in Asia and
Africa and with other nations looking for ways by which free
people can achieve well being, America's experience is prime data
1
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for them, perhaps the essential alternative to tyranny.
There is much to suggest that one of the basic factors in
America's achievement has been her dream of being a land of opportunity. This has meant different things to different peoplesometimes an achievement of wealth and power by ruthless exploitation of forest and soil and labor and electorates. Here in Minnesota that too has been part of the story. The beaver were trapped.
territory was ·seized from those in possession, railroad and mining
enterprises rolled over the rights of the weaker. forests were felled,
land speculation was everywhere.
But there is another part of the story, and Minnesota is a
good instance. The richest resources were not in soil-though this
section in ,s outhern and southwestern Minnesota, which is particularly served by Mankato State College, is called one of the rich
farm lands of the entire world. The saying is that there has never
been a crop failure, a real failure, though the early grasshopper
plagues must have been devastating. Were one to take a boat up the
Minnesota River above Mankato he might note high banks of
black soil from rim to water's edge. The high-grade iron ore of the
Mesabi range in northern Minnesota supplied much of the steel for
World War II. and though it is gone, taconite processing has
emerged as a replacement. The time is past when Minneapolis was
known as "The Mill City." The timber that built most of the
houses in the Midwest is cut.
Minnesota's greatest resource, and America's, was her people.
Potentially they were no greater than those of any other land, for
they came from everywhere. One suspects that those emigrants
were not the cream of the crop, the achievers. back home. If they
had been, they might not have come.* The stories tell of those
with little or almost nothing making the gamble to get something.
It is literally true that for many of us a grandfather was one of
those who homesteaded with very little but what he and grandmother could carry in a wagon drawn by a team of horses or of
*Another way of reading it: the emigrants were those who were smart enough
to see the lack of opportunity at home and who had the gumption to go where
the odds were better.
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oxen. Rolvaag and others have recorded the sagas of steerage passage and homestead landbreaking.
When you compare this new land a century ago with the
new nations now in the middle of the twentieth century aspiring
to independence, you note a very important difference: an undercurrent of conviction that opportunity is tied to education. If we
have eyes to see it, here is an exciting story.
The very first legislature of the state of Minnesota made provisions for common schools and proposed that three normal schools
be established at five-year intervals. The first normal school west
of the Mississippi was established at Winona. Then came the
Civil War and there was a little delay, but not for long. A second
normal school was authorized for Mankato and a third for St.
Cloud. Later there were others at Moorhead, Duluth, and BemidJl.

lt is hard for us to see what this meant, we who take good
schooling as a birthright. What was the basic conviction ? Perhaps it was something very simple : that people in a democracy
ought to know how to read and write and figure.
That teacher qualifications were very modest is easy to understand. Anybody who knew how to read and write and figure
could tell others how to do it. If that seems an incredibly naive
assumption today, recall that one of the most spectacularly successful literacy programs in our century was the each-one-teach-one
program of Dr. Frank Laubach. Another factor making for the
conviction that anybody could teach lies in the obvious fact that
beginning students were little children, and any big person could
boss little ones. This seems a modest enough foundation on which
to build a program of universal education. To change the figure.
it was a tiny seed, but there was in it the genetics of something the
w orld w as to see for the first time, the gradual emergence of increasingly generous educational opportunity for a whole people.
When the institution which is now Mankato State College
was founded a century ago, entrance requirements were based on
an average age level not much different from that of entering
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freshman today, but with educational attainment assumed to be
that of an eighth-grade graduate. For two years-often for much
less-students studied subjects they would teach in rural schools
and general-education courses similar in some respects to what we
have come to call secondary education. The need was for teachers
of ungraded and graded elementary schools.
In the next thirty years there came the growth of public high
schools to supplement the so-called common schools and largely
to supplant private academies. What made taxpayers support a
higher type of education than that devoted to basic subjects? It
was not primarily an urge for vocational training. That came
rather modestly and with Federal prodding much later. It was an
urge for development of the person as a person, one able to put his
mind and natural aptitudes to any of a whole variety of vocations
and professions. The high school seemed a step up the ladder of
human opportunity. Whenever one has sore misgivings about the
adequacies of school boards, PT A's, and the school electorate
generally, he can remember this story.
A person with only two years of normal school beyond the
eighth grade was not prepared to teach a high school that had four
years beyond the eighth grade. Inevitably the curriculum of the
normal school had a five-year program ( though fifth-year students had enrolled for a decade). By World War I. the student
body were typically high school graduates. In the twenties, the
collegiate status of the institution was recognized by a change in
name to Mankato State Teachers College and by collegiate accreditation.
By the end of World War II. almost everyone considered a
high school education the standard minimum achievement. Soon a
third, then a half, and more than half of the June graduates of
high school were going on to college. There was a grave shortage
of teachers, and enrollment at Mankato rose dramatically. Most
of the curriculum was general-education and concentration in fields
of specialization-the standard fare of college education for any
profession. Many students who had no intention of becoming
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teachers came to Mankato; and in the l950's the institution became a multi-purpose area college, and the name was changed to
Mankato State College. This growth in enrollment made possible
and mandatory broadened programs of study and a faculty with
qualifications of specialized competencies.
The metaphor is that the belief that reading, writing, and
arithmetic were things which everyone should know. was a fertile
seed. Gradually public opinion emerged that schools were resources
for many kinds of development, that they were instrumentalities
which were best used when they best served to release all kinds of
potentialities and help people grow to productive and satisfying
maturity. Though it is easy to say familiar phrases like these, we
seldom are awed by the fantastic assignment. How does one help
a whole momful of youngsters grow~ach into what he can best
be ? T he answer is, quite literally and piously, "God only knows!"
But this is the role that the schools are cast in. No wonder child
development became a major study for those who took education
seriously. No w onder the qualifications for certification rose from
a simple test in elementary subjects to a year of special training,
then two, and three, and four, then a year beyond high school.
then tw o years of college, then three, and the college degree. And
now the person who expects to make a career of teaching thinks
of a year beyond college, and salary schedules everywhere include
steps for the masters degree, and some go beyond that.
I t was inevitable, therefore, that schools like Mankato should
be authorized to offer graduate work. By a development parallel
to that which changed a teachers college into a multi-purpose area
college, the facilities needed for graduate study in the arts and
sciences, in business, and in other areas served graduate study leading to a variety of vocations, and state colleges became state universities. In recent sessions of the Minnesota Legislature, bills have
been introduced to make Mankato a state university.
This, then, is a brief resume of Mankato's story, of personal interest perhaps to those who chose this campus as their place
to w ork, but far more significant as a representative instance of
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America's dream that opportunity means, fundamentally, educational opportunity, an example of how this urge to provide adequate educational opportunity leads to study of all the facets of
personality and all the resources of culture.
One does not know for sure that this kind of thing is what
has made America strong-but the two things have come together,
and this hardly seems a mere coincidence. In the remainder of this
century institutions like this, so close in tradition to the very grass
roots of America's dream of educational opportunity, may well become typically the institutions through which the majority of
our people will try to realize their best selves.
The account of Mankato State College which follows is not
a chronicle of events. It is rather a seeking for understanding of
what happened: what led up to, what was part of. what followed,
what this part and that meant-for the College and for society.
It is thus an essay. The tactic has been to look at the account from
different perspectives: the developing program, the enrollment,
students, the state governing board, administration and faculty.
Inevitably such a procedure means going over the historic events
again. But since there are always many facets to each significant
happening this may be an aid to understanding. A theme emerges
in these first notes-the dream of opportunity through education
-and its variations inform both whole and parts.

CURRICULUM

THE

miginal cou,se of study a< <he Second No,mal School

was a two-year program. One is inclined to call this a ninth and
tenth grade program ; but to equate the educational level of the
first-year students of a normal school a century ago with ninth
graders today, with youngsters in junior high, would not be too
helpful. To be sure, the students who enrolled at Second State
Normal had usually no particular formal education beyond the
eighth grade (or whatever their district school offered), but perhaps half of them had already themselves been school teachers. All
of them were at least sixteen years of age. The average age in 18 70
was nineteen and a half- most of them first-year students. A substantial percentage of students at the Normal would be in their
early twenties. Agewise, then, one would probably have the impression that the students were pretty much what we today call
"college age."
What did they study? A course of study outlined by Mr.
William F . Phelps, principal of the First State Normal at Winona,
had been thoroughly discussed at a national meeting of normal
school principals in 1870, and no doubt is representative of what
a normal course should be. It consisted of two years of two semesters each year. In general it seems to embrace three kinds of study:
(I) review of the subjects taught in the " common schools" (elemenary schools, we should say today), (2) academic subjects
which were to become a part of the high -school curriculum and
were then available in academies, and (3 ) courses in professional
education , including observation and practice teaching. The com7
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mon-school subjects-the "common branches" as they were called
-included arithmetic, geography, grammar, penmanship. and
music. The courses akin to high-school subjects included botany,
phy.siology, geometry, algebra, the English language (perhaps
mostly oral and written composition). natural philosophy (physics), United States government, chemistry, and geology. It is interesting that there is as much science and mathematics and so little of social studies and the humanities. Admission was on the basis of examination in reading, writing. spelling, geography. arith metic (through interest), and grammar.
One of the problems, obviously, was relating the institutions
to two kinds of needs: the need of the elementary teacher for mastery of the subjects to be taught in rural and city elementary
schools on the one hand, and the quite natural and worthy desire,
on the other hand, to have normal work something in advance of
a mere review of the subjects to be taught.
Mr. John D . Ford, President of the State Normal Board, in
his annual report for 1864 had emphasized these two curricular
objectives :
First, A careful and exhaustive review of all those branches required to be
taught in the common schools.
Second, The study of those higher departments of knowledge best calculated
to discipline and expand . . . [the student's] powers and afford him an insight into the human mind, and the subtle forces which make up the human
being.

In addition were what we
today call the experiences of profession,
al education.
The sciences, algebra, and geometry answered the need for
more advanced work ; but since they would not be taught to elementary students, they opened the door to the charge that they
were not practical. Of course the professional courses answered
both needs-for something beyond the common school curriculum
but yet something which would help the student develop into a
good teacher.
And here fall the seeds of an issue which was to flourish
through the decades to follow. What is the province of the nor-
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mal school. of teacher education? One answer frequently heard
was that it was a professional school-like the school of law or
the college of medicine. As such its curriculum should consist of
purely professional courses. It was no more reasonable to ask the
normal school to teach academic subjects than to ask a medical faculty to offer courses in English composition or music appreciation.
But somehow or other, apt as the analogy seems, this point
of view never really prevailed-then or now. That a person
with subject-matter competency went to a normal school. a teachers college, a department or school of education for " methods
courses" has been a persistent image, but one which neither the
educator nor the students generally have found a very satisfactory
concept of what good teacher preparation should be.
In the beginning probably most normal-school advocates
must have thought of something like this as an ideal. But it was
an unattainable ideal. In the new state, schools had been opened
and teachers found where they could be. How amazing that in
1870 with almost no state or private facilities for the preparation
of teachers in Minnesota, there were hired 3,775 teachers in 2,625
school districts! Not only were there no facilities for teacher education for more than nine out of every ten teachers, but there was
almost no provision for guidance and supervision of the " teacher" who was hired. Examination and certification were yet entirely on a local basis- with of course no agreed-upon standards.
Supervision at the state level had been an adjunct of other duties
of the Secretary of State- who was then also ex officio secretary
of the State Normal School Board and Chancellor of the University of Minnesota.
Of course such schools ( two-thirds of them in log cabins! )
turned out uneven graduates. Those who applied at the normals
would probably be the successful and/or the ambitious, but a
substantial number would have to be relegated to " preparatory
classes" for at least part of their initial work.
That this was so is more indicative of the situation in higher
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education generall y than a comment on the normal schools as
such. Many of the A ~ M colleges before the growth of the high
schools admitted students just out of the common schools. Iowa
State College at Ames had opened a decade before Mankato. Students accepted for admission were to be fourteen years of age, able
to read and write English with ease, and should know the funda mentals of arithmetic. At the University of Wisconsin in the
1850's only about ten percent of the students were enrolled in
college-level courses. President Folwell was faced with the same
situation at the University of Minnesota.
The story was the same in professional schools. In 1896,
President Eliot of Harvard pointed out that only thirty years
earlier there "were no requirements for admission to medical
schools. To secure admission a young man had nothing to do but
to register his name and pay a fee . . . . The total period of required school attendance for the degree of Doctor of Medicine did
not exceed, in the best schools, three winter terms of four months
each, and there were schools accounted respectable which had even
a shorter total period than this." In professional schools of law,
standards of admission were, naturally, similar-a g,o od common
school education. One might even bypass the professional school
en tirely. The Honorable Daniel Buck of Mankato, who was so
instrumental in securing the location of the Normal at Mankato,
had a distinguished legal career in Minnesota. He was elected to
the Legislature in 18 63, the State Senate in 18 73. He served as a
judge of the Supreme Court of Minnesota from 18 9 3 to 18 9 9.
His historian says, "He was well educated in the common schools
of his locality [Boonville, N . Y.], where he studied law and was
admitted to the bar."
There are two ways of looking at this state of affairs. One is
to deplore it. That has been common enough. But there is another way to see the matter: despite a minority to the contrary,
American educational institutions have consistently built on what
they had, not wrung their hands and wailed that things were not
different. Admission standa rds were upgraded consistently, but
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students with prom1s1ng potential were conditionally admitted
and coached some way or another. Brubacher and Ruby in their
Higher Education in Transition (1958) report that as late as
1907 over balf of the freshmen matriculating at Harvard, Yale,
Princeton, and Columbia failed to meet entrance requirements and
were admitted conditionally. A decade later the United States
Commissioner of Education reported three hundred and fifty institutions with preparatory departments. In the 1920's President
Coffman of the University of Minnesota argued against pressures
to limit enrollment. "Rather," the Centennial historian reports
his point of view, "money must be found to expand services. The
point was not to preserve numbers but to 'salvage abilities.' "
From the bottom to the top of the American educational scheme
evidence is abundant that American initiative was willing to pitch
in and get rolling with the material at hand. The result is an educational situation which can compare in kind on any level or in
virtually any segmentation with achievement anywhere or any
time-and one which has elicited more support for the idea of
progress through education than anything else in man's experience.
The simple explanation seems to be the true one : human beings
with all of our strategies tap only a small fraction of their potential. Anything which provides a culture in which that potential
can grow is elemental realism, fundamental wisdom.
So the occasionally touted idea of a normal school's confining
its efforts pure!y to professional instruction was unrealistic. This
was so in the beginning, and th e history since then seems to indicate clearly that for reasons not then spelled out the concept of
good teacher education would move in other directions.
It is probably not the province of this review of an institution's development to attempt too much in the way of defining
the role of professional education in America, but on the other
hand we should not be reporting the story correctly if we did not
read it with awareness of some of the professional issues involved.
What makes a good teacher? That was the original question

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- - - -- ~ - -
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and the one we still face. In the beginning, the answer the curriculum devisers came up with included what we later have come
to call general education or liberal education. They were not always sure about this. There were charges that the normal teachers should tend to their own knitting. Many administrators of
normal schools thought that to justify their existence they must
see their own unique function and make it known. The normal
school had its own work to do. It was not the same as that of the
high school or the academy, who were therefore less qualified to
prepare teachers for the common schools than the normals. It was
not the same as the work of the colleges or universities or other
professional schools. But while this was a good line to justify
development and appropriations, the actual course of events was
toward including in the curriculum not only work in the special
considerations and problems of teaching but also the courses being
offered in high school, and later those being taught in college.
From a distance we can perhaps see the significance of this much
better than had we been involved in appearing before appropriation committees. And that meaning is pretty close to the meaning
of America! Essentially it is that people think of this as a land of
opportunity, and the most universal symbol of opportunity to
advance in life has been, now for many decades, educational
opportunity.
We are not at all precise in our thinking when we say things
like this. Maybe it is more a feeling than a reasoned argument.
We work hard on curriculums that are "functional." We have
given great attention to evaluation by all kind of means, from
building personnel files filled with discursive notes to precise testing. But in the large the appetite to go a little farther, to get a
little more education, has thrived on what it has fed upon--one
can almost say "on anything it has fed upon"! And we probably are wrong if we say this derisively. It is pretty good science
to assume that every effect has had an adequate cause. If the
schools have engendered a conviction that a person should get as
much education as he possibly can, there must be .i n the curriculum
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adequate causes for the "holding power" of the schools.
As far as teacher education is concerned, the conviction early
appeared and continued to develop that the responsibilities of a
teacher and his opportunities for service called not only for technical competencies in conducting discrete learning situations, but
also for powers of a vaster range: wisdom, imagination. judgment, sensitivity, courage, kindness, integrity, scholarship, understanding of one's self and of society, possession of our rich heritage. Some of these qualities sound very much like the classical virtues. Together they sound very much like what we have called the
marks of an educated man. They sound like the goals of a liberal
education.
Thus what in the early stages may be viewed as a choice between "method courses" and the "academic subjects" opens easily
enough to a vista of what education is and what kinds of teachers
are needed to help all the sons and daughters of all the people realize their potentials as human beings. What an awesome responsibility for a teacher! It is no wonder we shrink from it and stake
claims to circumscribed objectives for particular technical competencies. But the great tide of the century is a mightier idea. It explains the growth of common schools, of high schools, the drive
for a college education, the need for graduate study and advanced
degrees. Man is a creature whose potential in the general run of
mankind has scarely been touched and whose cooperative efforts of
research and social effort almost daily obsolete past achievement.
Education remains the name for the means society experiments with
to release more of that potential. Just as each new achievement in
research opens doors to unexpected relationships, so each step up
the ladder of educational opportunity for the members of society
raises the sight to possibility likewise unanticipated, to an
untravell'd world whose margin fades
For ever and ever when I move.

The normal school by simply raising the problem of what a
good school is and what good teachers are started the chain of reaction, primed an appetite for getting ahead by means of educa-
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tional opportunity-which in a century would make it a commonplace conviction that a high-school dropout was a personal
and social risk. For all their faith in education, the first "Prudential Committee" of the Second Normal School or Principal Gage
or the "Assistants" he hired could scarcely have dreamed that Minnesotans would become so sold on education.
One of the rather exciting aspects of the early normal-school
movement was the insistence on a model school. Theory and practice were to be wed. The aspirant to teachership was to learn by
doing (in the phrase which was to come on much later-a couple
of generations later). Here was a theoretical activitiy tied to an experimental activity. Every beginning teacher suffers through the
discovery that there is a mighty gap between an ideal of what one
would like to do and the disheartening reality of what one accomplishes.
It is not clear that the mid-nineteenth century educators
thought exactly in these terms. The elementary school where students did their "practice teaching" was formally designated a
" model" school. informally referred to as a "practice school." We
cringe a little at the word model. What penury of understanding
of the intricacies of human growth and development could lead
to the fatuous assertion that one's own performance was what
every teacher should wish to do, should strive to emulate ! And the
term practice too was a term coming from rather thick-skinned insensitivity. Inevitably parents would want something better for
their children than to have them serve as guinea pigs for inexperienced teachers to practice on. A later day would therefore borrow a term from the sciences and refer to the school as a laboratory school or it might be simply a campus school. The student
would not do "practice teaching," but simply "student teaching."
But mixed as the situation was with overconfidence that one
knew the answers, " the correct way of teaching," that the hungry
sheep need only come to be fed, the mere presence of a situation
where talk led to trial and back again to talk about the trial was
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a built-in corrective to pomposities, an inevitable ovary of new
possibilities.
The name normal school itself may reflect that same overconfidence that the term model school does. In fact, the terms may
be identical. A norm, as the current Collegiate Dictionary notes;
may mean simply "average"-something which is typical of a
group. In this sense the Normal School would tend to present
what the ordinary teacher-to-be could expect to duplicate in his
own schoolhouse. But there was an earlier meaning which did not
suggest the ordinary, the average, the run-of-the-mill at all. The
word d~rives from the Latin norma, meaning a " rule" or a "carpenter's square." Here the concern was for an exact standard, a
precise instrument of measurement-in short, the ideal. the model,
the perfect. One would infer that somthing near the latter meaning gave the word to the French ecole normale and to those who
picked it up from those schools as the name for the new teachertraining institutions in this country.
If one side of the early normal-school idea was confidence
that with a teacher using " normal methods" a school district
could get twice the learning in half the time, the false pride was
certain to generate detractors-and it happened so. The early
1870's were years when the official reports of principals, Board
presidents, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and
even the Governor in his annual message to the Legislature might
allude to the criticisms of the normal schools. The one at Mankato was mentioned in particular.
These were lean years for the new agricultural economy, and
hard times affected enrollments and allocations. Taxes were
burdensome, and the normal schools had to be financed from
taxes. The common-school fund had income from land grants.
T here were generous land grants to the University. But almost
every nickel used in the establishment and operation of the normal
schools was derived from taxes or from a very meager income from
fees and rentals. Where tuition was free to all students who
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"signed the pledge" to teach two years after graduation, the moneys earned on campus were small enough.
Nor is it surprising that where miracles were promised in
teacher preparation, what actually came out of the normal schools
were schoolmarms and schoolmasters of modest attainment. Only
a fraction of those who took some work at the normal stayed to
graduate. Moreover, the overwhelming preponderance of teachers
holding jobs in Minnesota were persons without any "higher"
education at all. That they should have felt their status jeopardized was all too human, and that they should have struck back
at the exalted pretensions of those who had "gone to the Normal"
was inevitable. Inevitable, too, was the fact that ( education being
the most complicated of all professions) the new teachers would
furnish plenty of targets for critics to shoot at.
Yet the idea of a normal school was able to cope with the
adversities because it had such a fundamental soundness: good
schools must have good teachers.
Within a few years the principals were recommending to the
Board an additional year of work. The two-year program seemed
reasonably satisfactory for the teacher, but schools need supervisors, and supervisors need some educational qualifications beyond those of the ones supervised. A third year of work was
recommended for this additional work, for an "advanced" course,
as it was to be called. It would be of special value for teachers and
principals of graded schools and of high schools, for superintendents of school systems, for county superintendents, for, in fact,
persons who would themselves become members of a normal
school faculty. Again it is interesting to consider what studies
seem suitable for such an advanced course. Additional work in the
" art of teaching" was an obvious inclusion, but the other proposals were higher mathematics, physics, chemistry, geology.
astronomy, and the "abstract sciences."
What is education, or what is an education? One can scarcely
avoid drawing the conclusion that in most societies the image of
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what an educated person should be is basically determined by the
subjects which a person considered educated had studied when he
was in school. When colleges required Latin for admission, courses
in Latin were the mark of a real education. However, the predominance of science and mathematics in the proposal for the
third year at the normals hardly reflects the college curriculum of
a century ago--which was still oriented toward the classical
languages and the humanities. The absolute domination of Latin
and Greek in the college curricul urn was modified in 18 3 9 at
Harvard when the faculty permitted students to substitute science,
modern languages, and history for the required Latin and Greek.
But almost a decade after Phelps proposed the "Advanced" course
loaded with science and math, the University of Minnesota
faculty was in a ferment over the same issue. "The Bourbons," as
President Folwell labeled them, wanted "to establish the point
that institutions of higher learning existed to teach Latin and
Greek .. . . " The University faculty at that time apparently had
one teacher who handled both chemistry and physics but three and
a half positions for Latin and Greek.
One of the lessons one quickly learns in reading reports and
minutes of the normal schools is that a recommendation for a
course of action does not effect the desired change, that there is
normally a lag between the proposal and the authorization. As
all students of political science have pointed out, this is inherent
in the democratic system. If an idea is meritorious it will probably sooner or later command a majority of the votes necessary
to its adoption. Usually competition and precedent are powerful
factors in securing that support. The history of the Second State
Normal School through its three changes in names (actually four,
if one counts the dropping of " Second" as one) and its successive
redefinitions of function illustrates in reiterated detail this process.
The fact that such delay is inherent in the democratic administration is no palliative to the ardent advocates of getting on with the
j ob, but a kind of justification can be argued for democracy's
w asteful and procrastinating muddling through. If democracy
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ideally is anything, it is government by consensus-not fiat. When
consensus is quickly won, the issue may be trivial or not understood, or the consensus may be simply concealed fiat-as when a
political party dominates the branches of government. But the
hope of democracy-both democracy's hope and the ultimate
justifications of democracy-is that in the long run, slow as it is.
democracy is a faster way to progress, a sounder way as well.
Coercion is seldom a short cut: the edifice it rears crumbles as
swiftly as the power structure that raised it, or it survives only
because the fiat was supported by education, the basis of consensus.

In the same year, 1870, that Principal Phelps was proposing
a third year for an advanced course which included higher mathematics, a petition by the citizens of Mankato that classics and
higher mathematics be taught was denied by the Board for the
reason that the Board did not deem these subjects within the scope
of normal school training. The juxtaposition of these two requests
is prophetic of much of the history to come.
In 18 7 4. ( that is, four years later) the principals of the normals were asked to recommend a uniform course of study for the
three schools. Besides the work taught in elementary schools and
courses in professional education (Art of Teaching, Methods of
Teaching, practice in the Model School) , the proposal they made
included rhetoric and composition, algebra, natural philosophy,
U. S. history, botany, plane geometry, physiology, and "mental
philosophy." These were for the first two years. Advanced
studies were to be pursued when practicable: bookkeeping, Minnesota geology, astronomy, and chemistry. One notes that no thirdyear program is actually drawn up as an "Advanced Course," but
the door is opened. Some courses will be offered beyond the regular two-year program. This, too, is prophetic; normally a salient
is successful before the whole front advances. Put the other way
(from the Board's point of view): a few balloons were loosed
before a major commitment was attempted.
In December of 1877. the Board approved an elementary
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course of two years and an advanced course of three years, including Latin.
The new course of study appeared in the catalogue for 18771878, which published the statistics for 1877. The two-year
course no longer led to a diploma, merely to a certificate of scholarship. The catalogue stated that those who graduated from the
three-year course would qualify to teach in grammar and high
schools. Second-year students would now be called "juniors"
and third-year students would be called "seniors." Two years of
Latin are offered, including some Caesar, Cicero; and Virgil. In
the faculty listing, the principal at Mankato, the Reverend D. C.
John, M.A., is listed as the teacher of "school economy" and the
Latin language. All of the subjects proposed by Principal Phelps
in 1870 are included. In addition are Latin, bookkeeping, history
of civil government, trigonometry, zoology, astronomy, general
history, history of the English language, and the history of education. The citizens' committee from Mankato that wanted mathematics and the classics must have been pleased at how things came
around-in time, that is.
By the following year, the " offerings" had been sorted out
and new terminology adopted for various programs. It must have
been all very clear to those actually working in the schools at the
time, but from the distance of several generations, today's reader
of these catalogues is bewildered. One catalogue states that the "E"
Class has been discontinued. This means that students who did not
meet entrance requirements could no longer enroll in review
courses to prepare themselves for official entrance. Students enrolled in 18 77 - 18 7 8 were listed in four groups: Class A, Class B,
Class C, and Class D-apparently corresponding to the four
semesters of the two-year programming. Those in their fourth
semester would be in Class A. But a year later Class C apparently
refers to a whole year of work-the first year of a three-year program. The second~yea,r courses were divided into two programs,
one called the "English' ' course and the other called the "Ad~
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vanced Course." It thus appears that students who planned to
stay only two years entered the C Class their first year and in the
second year were in the English B Class. There is no English A
group as yet. The three-year course is called the Advanced Course:
the B Class the second year of the program and the A Class the
third year. The principal distinction of the Advanced Course beyond the fact that it was a three-year program is that students
took two years of Latin.
An interesting addendum to this terminology confusion was
the note in the catalogue that experience had proved that in Minnesota at the time there were many persons failing to pass the entrance exams who simply had no opportunity to make better
preparation, and so they were once again to be conditionally admitted; but this time not to an E Class but to a Preparatory Class.
By the catalogue of 1880-1881, the term Advanced Class
had been dropped; it is simply called the Latin Course. But advanced was too good a word to drop, and it reappears in the catalogue of 18 81-18 8 2. Now there are a three-year program called
the Elementary Course* and a new four-year course called the Advanced Course. The first year is the same for both programs, and
there is little difference in the second year; but in the third and
fourth years of the Advanced Course students were to take Latin.
This situation-a four-year program including Latin, and a
three-year program without Latin--<:antinued until the fall of
1884, when an alternate one-year Professional Course was announced. This was to take care of students who had taken academic courses elsewhere- presumably in high schools or academies,
possibly a few in colleges- students who were tranferring to the
Normal for work in professional education. It is thus a parallel
to the MAT program of the mid I960's, a master of arts in teaching for students coming to Mankato State College with a bachelor's degree but without work in professional education.
The appearance of this provision for high school graduates
• ElementarrJ does not here refer to grades one through six or eight as in
later terminology. Both Elementary and Advanced courses were preparation for
teaching in what we call elementary schools.
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is itself evidence of the growth in popularity of high schools.
When the "common schools" were the practical limit of public
education in the state, the Normal had started there. As the level
of public education rose, the offerings of the teacher-education institution recognized each advance, and curriculums were built on
the preparation level of the students enrolling.
The catalogue of 1886-1887 notes that the Preparatory Department has once again been abolished. The vacillation in this
matter reflects two-way pulls: to take care of potential students
coming from rural and other areas without high school facilities
and to avoid competing with high schools that were functioning.
There is some discrepancy in various records as to when preparatory departments were entirely dropped from Minnesota normals,
but the late 80's would be about it.
The high school was rapidly assuming its place as a basic element of public education in America. The number of high schools
in the country almost doubled between 1880 and 1890 and substantially more than doubled again between 1890 and 1900 (and
it would continue this doubling decade by decade until the
l 930's).
The public high school idea was about a half century old at
the founding of Mankato Normal, but the boom did not come
until after the Civil War. That it met a felt need is evidenced by
the way the idea caught on. In 1872 the Report of the United
States Commissioner of Education for the year 1870 lists twentytwo schools in Minnesota as institutions of secondary education .
The name high school does not appear. A majority are affiliated
with churches, particularly the Roman Catholic. A few list no denominational affiliation. Practically all appear to be private academies. They range in enrollment from sixteen, in the Select School
at Mankato, to 1048 in the German Catholic School at St. Paul.
The total enrollment for the twenty-two academies is about three
thousand, but most schools had only a few dozen students. The
figures of the Report may be optimistic, may include more than
the strictly secondary pupils. In 1874 the report of the State Su-
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perintendent of Public Instruction lists these enrollments for the
various types of educational institutions in Minnesota:
Common schools
128,902
Normal schools
871
487
Academies
Colleges
582
2,982
Private schools [elementary?]

133,822
By 1890, the Biennial Report of the Superintendent of Public ,Instruction lists sixty-four " state" high schools, classified as
first, second, and third class. In Minnesota. as throughout much
of the country, people seemed convinced that a democracy could
not consistently limit its leadership to a class which could afford
to pay for its own education, and therefore the high school took
its place in public education. Within a generation after the founding of the Mankato Normal, two-thirds of all students in secondary education were enrolled in public high schools.
Both the academies and their successors, the public high
schools, sent their students out to become teachers-just as the
liberal arts colleges were to do. In Minnesota the normal departments of high schools supplied a substantial percentage of the
teaching force. In fact one of the arguments for high schools
stated by the Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1875 was
that with four-to-six weeks normal courses (subsidized by the
State), high schools could supply many teachers for rural schools.
This matter of teacher-supply for rural schools was a vacuum
which normals never did fill. Students with normal training could
usually go to better jobs in town and in graded schools. The
peak in the teacher-training departments in high schools came before World War I. but a report in 1924 indicates that over half of
the rural teachers in Minnesota came from this source.
Governor Davis in 18 7 5 had asked the Legislature to establish preparatory schools in various cities, the curriculum to be set
by the University and the salary of the " preceptor" in each school
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to be paid by the State. "The University," he said, "should begin where the highest grade of the common school leaves off." At
that time, he pointed out, there were no preparatory schools in
the state. "The State," he argued "which can afford both a university and a system of common schools ought to connect them
and make one harmonious scheme of our educational interests."
Such a scheme of preparatory schools would make the University
" not only the rich man's privilege, but also the poor man's available right."
It is clear that Governor Davis was thinking of high schools
as preparatory schools for institutions of higher education. But
there were others who saw a different role for the public high
school. In his next annual report, David Burt, Superintendent of
Public Instruction, objected to the proposal for the University to
dominate the high school curriculum. The high school should
exist, he wrote, " not so much to fill the University, as to furnish
the sons and daughters of their patrons what they want, and what
parents are willing to pay for as the final schooling of their children." The high school is seen as "the coming glory of popular
education . . . the advantages of superior education are brought
within the reach of all classes."
Here again we note how educational institutions are most
likely to develop in a democracy: they survive and prosper as they
meet the needs of the people. Theorists might argue for logical partitioning of responsibility, but both in public schools directly controlled by the state and local governments and in private academies and colleges, it was not the founders who determined the services the institutions were to perform but the constituents. It has
been so for a century; there is little likelihood that the same forces
will not continue to determine how the resources of any school or
any campus are to be used.
That the emergence of a four-year public school beyond the
previous eight grades is a major factor in determining the level of
work and the nature of the curriculum at the normal schools
would seem beyond dispute. But of course it was disputed-
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another virtual certainty of democratic debate. That w ill show up
a little further down the road.
The overview of curriculum development at Mankato reveals that the most striking changes are adaptation to the level of
preparation of entering students. This is seeing curriculum in relation to the educational level adopted. There are other ways,
however, of studying curriculum development. One of basic interest and importance is the content of the curriculum-the books
that were studied as texts, the changes in philosophy and point of
view, the techniques of teacher education. The present review includes too little of this story. It is a study in itself-at least as interesting as the broader outline sketched here. There was, however,
one phase of the preparation of teachers for the " common schools"
which should be mentioned, for this was an extension of the
school years in the other direction- the kindergarten.
A kindergarten department was established in 1894, and
thereby hangs a tale. About this time the president of the Normal
School Board was much concerned over the quality of instruction
in the schools. Each year a committee of Board members visited
each of the campuses and gave students who were candidates for
graduation oral and written examinations. The Board h ad passed
a motion in 1893 " that schools shall graduate only those approved by the examining committee . . .. " The first young lady to
prepare for kindergarten teaching at Mankato spent the year in subjects special to kindergarten work, and when the examining committee appeared in the spring, she did well in her field. However,
the committee felt that in addition she should take all the tests that
others preparing to teach in elementary schools took, and the girl
refused. She said she had been informed that it was the kindergarten she was preparing for- not the regular grades. She had not
reviewed those other subjects for a long time, and she knew she
would do badly. The case was carried to the Board.
T he important aspect of the matter is that the Board con cluded that kindergarten work should be in addition to the preparation of elementary teachers. The teacher should be fully aware
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of the elementary school's work and problems so that she could
better prepare her students for what they would be encountering.
To this day this philosophy of kindergarten preparation has continued at Mankato.
Admission to the Normal had been generally by examination
or a second-class teacher's certificate. There had also been provision
for advanced standing either on the basis of examination or certificate or diploma from approved schools. The announcements
for the fall of 1888 stated that the " certificate of the State High
School Board will also be received in lieu of examination in the
subjects covered." Here in 1888 high school certification in certain subjects is mentioned as the last of several alternative means
of admission. A generation later it will be the standard form of
admission, virtually the sine qua non- and two generations later
it will be considered by many an open-door policy inimical to academic standards.
The three-year Elementary Course and the four-year Advanced Course continued until the fall of 1895 when a fifth year
was added to the Advanced Course. For the first time, too, the
Advanced Course might be either a five-year English course or a
five-year Latin course. The catalogue the year before had noted the
growth of the school (as it had done every year since the coming
of President Searing) . but it reported that " this increased attendance has been almost exclusively in the upper classes." (Something over a half century later. in the 19 5 O's enrollment figures for
Mankato State College would reflect a similar phenomenon-with
the difference that the " upper classes" would then refer to college
juniors and seniors and graduate students.)
The 1895 program not only included five-year courses but
also three courses for the high school graduate: a one-year Kindergarten, a one-year Elementary, and a two-year Advanced. It
would appear that the latter envisioned study on the level of the
sixth year above the common schools. The two-year junior-col-
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lege course here initiated became the dominant normal school program for Mankato--for the next half century!
A Collegiate Program
Looking back at what was happening m the high schools,
one wonders where the teachers came from. Good schools need
good teachers-so the formula ran. This argument had created
the normal schools. Good high schools also needed good teachers.
Naturally it would seem that the institutions created to prepare
teachers would have developed programs for the preparation of
high school teachers. It worked out that way in some other states,
but the story in Minnesota was a little different.
Such a development would have caused the normals to become
four-year colleges. Such a development was related to the vested
interests of the already established collegiate institutions, the University and the private colleges.
The normal schools in Minnesota became state teachers colleges by legislative act in 19 21, but this change came a quarter of a
century after the concept of teacher education on an exclusively
collegiate level began to be discussed. In 1896 the Minnesota Superintendent ,o f Public Instruction, W. W. Pendergast, in his annual report tossed the first straw into the wind: "By recent action
of the Massachusetts State Board of Education none but graduates
of high schools having a full four years' range of high school subjects, shall be admitted to any normal school in the commonwealth." He continued: "We are not yet ready to take so long a
step in advance. But every move we make shall be in that direction."
By 1890 a state normal in Michigan had a six-year course to
prepare high school teachers. In 1902, Ohio established normal
schools at liberal arts colleges in Athens and Oxford. In 1907, the
Illinois legislature authorized four normals in that state to confer
degrees. Iowa took the same step in 1910, but backed away again
two years later. In 1908 the presidents of the normal schools in
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Wisconsin recommended to the regents that they become fouryear degree-granting colleges, something which did not come about
until 1925. The normals schools in Missouri were granting baccalaureate degrees in the first decade of the twentieth century.
In his annual report in 1911, President G. E. Maxwell of
Winona cited a list of states whose normals were already operating as four-year degree-granting colleges: Cedar Falls, Iowa, four
Illinois normals, Ypsilanti in Michigan, Terre Haute in Indiana,
the Missouri normals, Peru in Nebraska, Greeley in Colorado,
and Emporia in Kansas.
It was in the air. The previous spring ( 1910) when
Winona was celebrating its Semicentennial, the presidents of the
normal schools had brought before the Board two recommendations. The first was for a diploma program representing three
years beyond high school, six years of work if the student had no
high school preparation . The second was for a four-year posthigh-school program (seven years if the student had no high
school work) leading to a degree in education. The presidents
proposed that this extension of offering be made only if the Legislature made additional appropriations to cover the added expense.
The Board decided to study the presidents' recommendations and
confer with state high school and University authorities "with a
view of reaching a harmonious basis for any change or enlargement in the instruction to be given in the normal schools . . . . "
Evidently the first serious action to secure authorization of
degree programs came in 1911. In the report of the State Normal
School Board covering the period ending July 3, 1912, the president of the Board, Mr. Ell Torrance, wrote a revealing account
of what had happened and the road block encountered:
At the last session of the legislature a bill was introduced, which had
the approval of this board, aiming to ex tend the present normal school
course by two years [ that is, a total of four years beyond high school],
thus making it possible to give the normal students a more thorough and
complete training and to train principals for graded schools. teachers for
the training departments in high schools, and make the normal schools
·more effective agencies in the leadership and direction of public school
work.
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The act failed to pass largely because of the fear that it would make
possible, in time, the conversion of the several normal schools into normal
colleges. At its meeting in August of the present year [ 1912]. the Normal Board and the presidents after a full discussion of this subject, decided
to renew the request. In this connection a conference was held between
the Normal Board and the presid~nts, with ,representatives of the state
university, the private colleges, the members of the high school board and
its inspectors.* The conference developed a very friendly spirit and cooperative interest on the part of the educational institutions of the state
and resulted in the Normal Board, upon recommendation of the normal
school presidents, postponing for the present further activity in the effort to
secure a law necessary to make the proposed extended course of study at tractive to students desiring to obtain the degree of Bachelor of Education.

What took place at this meeting may be inferred. This was
very likely the famous agreement that the normals would train
teachers for the elementary grades and leave the preparation of
high school teachers to the University and the private colleges. In
his next report, President of the Board Torrance seemed to be
making this point when he wrote this declaration of normal
school policy: "The primary purpose and fundamental aim of
these schools is and has been the training of teachers for the elementary schools of the .state." He went on to repeat the account
of the get-together which had taken place two years earlier-in
almost the same words he had used before. There was no question:
he wanted it in the record!
Earlier, in the same report in which President Maxwell of
Winona had reviewed the list of other normal schools then granting four-year degrees, the Winona president had put into his report this statement:
There is no ambit10n on the part of the Minnesota normal schools to direct
their efforts toward the preparation of high school teachers. The elementary
school alone with increased salaries, with demands for better prepared teachers in all grades, teachers in departmental work, and trained specialists and
supervisors, sufficiently justifies the enlarged facilities . . . . The normal
school should regard these problems of elementary education as directly and
quite exclusively its own .. ..

The first sentence of the catalogue for 1914-1915 ( with
announcements for the next year) echoed what Torrance had put
*In the later report, Torrance stated that this meeting was held in November of 1913 . This can hardly be, for the previous account was apparently
already in print long before that.
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into his annual report a few months earlier: "The school is maintained by the state for the purpose of training teachers for the elementary schools." This sentence continued to be the opening
catalogue statement without alteration for the next two years. It
was dropped in the 1917-1918 catalogue.
There were a number of factors which tended to delay the
Minnesota normals' becoming four-year institutions preparing
teachers for both elementary and high schools. No doubt the private colleges and the University did not encourage such a move.
Then there were political factors . Through the years the normal
schools have had somewhat fewer of their graduates sitting on
legislative committees than enrollment figures alone might suggest. Elementary teaching led in most instances to domestic housekeeping, seldom to legislative. As the teaching staff for elementary
schools became preponderantly female, the practice of a man's
teaching a country school for a few terms before he went into
business or on to professional school declined. Hence the normals
had no strong party of graduates in the legislature, and bills must
command attention on their sheer merits, on the contributions
which would be made to education in Minnesota. That under the
circumstances the graph of development shows a steady succession
of rising to new levels of responsibility is indication of the fundamental nature of the business teachers are conducting. A third
significant affective factor, as was noted earlier, was that alone
among the public institutions of education ( excepting special services to those with particular handicaps) the normals derived
virtually all of their support from taxes. Any expansion of the
function of the normals would meet with the objection that the
taxes would be higher. Again, that a century of these schools is a
constant story of upgrading is eloquent testimony that better
teachers for better schools was an idea taxpayers and legislators
supported; that they regularly turned for the implementation of
this idea to the state teacher-education institutions is persuasive
evidence that normal school and teachers college graduates produced in the communities they served the desire for more school-
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ing and better schools.
One further point should be menti-oned, probably the crucial
one at this juncture. It appears from the record that having a definite section of the teacher-training field reserved as their special
province appealed to the normal school administrators. The market for elementary teachers was the big one in teacher education,
and it could absorb all the graduates the normal schools could
possibly produce. With the disruptions attendant to World War
I, the teacher shortage grew acute, and salaries rose. Moreover,
that war was long before the day of WAC' s and WAVE' s; and
enrollments in normal schools were less affected by military enlistments and drafts than colleges having a larger percentage of
men students. Also, apparently the shortage of teachers did not
for some time affect the high schools. In 1918, C. G. Schulz,
Superintendent of the State Department of Education, could say
that the College of Education of the University of Minnesota and
the private colleges were handling the preparation of high school
teachers "in an efficient manner." By November of 1920, the new
State Board of Education was reporting on the "Teacher Problem" in Minnesota: three hundred short that year and eighteen
hundred unprepared for the positions they were holding. Yet the
Board could add that "with few exceptions, the high school departments were supplied with teachers who meet the standards of
qualification."
From the standpoints of both prudent legislatures and prudent normal school administrators there was a good case for the
normals to stick to their last. Here was a field with a good demand and minimal competition. If high schools could be. supplied with teachers by institutions not on the public payroll, why
make a change?
These were arguments of expediency. The issue was larger,
and the wave of the future rolled on. The ultimate issue was of
course the question, " What kind of education makes the best high
school teacher?" There was quite general agreement that a college
degree was very desirable-and normal schools were late entrants
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in fully collegiate programs. There was the usual hassle about
professional education vs. subject-matter competency. It will
probably never be settled on a theoretical level. What did happen
was that the conviction prevailed that studying the job of teaching was as relevant for the high school teacher as for the elementary. Thus when normal schools became fully collegiate in their
programs and when certification of high school teachers required
professional education, the teachers colleges easily and naturally
became teacher-preparation agencies for all the public schools of
the state.
The famous "meeting" and the printed pronouncements of
the " General Aims of Normal Schools" were given publicity because there had been a history. At the turn of the century the
Board had approved the offering of "post-graduate" work in
courses needed for high school certification- provided each class
had twelve or more students. Although a full program of work
for teaching in high schools was far in the future, steps in that
direction continued to be made. After 1916 only high school
graduates were admitted at Mankato. The 1917- 1918 catalogue
announced a program for junior-·h igh teachers: three years beyond
high school. There were also similar programs for supervisors
of music and for teachers of home economics. These special fields
and the junior high school were bridges. Apparently the Board
was not ready or the times were not ready for the normals to
cross these bridges, for the programs were modified the next year
and disappeared the following year.
In 19 21 the Legislature approved the idea which had been
rejected ten years before. All of the state normal schools in Minnesota became state teachers colleges and were authorized "to
award appropriate degrees to persons who complete the prescribed
four -year curriculum."
A milestone had been passed, but unostentatiously. The degree was not prescribed, nor the curriculum. The Legislature
simply authorized the schools to develop as four-year teachers colleges. The Board was thus given a vote of full confidence.
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Theirs was the responsibility of supervising this development .
There was no four-year program at Mankato in 192 1
although legally the institution was a four-year college. There was
a three-year course for teaching in the junior high school. The
catalogue announcement for the fall of 1922 did present a fou ryear program for elementary administrators and junior high
school teachers. However, a year later, the fall of 1923, all me ntion of programs beyond two years was dropped. This catalogue
was compiled in the year the main building of the College w as
burned to the ground, and space had to be found wherever it could
be found. The time was hardly propitious for frontal advance in
curriculum. The fire, however, could have been only a temporary
delay. Actually years rolled by with no extension of the standard two-year curriculum. It was not until the announcements for
the fall of 1928 that mention was again made in the catalogue of
a program beyond the junior-college level :
The fields of work in elementary education for which the teachers' colleges
are to furnish advanced preparation have now been determined by the State
Teachers College Board. In the four-year course the colleges will train :
1. Teachers or principals in elementary schools of either the six-year or
the eight-year type.
2. Teachers or principals in junior high schools.
3. Teachers in high school teacher training departments.
4 . Supervisors of elementary schools.
5. Teachers of physical education.
6. Teachers of general industrial training.
7. Teachers of music and art.
Holders of this diploma will not be certified as general high school teachers.

The announcement went on to say that the programs for these
areas were being developed, but only the general outline of the
four-year programs was presented.*
Events of the kind that are being traced in this review usually
cast long shadows before them. Although there was a considerable
gap between the legislative authorization of a four-year program
for Mankato and the full implementation of such a curriculum,
*On May 5 , 1925 President Cooper presented to the Board as the recommendation of the presidents a "Temporary Four Year Curriculum." This was
approved and no doubt was used by students, but it was never officially published in the catalogue of Mankato State Teachers College.
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students kept taking courses beyond the junior-college level. They
had been doing this for years, and all through the twenties the
"Register of Students" in the annual catalogues listed not only
"juniors" and "seniors" (we should call them freshmen and
sophomores), but also "Third Year Students." While the catalogues did not list three-year and four-year programs, there were
courses which could be used as "electives" or for "Advanced Credits." In the school year of 1927-1928, fifty-eight persons were
in this group.
In the fall of 1928, the four-year curriculum was again described as " in active preparation, but .. . not ready for publication at this time." But now the Register of Students called (for
the first time) the third-year students "juniors." There were
seventy-eight juniors, and, also for the first time, five " seniors. "
The catalogue announcement for the fall of 1930 finally
presented a "Four-Year Degree Curriculum." The year before
there had been one hundred thirty third-year students, and the
first bachelor's degree had been awarded in 1927. The four-year
curriculum climaxed the leadership of President Cooper, who retired from the presidency in the spring of 1930. A year before,
the catalogue had described the scope of the work of the College
as two-year programs in elementary, junior high school, and certain special teaching fields, but in 1930 the curriculums are for
"the different departments and fields of the public schools."
This new program offered majors in nine academic areas, in
addition to professional education: English, social studies, science,
mathematics, foreign languages (French, Latin, German) , industrial arts, physical education, music, and fine arts.
Thus in the fall of 19 3 0, Mankato State Teachers College
at last had a degree program for both elementary and secondary
teaching. It was almost twenty years after the presidents and the
Board had proposed a four-year curriculum and had been turned
down because it might lead to changing the normals into colleges.
It was almost a decade since the right to grant degrees had received
legislative authorization.
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A recital of chronology, one feels, gives only limited awareness of reasons for the way things work out. In this situation, no
doubt the final approval mainly reflected the need for high school
teachers. High school enrollments had increased regularly, and
the 1920's showed the fastest rate of growth in high school enrollment the country had ever known.
What were the other factors? Were they in the faculty and administration, in the official board, in the State Department of
Education, in the educational climate of the state? One suspects
that the answer is yes to all of these. Minnesota was not a leader
in the growing role of the teachers colleges in American education,
but it was a part of it. The forces that demanded more of the
state teachers colleges in other states eventually produced similar
effects in Minnesota. One of the interesting stories in American
public education would be an account of the frontier line: what
states took the initiative occasionally, or consistently, or rarely, or
never? Which states developed and supported only those programs
for which there was ample precedent? And what were the affective
factors-personalities, economics, population? That is a story beyond the province of this account, but one continually has the
feeling that the Mankato story is mostly what it was because
America was what it was, that we pick up one stick from a bundle
-the fasces, as it were, e pluribus unum. Actually, the other way
around, too: each one emerging as the many made it possible.
Behind the catalogue announcement of 1930 that the teachers colleges of Minnesota would prepare teachers for both elementary and high schools were events that show up in the Minutes of
the Presidents and the Board. In 1925, the program of advancing
a year at a time was abandoned. The three-year course was abandoned because the demand for teachers was for those with either
a two-year or a four-year preparation. The Board in May of that
year authorized a four-year course in elementary education, but as
stated above, it never did get into the Mankato catalogue. In
March of 1928 the Board approved a resolution that the function
of teachers colleges in Minnesota was " the training of teachers for
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the public schools of the state." The original language of the law
back in 18 5 8 had been that the normal schools were "established
to educate and prepare teachers for the common schools of this
State." Thus in 1928 the Board was proclaiming that by then the
"common schools" of Minnesota were the public schools. Such an
interpretation would naturally include high schools. In that March
meeting, the Board did not specifically act on this premise and included in the fields of teaching at the teachers colleges only elementary, junior high, and three special fields-physical education,
industrial arts, and music .
. But the point bad been made, and in September of the same
year James M. McConnell, State Commissioner of Education and
ex officio secretary of the Board, raised the question of extending
the work of the four-year course to include the training of high
school teachers. The matter was discussed at length, and at the next
meeting, in December of 1928 , the Board specifically authorized
the . several colleges to offer four-year courses of study for the
training of both elementary and high school teachers. The followin g spring, in May 1929, a full four-year curriculum for both elementary and high school teaching was adopted. This was too late,
no doubt, for the catalogue announcements that year, but as told
above it appeared in the announcements for 1930.
The thirty -five year transition from school to college is itself
a commentary on education in a democracy. There was first the
vision the leaders had. There was the looking at what other states
were doing. There was balancing the claims of competitors and the
attempt to work out a compromise which could keep everybody
happy. There was the simple, clear, terse authorization of 1921
that free d the colleges for a quarter century of change and did not
restrict them to contemporary terminology. There was responsibility on the part of lay citizens serving on the Board. There was
the careful building of academic standards and accreditations by
the colleges. But perhaps above all there was a commonwealth
of people who wanted educational opportunity for their children
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and who were determined to use the resources of the State to
achieve that end.
When Frank D. McElroy came as president in the fall of
1930, people were still saying that prosperity was just around the
corner. The years that lay ahead, however, as we know now, were
going to be rough ones: the depression of the 1930's and the war
years. When the war was over, President McElroy's administration was also over. One could hardly avoid the conclusion that
all of those years were abnormal in our economy, years in many
respects of hanging on, carrying on, doing the best one could with
what one had. When goods were to be had, money wasn't. When
income rose, production was for free-world survival.
That was not the whole picture. People who could not get
jobs might go to college or go back to college-especially to a state
supported college where costs were low. The institutions which depended on private philanthropy were hardest hit ; the depression
years there were times of low salaries or delayed payments o r,
sometimes, contracts which could not be met at all.
It was a mixed picture. In the l 930's there was in the United
States an actual drop of about ten percent in total enrollment in
elementary schools ( despite the theme song of Eddie Cantor that
since "tomatoes are cheaper, potatoes are cheaper, now's the time
to fall in love!") ; but there was at the same time a fifty percent
increase in high school enrollment, and the number of high school
graduates doubled. In the previous decade, the 1920's, college
graduates had more than doubled in number. The state teachers
colleges of Minnesota, despite the 1921 authorization, had almost
no participation in the college boom of the twenties. In the 1930's
college enrollments despite the depression rose another fifty percent.
Mankato State Teachers College did participate in this development. In 1930, there were ten students who graduated with a
four-year degree. For the sixteen years from 1930 through 1945,
there were graduated with the bachelor's degree an avtrage of
about sixty-two students each year. Total enrollment of the Col-
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lege during the regular year (September to June) was usually in
the six or seven hundreds. Twice it was higher (1907 in 1939 and
865 in 1940) , and four years it was fewer than six hundred. In
the summers, teachers returned to upgrade their certificates, and
they added substantially to the total annual enrollments- which
were usually about a thousand, but over fifteen hundred in 1939.
Approximately two thirds of the students were enrolled as freshmen and sophomores.
The two-year diploma qualified students for certification to
teach in elementary schools. A plateau of teacher preparation had
been reached here, and upgrading would wait until after the war.
W ith this situation, unless a college moved strongly into the field
of preparing high school teachers, a plateau in the whole program was predictable.
Entrance requirements remained the same. The basic curriculum options remained the same. The departments of instruction
were regrouped into five divisions, and Spanish and physics
w ere added. Handwriting was in 1945 no longer an area of instruction. In the catalogue for 1930-1931 one hundred thirty-five
courses were described. Sixteen years later there were twice that
number.
A sampling of course titles in a department is suggestive of
w hat was being taught. In 1931 there were twenty-one English
courses: two in composition, one in public speaking, six in literature, and twelue in materials and methods of teaching the language
arts on the various levels from the kindergarten through high
school. A decade and a half later the English department listed
thirty courses (four courses in the teaching of reading had become
the province of Education). Of these thirty, six were in public
speaking and seven in teaching various branches and levels of the
language arts. Another way of seeing this would be to note that
composition courses increased from two to five, literature from six
to twelve, speech from one to six, and methods were partially relocated in Education.
In 19 3 1, there were seven courses in Mathematics : one in
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trigonometry, one in college algebra, and five in the teaching of
mathematics. In 1945, there were two courses in the teaching of
mathematics and eight in the subject-matter of mathematicsthrough integral calculus.
If these samplings are representative, it would appear that
under President McElroy course offerings in the various departments were substantially increased, particularly in the academic
areas. The number of courses listed in Education increased about
fifty percent, but as indicated above, this included some departmental reshuffling.
With the number of different courses in high schools exceeding those in elementary schools and with the need for courses
sufficient to permit specialization by each student in a major and
two minor areas of concentration, such expansion of academic offering was demanded.
Here again one notes how one side of the institution's development is tied to other developments. Prospective high school
teachers w ould not select a state teachers college until a four-yea r
program for them was announced. But courses could not be offered until there were students to fill the classes. In a state college
new appropriations for faculty are hard to get until present classes
are overflowing. It is somewhat like a mountain climber ascending a narrow chimney. He puts his feet on one side, his back on
the other. Scootching up his feet he gets that side a bit higher.
Twisting his shoulder blades, he inches up his backside. And he
pushes hard to maintain friction all the time because he's a goner
if he slips! So in across-the-board curriculum expansion.
One of the affective factors in the course offering expansion
of the McElroy era was the upgrading of the faculty. In 193 1
about one in seven had doctorates. When the war began, almost
one in three had this advanced degree. Apparently about forty
percent of the faculty did not have a graduate degree in the early
thirties. In 1941, before the depletion for war work, almost
ninety percent had a master's or a doctor's degree. People with
this kind of specialized training are the explanation or the con-
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comitant of the increased specialization in course offering.
Closely allied to the upgrading of course offering and faculty
qualification was the push for accreditation. In the 19 20' s the
Minnesota teachers colleges had been classed as Class A schools by
the American Associataion of Teachers Colleges, but this did not
automatically secure for the graduates entry into graduate schools
without penalty of probationary status and an extension of the
time necessary to complete a degree. The 1940-1941 catalogue
is the first to announce that the College had also become accredited
by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools. A subsequent catalogue points out that "this latter membership enables gradua tes to enter graduate schools of various
universities and to be certified to teach in any states recognizing
this Asso,c iation.''
Parallel with this shaping up of the academic status of the
institution were other developments which would have conditioned approval by the North Central Association : the organization of the College to achieve the objectives it had set for itself.
In the announcement for 1931, the purpose of preparing
teachers for the public schools of Minnesota was declared to be '' a
single purpose, professional in nature, to w hich the College will
give all its resources." This is an echo of the mid-nineteenth cen tury case for n ormal schools; they were specialists in professional
education for teaching. That this is exactly what was intended
1s born out further on in the same announcement :
T h e institution is dominated by a belief that teach ing is a profession of
high rank, equal to any in professional service and opp ortunities for advancement.

These statements were reprinted in catalogues for several years.
They sound defensive, if not defiant. They appear to be expression of a felt need to justify the institution by what was peculiar
to it in higher education. This explains the high percentage of
courses in " materials and methods of teaching" this subject or
that.
· The reader will recall that the issue was much the same m
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the beginning. Since then the teacher-preparation curriculum had
grown from one or two years to six or eight. The difference was
almost entirely in the academic background thought desirable for
the teacher: four years in high school, plus about half to threefourths of his college work.
In the catalogue announcement for the fall of 1938, there
was a new emphasis on liberal studies:
To the young men and women of Minnesota who are high school graduates, the Mankato State Teachers College offers an opportunity for
a liberal and a professional education.

*

*

*

While the Mankato State Teachers College is a professional school. dedicated to the education of young people for the teaching profession, it is
more than that. In order to do that, it must first of all give students a
liberal education and make them strong personalities; then it must give
them the professional knowledge and skill needed for superior teaching.

The syntax and idiom might be a little rough here, but a point is
being made. The statement continued:
This is accomplished by dividing the four-year course so that the first two
years are pure! y academic and the last two years are both academic and professional. The junior college work is given over to the development of a
general background of information prerequisite to a study of the field in
which the professional work is done. In the second two years the mastery
of the field of concentration or special interest is gained, along with the
study of the professional courses and the practice with the children in the
laboratory and cooperating schools.

We should notice that the program of the College is here
described as a four-year program. No mention of the two-year
diploma for elementary teachers is made in this description of the
function and philosophy of the College. Seventeen pages later the
"Two-year Diploma Course" is explained. About seventy percent
of the graduates were still two-year graduates.
During the twenties and early thirties, one frequently encounters in reports and College publications the statement that
there had been considerable concern that the College in becoming
a four-year institution would abandon its two-year program.
Officials repeatedly assured the public that there was no such intention. It was thus sixteen years after the name change before
the College seemed to be deliberately cultivating an image of an
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institution which was primarily a four-year college. From this
point on, significant curriculum developments will all be in the
direction of programs leading to a baccalaureate or a graduate degree--or to retraining or short-course updating of previous
graduates.*
A State College
The strengthening of course offerings m academic departments was necessary if the teachers colleges were to prepare high
school teachers, but the same subjects which provided the general
educational background of the teacher frequently worked just as
well as preprofessional studies for other professions. The logical
next step in the evolution of the institution was to make these
resources available to all the citizens of the state whether they were
planning to become teachers or not.
From the beginning the function of the school had been
teacher education. No doubt only a fraction of the students who
attended the normal or the teachers college made life-long careers
of teaching. That teaching was something a girl did a few years
before she married was the standard image. In the beginning,
educators felt that such a short teaching career limited the amount
of time one could afford to devote to special training to a year or
two. This naturally was an obstacle to curriculum expansion, so
reasonable that quite likely the one-and two-year normal would
have remained permanently had not the very existence of public
education whetted the taste for more and higher schooling. There
must be studies around showing that the children of school teachers were conditioned to keep on with school, to graduate from
high school, to enroll in college in numbers greater than the average of the population. A little schooling creates a faith that more
would open more doors of opportunity. The school teachers may
drop out of teaching permanently or only for a while, but the
*After Mankato became a multi-purpose state college, a va riety of technical
programs began to emerge, the len gth of the p rogram designed to meet the needs
of the special group served.
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next generation will be school minded, college minded.
With men the situation was only different in degree. Keeping school was an interim experience for many men. Here too no
doubt the men became parents of children conditioned to think in
terms of professional careers which would require college and professional preparation. It seems likely that only a few men left
teaching to enter careers where formal education was not considered a vocational or professional asset, and this too would condition the children of the father to aim at specialized and professional careers. That many would enter business was, as it turned
out, not necessarily a lessening of interest in better schools. If they
prospered they could afford to support better schools, and the evidence is clear that they have done so.
Moreover, one of the most consistently attractive appeals of
higher education has been the correlation between educational
achievement and personal income. Many studies through the years
have pointed this out. The income of the college graduate is likely
to run about double that of the high school graduate, almost three
times that of the person whose education stopped with what used
to be called the "common schools. "
It has always been debated whether this reflects the value of
the educational experience or whether it simply indicates that persons with more aptitude continued longer with their education.
The latter alternative would seem likely on the face of the matter:
successful people can afford to give children more schooling; the
better stock probably produces offspring with superior aptitude;
children who succeed continue. All such factors would argue that
were schools nothing but screening facilities, their graduates would
likely make fine records.
Yet this really does not seem to be the whole story. The income comparison cited above was made by the National Bureau
of Economic Research in 1965. A not dissimilar situation was
reported in 1900. In "a biographical dictionary of living Americans who had achieved more than ordinary success in some calling/' persons with a college degree apparently had about six times
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the likelihood of being listed as the general population. Moreover, those who had made outstanding academic records had
almost three times the chance of listing as the average college
graduate.
When these two reports, separated by two-thirds of a century , are coupled with one more, the case for education itself as
the effective factor is strengthened. Although the number of students enrolled in college rose dramatically, the ratio of high school
seniors entering college remained fairly constant. It seems reasonably clear, therefore. that although a much larger percentage of the
people were continuing with education, the probabilities of advantage for the educated were just as striking in the 1960's as they
were at the beginning of the century.
When, therefore, the teachers colleges expanded course offerings and upgraded faculty qualifications to offer majors and
minors in the various fields. there was already a demand for the
use of the college facilities by persons who did not intend to teach.
Throughout all the history of the normal school. students
who enrolled would be granted free tuition if they promised to
teach at least two years after graduation. But even in the beginning there were some who did not "take the pledge." By the middle
of the twentieth century. a very large percentage of entering freshmen-one check indicated sixty-five percent-were undecided
about a choice of vocation. Since by that time the first two years
of college work were largely in general education, a student could
enroll at Mankato and find himself as he explored the courses offered by the different departments.
This condition had two effects. Many students who had no
intention of teaching came to Mankato for a year or two of college work and terminated or transferred to other institutions for
adv anced work. On the other hand it was commonplace for
many of these persons to decide to become teachers. The result
was increased recruitment for the teaching profession at the same
time that teachers colleges were being transformed into "state colleges"-that is, into multi-purpose area colleges.
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The logic of the situation was such that this development
was general. Brickman and Lehre in their history of higher education state that within twenty years after the normal schools became teachers colleges, they began transforming themselves in to
general state colleges or universities granting liberal arts degrees.
The-change-of-name-to-teachers-colleges phase peaked m the
1920's. In California the state normal schools became teachers colleges in 1921-the same year as the change came to Minnesotaand in 19 3 5 the teachers colleges of California became state colleges. Bowling Green and Kent in Ohio became state colleges m
1929.
The overall picture of the move from teachers-college to
state-college status emerges from the examination of a directory
like the ninth edition of American Colleges and Universities
(1964), published by the American Council on Education. It
appears that in this evolution a very few, perhaps three, teachers
colleges made the transition before 1930, a half dozen in t he
1930's, a score in the 1940's, a few more than that in the 19 50 's,
others in the early 1960's. By the middle of the I 960's, there
were in the United States fewer than a dozen and a half sta te
teachers colleges or state colleges of education that had not become
state colleges or state universities.
At Mankato the name was changed to Mankato State Colin
1957.
lege
The years following W arid War II have seen large increases
in college enrollments. They were touched off by the so-called G I
Bill, which subsidized education for persons with service in the
Armed Forces. The crest of this boom came in 1949, when al most
two and a half million students enrolled in institutions of higher
education. The Korean conflict augmented the decline, 19 5 1 being nationally the lowest year in college enrollments since 1946.
Then with a new GI Bill. enrollments rose once more. Between
1946 and 1964 enrollment in higher education rose from about
two million to almost five- an increase of approximately one
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hundred fifty percent.
In the l 920's, it will be recalled, the teachers colleges of
M innesota were not ready to participate in the growth of college
enrollment except on a junior-college level in programs of education fo r elementary teaching-with the exception of a few courses
for a few students who wanted work beyond their diploma requirements.
In the l 930's, a new image of the service the College could
perform for the State emerged, but about the time faculty and
course offerings had been readied for greater breadth and depth of
curriculum, the war intruded with its imperatives and priorities.
Immediately following the close of hostilities, however, a new role
for Mankato rapidly evolved. Although the location of the College at Mankato in the center of the southern part of the state (an
agricultural and trade area which year after year had known strong
economic stability) seemed the favored one for a state college, the
history of the institution had not shown that this potential had
been either realized or achieved. In the beginning, the elder sister
at Winona took the lead. Later the school at St. Cloud bcame
the largest of the normals.
There would have been substantial growth of any good collegiate institution, and the forte of the state teachers colleges was
especially conducive to this. Teacher shortages developed just as
they !had after World War I. and as soon as the crop of " war
babies" began to reach school age, the shortages became critical.
But the expansion at Mankato was way beyond statistical probabilities. As was noted above, nationwide the growth to the midsixties was about one and a half times the immediate post-war
figure. The Mankato catalogue for 1946-1947 reported that during the previous year there were a few more than one thousand
different individuals enrolled at the College in the year ending
with the Spring Quarter of 1946, almost exactly the same number as the year previously. The catalogue for 1966- 1968, twenty
years later reported that for the year of June 1964 through the
Spring Quarter of 1965 there were 13,37 8 different students en-
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rolled either on a full-time or a part-time basis. It included students enrolled for classes during the day and those offered in the
evening or on Saturday. It included those enrolled on campus
and those in courses taught by faculty members in a score or more
of communities in the area. It included some students who received part of their instruction by television. And of course it included students who enrolled in one or both of the two summer
sessions. There was a time when full-time fall quarter or fall
semester enrollment gave a reasonably true measure of the number
of students enrolled in a college and therefore of the educational
service the institution was performing. The fact that the thirteen
thousand figure for the 1964-1965 school year embraces the categories just enumerated is itself illustrative of the growing complexity of the College's response to the educational needs of its constituency during the presidency of Dr. C. L. Craw ford .
This complex of services is the key to understanding what
occurred at Mankato in the two post-war decades. For most o f its
history, the institution had conceived of itself and been thought
of as a single-purpose institution. As we noted early in this account, almost from the very beginning the concept of a school
solely devoted to the "how" of teaching proved to be wron g
headed. Each step up the ladder of higher education involved educational experiences common not only to teachers but to the w hole
concept of an educated person. That such facilities should be
available for all who could benefit by them made good sense. It
made possible better teacher education-faculty, library. laboratories, course offerings, and other educational facilities of the Co llege. It attracted to the teaching profession many students who
became interested in teaching after they were on campus. And it
served many who exploited the opportunities available for a wide
variety of educational objectives other than teaching.
Thus most gradually and naturally and inevitably Mankato
became a multi-purpose college. More students than ever befo re
elected to become teachers. and the College became in several areas
the principal resource of the State fo r the preparation of teachers.
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And in addition, new programs emerged, each an attempt to do a
job which needed to be done. This appears to be its permanent
role. The situation is not dissimilar in a way to the experience of
a scholar making a study of a problem which interests him: each
new fact he encounters opens up new relationships, further aspects
that need attention. He can never know when he begins what
opinions he will hold a year from then, the new questions that
will need answering. All he can be sure of is that if he is smart
enough, if he is alert enough, there will be new insight. new jobs
to do.
The change of name from teachers college to state college,
like changes that h.:id preceded it, was a process stretching over
many years. In 1938, the presidents of the Minnesota teachers
colleges recommended to the Board that a study be made of the
merits of the teachers colleges' becoming state colleges--especially
on the junior-college .level. They noted that this was a trend in
some states. The occasion of the recommendation was a study
they were making of the curriculum and its relation to the role
the colleges were to occupy. There was agreement that colleges
should be organized on two levels, the first two years to be " broad,
cultural and liberal." Such subjects would provide the foundation for the professional education of teachers on the senior-college
level, but they could just as easily in many instances serve as preprofessional preparation in other professional fields . At the same
meeting, it is interesting to observe, they also agreed that curriculum planning should be "in anticipation of requirements of five
years of college for high school teachers" and with the "possibility
of graduate work in the future. "
The sequel comes eight years later. World War II has intervened. The GI Bill has been passed, and thousands of veterans
were anxious to take advantage of it. Some of them wanted to be
teachers, but of course their needs were various. Soon colleges
were swamped with applications.
At the Board meeting in August 1946 a proposal was made
by the University of Minnesota to approve "joint registration" by
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students at the teachers college and ~he University. Depending on
his program, the student could take a year or two at a teachers
college and transfer to the University for his advanced work, with
the assurance that all of his course work would count. The
Board approved.
At the same meeting, a large delegation from Duluth presented the acute need "for opportunities for higher education on
the college level" in the northern part of the state. Representatives of other sections of the State reported a similar situation in
their areas. The Board authorized the granting of the B.A. degree
by all six teachers colleges.* By so doing the door was opened
to the institutions' functioning as state colleges.
Far from this marking a retreat from the role of preparing
teachers, the evidence indicated that the change would not only
broaden the base of teacher recruitment but would increase substantially the number of students who would prepare for teaching.
One study reported to the Board indicated that for every two
students who came to a teachers college and later changed their
vocational objective to something other than teaching, there were
fifty students who came as freshman with something else in mind
and later changed to teaching.
Consistent with this situation and with the action the Board
had taken approving the offering of the B.A . degree, a bill was
introduced in the 194 7 Legislature to change the names of the
teachers colleges to state colleges, but it did not get out of committee, and the Board concluded that it should wait a while.
In August of 1948 the Board passed a resolution recommending the change of name. Almost immediately there arose
opposition from the Minnesota Education Association, on the
grounds that such a change would be interpreted as a reflection on
the teaching profession. The Board invited representatives of
groups to appear, and it apparently was not difficult to allay the
uneasiness. It would have been surprising had it been more than
*The Bachelor of Science degree was traditionally the degree awarded to
graduates prepared for teacher certification. Thus. the Bachelor of Arts degree
entered the curriculum as a catch-all degree for all other programs.
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a matter of "communication," for the essentials of the situation
had been inherent in almost everything that had taken place in
teacher education from its beginning in the state: a teacher needs
to be well educated ; so do members of other professions·; much
of this overlaps ; efficiency dictates making maximum use of state
resources.
Again in 1949 a bill to change the name failed to get out
of committee in either house. In 1950, the Board, apparently to
lay a foundation of data for anticipated development, seriously
considered an extensive study of the role of teachers colleges in
Minnesota, but for budgetary reasons it had to be dropped.
Seven years later the College became Mankato State College.
The Board minutes for late 19 5 6 and for 19 5 7 reflect no special
attention to this matter. The minutes of February 7, 1957 include a report on matters affecting the teachers colleges which
were then being considered by the Legislature, but there is no reference to "state colleges." On February 25 the minutes report a
meeting of " the State Teachers College Board"; on May 13 the
minutes report a meeting of "the State College Board." This is
the only recognition there that the change had been made.
Here once more Minnesota was neither the first nor the last
to make the move. When opinion had been created for the change,
the change came about with little fuss or feathers. The change in
name was recognition of a change which in fact already existed .
The Graduate Program
The 1938 resolution of the teachers colleges' presidents referred to above looked not only to broadening the area of service
on the undergraduate level but also to extending the program beyond four years. Actually in a way this latter change was formal ized before the former . Four years before Mankato became a state
college, the institution was authorized to grant a master's degree
in teacher education. This was in 1953 . A decade later, in 1963,
Mankato State College was authorized to confer a Master of Arts
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degree in programs other than teacher education, and in the Legislature a bill was introduced to make the institution a state university.
Essentially, the rationale for the move to graduate study was
.the same that had provided the foundation for previous development. First, there was a substantial demand for graduate study
for teachers. Salary schedules in public schools were now .geared
to the teacher's level of preparation, with increments for the fifth
year, a master's degree, and in some instances a doctorate. Faculty
and facilities in the teachers colleges were available for such study.
As soon as authorization was effected, teachers came to upgrade
their academic status.
Perhaps the earliest official notice of interest in developing
a graduate program in the teachers colleges of Minnesota may be
found in the Minutes of a meeting of the presidents in January
of 1936. President Selke of St. Cloud reported that twelve to
sixteen teachers colleges in the country were then doing graduate
work leading to the master's degree, but only one, Greeley, Colorado, was awarding the Ph.D. He thought that in a few years the
Minnesota colleges should be ready to do graduate work. Two
years later , as noted above, the idea was incorporated in the presidents' resolution concerning factors which should guide curriculum development-the resolution in which they recommended
state college status.

In 1945 a bill was introduced in the Legislature but failed
to pass. I t was opposed by the University- as so often had happened before. In 1948 an agreement was worked out w ith the
University to reserve for that institution certain areas of graduate
work in Education, and a new bill was introduced in the 1949
Legislature. But legislative approval for the "five-year curriculum
in teacher education" did not come until four years later, 1953.
St. Cloud State Teachers College was all ready to go, and on May
11. 19 5 3 the Board approved their proposal. In August, the
authorization was extended to all of the teachers colleges. The
original proposal was for a Master of Science in Education degree,
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as the original proposal for the baccalaureate degree was for a
Bachelor of Science in Education degree ( officially changed in
1939 to a Bachelor of Science degree). But the Board Minutes for
May I 0, 19 54 in approving the diploma for the degree refers
simply to a "Master of Science Degree."
Thus in terminology the old ambivalent attitude is echoed
once more: teacher education to be justified by a special professional degree and discipline-like law or medicine-or a teachereducation program which will :find its home comfortably in the
graduate school, using as its symbol of achievement the standard
academic degree. In every instance for a century of development
the beginning has been in the direction of the first alternative, the
ultimate commitment to the latter.
The decade between the authorization of the Master of
Science degree and the Master of Arts degree was one of adaptation to the new responsibility and the new opportunity. At Mankato there was caution in moving into graduate work, an evident
reluctance to offer graduate experiences which did not provide the
level of study the faculty had experienced in their own schooling.
There was no shortage of such standards for comparison, for the
teachers at Mankato had come from institutions of higher education all over the United States and even from foreign universities.
From first-hand experience-both as students and as professorsthey knew what graduate study is: the kinds of problems being
investigated, the literatures of the various fields, the facilities needed. The fact that Mankato had expanded so rapidly after World
War II meant that most members of the faculty were new to the
College and brought with them fresh knowledge and fresh
enthusiasm. They requisitioned for the library the works they had
found useful in their own work, and they carried their enthusiasm to their students. Normally as a college grows, the per capita
circulation of th e library falls off, but at Mankato although student enrollment each year surpassed the previous year by margins
that exceeded forecasts and amazed the people of the state, library
circulation figures rose at even a higher rate. The explanation may
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have been this influx of faculty, many of them still engaged in
completing their advanced degree. In 1962 a survey of the faculty
revealed that they represented degrees from 169 colleg~ and universities, but the encounter with educational ideas was even wider,
for most had had years of teaching experience in other institutions before coming to Mankato.
The reticence of the College toward anything which might
be construed as soft standards is illustrated by the requirement
that no one was to be admitted to the Graduate Faculty unless he
had an earned doctorate, a standard more rigid than almost any
of the schools from which the faculty had themselves received their
degrees. This was not done from a naive faith in the reliability
of any degree as a means of distinguishing the great teacher and
scholar from others. It was simply a means of setting up a hurdle
that on the whole-at least in the initial years-would tend to
insure that those who taught graduate courses had adequate famili arity with graduate study and research.
It was not anticipated that graduate courses would immediately draw large enrollments. One result was that course-offering
enrichment began on the level of counses designed for both advanced undergraduates and graduate students, with provisions for
special problems for the latter. This proved both a wise and a
happy development. The whole College was affected. The range
of courses available for majors attracted to the various departments students with interest and competency. The enlargement
of faculty permitted employment of persons with special competencies. Such professors could challenge students and interest them
to explore levels of study seldom entered in a program less differentiated in courses, faculty , and students. Large colleges and universities have their own problems, but in this respect they have
advantages which only in segments can be matched by the small
school. With the great growth at Mankato, students found themselves competing with peer groups of special preparation and
speci?l ability. This normally leads to segmentation, but it also
leads to the excitement of finding others for whom the same kinds
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of things are important. Perhaps there are few better ways of
phrasing what it is that makes the good life.
A quick overview of what this course enrichment during the
Crawford administration amounted to may be had by checking
the catalogue of 1946-1947 with that for 1966-1968. The
course offerings in 1946 were listed under eighteen departments.
Two decades later there appear to be some thirty-four departmental areas. In the earlier catalogue, 214 courses are described; in the
latter, 1513. By the school year of 1966-1967 almost six hundred courses were offered for graduate credit. In 1946, there were
sixty members of the faculty; in the fall of 1966 approximately
five hundred.
One of the interesting results of this situation was the increased percentage of the College's activity on the level of seniorcollege and graduate study. For the school year beginning in June
of 1944, approximately two-thirds of the students were freshmen
and sophomores. The freshman class was more than four times
as large as the senior class. Although this reflected the high percentage of students preparing to be elementary teachers-who
could still be certified after two years of college work-it nevertheless was not atypical of the general college situation across the
country, where a dropout rate between the first and second yeai
might run around forty percent, with decreased but still high rates
of dropout for the succeeding years. Through the early years of
the 19 5 O's, however, the level of service the College performed
changed marked} y. By 19 5 6 the senior class was larger than the
freshman . In fact ever since the initiation of the graduate program
in 19 5 3, lowerclassmen have been a minority on campus. Thus a
sizeable majority of students were coming to Mankato for advanced undergraduate and graduate work. Enrollment of the
graduate students in 19 5 3 was a little over a hundred ; it is currently running well over two thousand-twice the size of the entire study body just after the war.
As usual, the fact that the institution was entering a new
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role was conditioned by off-campus factors as well as those which
were taking place on campus.
It will be recalled that preceding World War I (in 1915)
the certification of elementary teachers was raised to two years
of college work. In the half century from its founding, the concept of what was the minimum requirement of preparation for
teaching little children had risen from a vague stamp of approval
by some local school board or county superintendent to six years
of study, presumably four of these in high school and two in college. This was a level not even imagined when the State set itself
to the job. But that two-year diploma proved to be a plateau
extremely difficult to surpass. When the teachers colleges were
authorized to set up four-year programs leading to degrees, there
was no similar raising of the requirements for teaching in the elementary schools of the state. Eventually a distinction appeared
at commencements. The four -year graduates were awarded a degree, the two-year graduates a diploma. The four-year graduates
were in caps and gowns of academic black, the two-year girls in
gowns of blue. Well after World War II, although the black
gowns sat down front, they were outnumbered by the pretty blue
gowns in the seats behind them.
The change in elementary certification did not come until
19 5 4, and then a phasing-out operation was spread over several
years, gradually moving to the degree requirement. This part of
the story is a chapter ( or book) itself and can only be alluded to
here. Two factors, however, may be mentioned. One was the
growing conviction that the teacher who works with a student's
mind and personality has as subtle and significant problems working with the child as he does working with the adolescent or the
adult. No job was " more important" than the others. As a matter of fact, as has always been recognized, as the twig is bent so
doth the tree incline : a bad start in life can make all the difference.
This obviously means that society needs the very best teachers it
can get for its children, that elementary teachers need the be.st of
qualifications.
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A second factor is a conclusion inferred from the first. If the
teacher's job is as critical on the elementary level as it is on the
secondary, then the pay should be the same. So when school
boards began to adopt pay schedules, the tendency rapidly developed to put them not on the grade level to which a teacher was
assigned, but on the qualifications and performance of the teacher.
Thus a teacher only qualified for the higher schedule if she had a
bachelor's degree. The result was that the 1950's saw great interest by elementary teachers in returning to college-in the summers
or for evening classes-to upgrade their certificates.
There is more than this to the matter. One very significant
aspect of the story of upgrading college programs and teacher
preparation is the story of the consolidation of school districts. It
was both effect and cause, tied in many ways to the story with
wh ich this book is concerned. But the temptation to untangle
those ligatures will be resisted here.
Another significant part of the story of Mankato during
these years is the off-campus program developed to meet the needs
for inservice education of teachers. Here is an instance of the ambiguity of events. One of the reasons for the long delay in raising
certification requirements beyond the two-year level was the
teacher shortage. (When there had been a surplus in the depression
years, that hardly seemed the time to require unemployed teachers
to spend money for more college education.) After World War II.
the teaching profession had to compete with the attractions of
other kinds of employment. As population boomed shortly after
the soldiers returned, schools were flooded with students. The
State Department of Education had to give special permission to
persons with inadequate education to take on assignments temporarily until they could get enough work for full certification. Many
of these on temporary permits were married women returning to
the profession after having reared a family. The job of providing
them with the courses they needed was lightly referred to as " retreading."
One of the strategies was offering classes on Monday eve-
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nings, sometimes on Saturdays. This rapidly became a standard
part of the work of the College, at Mankato as elsewhere. Good
roads and cars make it possible for students at considerable distance to combine education and employment. One anticipates no
diminution of this exploitation of opportunity for educational
advance. In more urban communities, the situation is no doubt
much more striking than at Mankato. There is still an occasional
dragging out of the dusty epithet of " suitcase students"-but the
parking problem on every college campus is eloquent if frustra ting
testimony that we are a nation on wheels and have no thought of
anything else.
In addition to evening classes on campus, the College began
sending teachers off campus to teach groups (frequently organized
by a county superintendent) in various communities of southern
or southwestern Minnesota. The first such classes were held in
1943, nine of them, with a total enrollment of 321 students. The
next year there were nine more-with a third more students.
Within a few years, there were off-campus classes taught in from
twenty to thirty different communities. Since courses would be
offered each quarter and more than one course could be offered at a
single center, the number of classes was impressive: ninety-three
in 1953-1954, one hundred four in 1964-1965. Annual enrollment in off-campus work reached over two thousand. T he
preponderance of enrollment in these courses has always been
undergraduate work, but since 19 5 8, when it was concluded that
some work carrying graduate credit was feasible, this also has been
part of the program. The Office of Field Services reports that
from 1 9 4 3 through the spring of 19 6 6, there was an enrollment
of over thirty-two thousand in off-campus classes.
While the teacher shortage gave birth to this program, the
success of this approach was such that it provided an important
service in effecting the acceptance of a degree requirement for elementary teaching. Teachers got a taste of college classes-sometimes after years of being out of school and out of teathing. They
liked what they got. Since only a limited amount of off-campus
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work counted toward a degree, they came on campus for more
work. Completing a bachelor's degree, many set sights for a
graduate degree.
One other effect of the off-campus courses is hard to treat
with any exactness. It may be that the influx of freshmen was not
unrelated to these courses for adults. Year after year people in the
communities of southern Minnesota had contact with the College,
with their courses, their requirements, their faculty. What the
State of Minnesota was making available to its citizens at Mankato was known by first-hand experience-and the word got
around, in the family, among friends of the family. If Mom had
a Catalogue, the high school daughter or son would check it too.
At any rate, the times correspond : off-campus classes and
huge enrollment increases. Here once more is an example of one
of the best vindications of the educational programs. People like
education when they get it, and they want more. It is encouraging to think that this not only suggests something about education but also something about people.
Doctoral Programs and University Status
As earlier in the century there developed a pattern of normal
schools' becoming teachers colleges, of teachers colleges' becoming
multi-purpose state colleges-first on an undergraduate level and
then with limited graduate programs- so in the 1960's institutions of this type began to assume the role of universities with
graduate programs leading to doctoral degrees and with a variety
of professional schools. This is not surprising, for there are a
number of precedents and affective factors.
The precedents are of two kinds : on the one hand, the century of evolutionary development from the single-purpose normal
school to the multi-purpose area college; and on the other, the
precedent of the A ~ M colleges. The first of these has been detailed throughout this account; the second deserves a few words of
explanation.
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The name state college through most of the first half of the
twentieth century was typically applied to colleges of the type
promoted by the land-grant Morrill Act of 1862 and its successors. They might be called colleges of agriculture and mechanics,
or agriculture and engineering, or agriculture and applied sciences,
or in some instances, polytechnic institutes. Popularly they were
referred to as the Ag School or, in deprecation, Silo Tech. Their
story is a brilliant one. Amazingly in the early years they seemed
to have little going for them except, paradoxically, legislative
support. There were often virtually no faculty , no curriculum,
almost no students. From the humblest of educational beginnings,
they have advanced to great distinction. Dedicated to serving a
broad constituency of the state, they rose with the achievements in
agriculture, science, and technology which have made America preeminent in these fields. One recent commentator observes that " the
majority of recent winners of Nobel prizes received their training
in such institutions." Large proportions of Federal research grants
are allocated to them.
Some of the original land-grant colleges were state universities, as was true in Minnesota. From the turn of the century onward, those which were founded as "state colleges" began to
change their name to universities. In 1865, Maine established a
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. The first instruction was in 1868, the same year classes opened at the Second Normal School in Mankato. In 1897, the A~ M college in Maine
became the University of Maine. Kentucky's situation was
parallel; the name change came in 19 0 8. There were a pair of
such changes in each of the first four decades of the century, and
then in the I950's and the I960's the movement became general.
By the mid 1960' s virtually all of the land-grant colleges except
those established as separate institutions for negroes had become
state universities.
The affective factors in the move toward university status are
many, but they have a central explanation. Primary, it would
appear, is the complexity of our society, the complexity of its re-
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quirements for the people who will work in it. Moreover, complex is succeeding complex, the new setup making obsolete the old,
with amazing rapidity. The business or industry which does not
plan ahead for this is doomed; the individual who doesn't do
likewise may be left behind. Education produces this situation,
and it is the chief resource for exploiting it. We need not be surprised that college enrollments continue to zoom and that the
projections of enrollments envision no discernible ceiling. In fact ,
it is very likely that in our century education may become
typically a part of life through all one's years: youth, maturity,
and retirement. Already estimates of the number of people participating in adult education run from seventeen to fifty million.
The result of man's making a complex world is that he
thereby creates a need for educational systems that are multi-functional. Hugh S. Brown and Lewis B. Mayhew in their American
Higher Education ( 1965) draw this conclusion from a study of
the trends in higher education: "Single-purpose institutions-such
as liberal arts colleges, the teachers college, or the technical institutes-are rapidly becoming things of the past."
Bowling Green in Ohio was chartered in 1910. In 1929 it
became Bowling Green State College, and in 1935, Bowling Green
State University. Kent made the same changes in the same years.
But generally the state colleges founded as teacher-education institutions began to be officially designated universities in the late
1950's and in the 1960's. Such changes have taken place in Arizona, California, Illinois, Michigan, Mississippi, New Mexico,
New York, Tennessee, Texas, and Wisconsin-as well as in Ohio.
In terms of the number of students enrolled, Mankato State College in the 19 60' s was attempting to meet the diverse educational
needs of as large and varied groups as all but the very largest of
these schools. In fact, of the two hundred or so state colleges in
the country, Mankato ranked in enrollment in the top ten per
cent. Such a complex of student needs pointed to the urgency for
reexamination of the nature of the institution required to meet
those needs.
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The interest in designating Mankato as a second state uni~
versity for Minnesota thus was a natural culmination of forces
and developments widespread in the nation and flowering in this
state from the same seed and social requirements as elsewhere.
Once again as throughout this account, the story of Mankato is
not so much the history of a single institution as an illustration
of America's basic educational drives.
A bill was introduced in 1963 Legislature to make Mankato
the University of Southern Minnesota. This would have given to
the new university its own board, and while it would not have
the fiscal autonomy constitutionally guaranteed to the University
of Minnesota, it was thought that there was uniqueness in the
spectacular growth at Mankato which could be best recognized
and utilized by a separate board.
For a century The University in this state has meant one
institution. There was not even a state college until the l 950's,
for agriculture, engineering, and technology were a part of the
University. That there should be a second university naturally
suggested the first as a basis of comparison. What was this upstart
school doing which only a short while ago had been mainly devoted to junior college teaching, to preparing girls for elementary
teaching? Did it have libraries with millions of volumes, or research contracts of millions of dollars, or professional schools of
medicine, law, and the rest ? There was little interest in making
comparisons to the green and growing years of the University in
the late teens and the twenties. The movement for university
status for Mankato was a legislative one. By-passing the State
College Board, it received no encouragement there-or from the
other state colleges.

In the 1965 Legislature a new bill was introduced. This
time the Board reviewed the proposal and endorsed it. There was
considerable legislative support in both the House and Senate, but
Governor Karl Rolvaag made his position quite clear that he was
opposed to university status for Mankato " at this time. " Senator
Val Imm, from Mankato, Chairman of the Finance Committee
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of the Senate and joint sponsor of the bill in the Senate, felt that
it could get through the Senate, but it was less successful in the
H ouse, and again failed to reach the floor of either house.
The opposition to the proposal seemed to be centered in the
T win Cities. The Governor not only spoke against the proposal
but used his power of appointment to secure a State College Board
which reversed the earlier endorsement. President Meredith Wilson
of the University appeared at a Senate hearing and expressed his
hope that, with the limited financial resources available for higher
education in Minnesota, the splendid achievements at the University would not be jeopardized by embarking on costly projects
which must compete for the funds available for appropriation.
T he Minneapolis Tribune took a dim view of the whole idea.
Almost no attempts were made to relate what was taking
place in southern Minnesota to the whole surge of America's desire for educational opportunity, to see the present moment in the
perspective of a state's hunger for and determination to get all that
education could provide for its citizens. There was little attempt
to see the local situation in terms of the changes which were taking place across the land. As a result, for two sessions of the
Legislature, opponents of the bills were successful in labeling the
p roposals the ambitions and presumptions of local interests.
Of course there is something healthy about seeing each step
of the evolution of an educational institution in isolation from
similar movements in other states. It forces one to make the individual case for the change. It brings up the problems which will
be involved in the change. It necessitates institutional study, reexamination of the needs of the constituency. That the state colleges of Minnesota have a brilliant future as multi-purpose area
institutions of higher education, no one is likely to deny. Quite
possibly in the remaining third of the twentieth century the
majority of citizens of the United States will earn their college degrees, graduate and undergraduate, in such institutions. The odds
seem overwhelming that many of them will be known as universities. It hardly seems likely that a century-old trend toward
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more diversified and qualitatively superior opportunities for higher
education will be halted or reversed. It will be recalled that there
was resistance to normal schools' being authorized to prepare students for high school teaching. There was resistance to their
operating as fully collegiate degree-granting institutions. There
was resistance to their offering graduate work. In each instance
time was on the side of the greater role of service.
In 1967, the pattern of change so frequently observed in this
review once again emerged. The climate had shifted a bit, and the
strategy. Other Minnesota state colleges, particularly St. Cloud,
were growing fast and speculating about what this would mean
in institutional objectives and organization. Minnesota had become the only state left in the area which tried to get along with
one state university. A new president had come to Mankato, Dr.
James F. Nickerson, a doctoral graduate of the University of Minnesota who had many friends there. He immediately began to
build bridges of communication. Area legislators dropped the push
for immediate university status and concentrated on authorization
of the State College Board to approve graduate study beyond the
master's degree : When in the Board's opinion any particular program in any specific college was qualified to offer such work.
Specifically, they emphasized sixth-year programs in Education,
where a substantial base in need and qualifications was difficult
to question. This time at legislative hearings representatives of the
University appeared to endorse the proposal. At the sessions end ,
it was clear that the years ahead for Mankato would include
graduate study beyond the master's degree. The Board was
authorized to establish sixth-year programs. Studies concerning
doctoral openings were to be reported to the next legislature.
During the last year of the first century of the institution's history, active progress has been made along these lines. Programs
of study beyond the master's degree are being developed, approved, and implemented. The change in name to university, one
may speculate, will follow the precedent of the change to statecollege status and be a recognition of an accomplished fact .

ENROLLMENT

IN

OUR day thm a,e numernus ways of tabulating enrnllment
at colleges and universities. One of the most common is fulltime fall-quarter enrollment. This has obvious advantage, for
quite generally the institution will be operating under maximum
load at this time. But as a measure of the service the institution
renders its constituency it rests on an older image of "going to
college." As was indicated earlier, American society in the midtwentieth century is finding many strategies for making available
educational opportunities. In a large urban university, a high percentage of the enrollees may be people who come in for late afternoon or evening classes. The land-grant colleges showed the vitality of adapting instruction to the needs of the people by extension
programs, short courses, institutes, and other variants from traditional schedules.
Although normal schools originally thought of themselves
as rigidly single-purpose institutions, from the very beginning
their work was closely tied to the concept of in-service education
of teachers. A report of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction for 1867 indicates that the average school year in Minnesota was less than four months. Typically, the teacher tried to
reconcile the desire for education with opportunities for employment. Only a small fraction of the students completed the whole
program by unbroken enrollment.
In attempting to find a basis for comparison of enrollment
from the beginning of Mankato Normal up to the middle of the
1960's one probably must conclude that the most satisfactory is
the enrollment figures published annually in the catalogues. Ap63
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parently from the beginning this was a tabulation of the students
enrolled during the year rather than the number enrolled in any
particular term. In the biennial report of President Cooper to the
Superintendent of Public Instruction for the years 1900-1 90 1.
there was a table of attendance at Mankato from 1868 through
the school year of 1901-1902. These figures are used for these
years. For the years since then, the figures are taken from th ose
published in the annual catalogues. A check of President Cooper's
tabulation against the catalogues for those years indicates that
these were the sources he employed.
Table 1 presents the figures of enrollment and Figure l is a
graph which enables one to translate these figures into an image
for ready perception of increases, decreases, and long-time relationships. The startling zoom since the end of World War II is
a dominant first impression, but more detailed scrutiny (see Figure 2 and Figure 3) suggests many correlations to the development of the institution.
The first substantial dip in attendance comes durin g the
years when the Reverend D. C. John, A. M .• was principal. From
this distance, it is precarious to pronounce on the explanation, b ut
there are several parts of the record that illuminate.
The first principal of the Second State Normal School at
Mankato was George M. Gage-whose memory has been recently
honored by the naming after him of the new high-rise housing
unit on the Upper Campus of Mankato State College. He was at
Mankato for four years and left to become superintendent of the
St. Paul public schools. A year later he was appointed to the State
Normal Board and was soon chosen as its president. He appears to
have been an educator who held the respect of the persons concerned with public schools at the time. Official reports generally
indicate considerable enthusiasm for the role of normal schools in
Minnesota. The 18 70 report of Horace B. Wilson, the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, was one of pride and confidence: " Minnesota , a State of but twelve years of age may challenge any of her sisters of the Union to show greater improvemen t
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TABLE 1
Enrollment: 1868-1967
Year

Annual
Enrollment

Year

1868- 1869
1869-1870
1870-1871
1871-1872
1872-1873
1873-1874
1874-1875
1875-1876
1876-1877
1877-1878
1878-1879
1879- 1880
1880-1881
1881-1882
1882-1883
1883-1884
1884-1885
1885 - 1886
1886-1887
1887- 1888
1888-1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
1891-1892
1892-1893
1893 - 1894
1894- 1895
1895 - 1896
1896-1897
1897-1898
1898-1899
1899- 1900
1900-1901

136
154
198
204
208
171
213
250
246
163
130
101
120
184
239
222
326
335
311
309
268
305
329
376
366
351
380
399
410
677
801
407
374

1901 -1902
1902- 1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
1905 - 1906
1906-1907
1907-1908
1908- 1909
1909-19 10
1910- 1911
1911 - 1912
1912- 1913
1913 - 1914
1914-1915
1915-1916
1916-1917
1917-1918
1918-1919
1919- 1920
1920- 1921
1921-1922
1922-1923
1923-1924
1924-1925
1925 - 1926
1926- 1927
1927- 1928
19 28-1929
1929-1930
1930- 1931
1931-1932
1932- 1933
1933-1934

Annual
Enrollment
334
301
569
723
515
880
736
812
887
961
891
915
986
863
833
871
732
656
755
970
1.368
1.370
1.397
1.353
I.234
942
887
955
932
934
1.081
1.186
1.018

Year

Annual
Enrollment

1934-1935
1935 -1936
1936-1937
193 7-1938
1938-1939
1939-1940
1940-1941
1941 -1942
1942-194 3
1943-1944
1944-1945
1945 -1946
1946-194 7
1947-1948
1948-1949
1949-1 950
1950-1 951
1951 - 1952
1952- 1953
1953-1954
1954- 1955
1955-195 6
1956-195 7
1957- 1958
1958-1959
1959-1960
1960-1961
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-1964
1964-1965
1965 - 1966
1966 - 196 7
1967- 1968

994
1,068
1.09 1
1,208
1.358
I.507
1.474
1.227
1,054
999
1.015
I.017
I.621
1.755
2.451
2 ,854
2,885
2,938
3,260
3.811
4 ,334
4 ,967
5 ,602
5,839
6, 833
7.744
7,924
9, 187
I 0 . 151
I 1.392
13 ,37 8
14.208
14.995
16.770

Sources: For 1868- 190 I. Report of the President, State Normal School
at Mankato, to the State Superintendent of Public Instruction, for the school
years of 1900-1901 and 1901-1902. For 1902- 1967, the annual catalogues
of the institution.
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in educational advancement during the same period of time." A
little later he added: "There will soon be no need for employing
any other than well-trained teachers. Our high, graded, and training schools, and more than all, our numerous Teachers Institutes
and excellent Normal Schools and State University will supply the
growing demand for qualified teachers." Speaking of the Second
N ormal School at Mankato, he wrote: " Already, she is kindling
a ligh t in the west."
Mr. Gage resigned in 1872, and his chief assistant, Miss Julia A. Sears, was appointed principal as his successor. She seems to
have had a good year, but there was some feeling in the Board that
the position should be held by a man. At the July meeting in
1873, the Reverend D. C. John was elected as principal. and Miss
Sears offered h er old position as assistant. She was not happy
about the matter, wrote a letter to Mr. Gage by then president of
the Board that she was not intending to return. Interpreting this
to mean that she rejected the offer, the position was offered to
another candidate-by the Resident Director under instruction
from Gage. Offers got crossed up in the mails ( or otherwise) .
Miss Sears decided to come after all. There was a good deal of confusion, but the sum of it was that in September both candidates
showed up, each claiming to have been officially appointed. It
makes quite a story, and one can follow the details for several
months in Board minutes.
The teaching position was finally given to the other party,
a M r. C. W . G. Hyde, and Miss Sears was left without a job, a
thousand miles from home. The mixup would not be worthy of
our special notice were it not related to other things. It throws
light on the difficulty the Board had in keeping in close touch
with the various campuses, the necessity of delegating authority to
the Resident Director, and the misunderstandings always incipient
where authority is divided.
Of more significance, however, was the effect on the Mankato school. Miss Sears apparently was well liked at the Normal and
in the community. She had made a trip from New England in
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answer to a telegram saying, " Come," and she was not only out
of a job but out of pocket. On campus and in the community
there was instant indignation. A petition of remonstrance was
signed by more than sixty prominent townsfolk (Mankatoans today will recognize names like Meagher, Buck, Brewster, Pfau,
Brett, Clark, and Shawbut). Students who had known Miss Sears
the previous year went on strike and refused to attend classes. The
new administration was confronted with a show-down crisis.
The chief virtue of the new principal was firmness. Students
were given a deadline to get back on the job. Those who did not,
about three dozen, were expelled. They were through. Finally, in
a way , the year got under way.
The Reverend Mr. John was not pleased by the students who
remained, and he persuaded the graduating class that they were too
poorly prepared to be graduated, that they should stay on for
another term. "Nearly all of our students," he wrote, "come to us
poorly prepared . . . . Not one-tenth of them remain long enough
to complete the course, and a majority scarcely half that time." In
the catalogues he compiled each year he included a section entitled
"Who Should Become Teachers?" Here he specified twelve qualities which were essential to those expecting to become successful
teachers : " .. . any one who does not possess them will waste time ,
and sacrifice a useful life in some other sphere, in order to become
a poor teacher." Among the essential qualities were magnetism ,
dignity and force of character, celerity in movement and thought ,
accuracy in knowledge, skill in explanation and illustration , and
" power to control others (natural leadership) ." It must have been
a rather awesome list as read by girls taught in district schools by
teachers with no special training at all-as would necessaril y have
been true of the overwhelming majority of potential students.
A page on the history of the Normal in the catalogue for
1877-1878 included the following paragraph:
The school has had a hard struggle for existence, partly in consequence of
errors, which are invariable outgrowth of inexperience in new enterprise :
partly in consequence of a quadrennium of local devastation, and partly in
consequence of opposition to normal schools per se, which in the year
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18 7 6 was strong enough to defeat appropriations necessary to its sustenance.

At the end of Mr. John's administration enrollment slipped
to the lowest point it ever reached or was to reach. These were the
darkest years. But the state became more prosperous and the population rose. As the normal schools raised standards of admission
and extended the number of years necessary for graduation, enrollments quickly picked up. Four additional years of work were
"added" between 1877 and 1895. Table 2 gives the detail of this
development. The data in the table is taken from enrollments as
published in annual catalogues. As explained in the chapter on
Curriculum, the classification by years in the normals had its special terminology (A Class, Advanced Class, Advanced Class for
high school graduates, etc.), and this makes it difficult to arrange
the enrollment reports in one consistent consecutive pattern. Dr.
Otto Welton Snarr attempted to do so for his doctoral dissertation
at the University of Chicago, and although there are problems in
the interpretation of detail. the general graph is both essentially accurate and very useful as a means of visualizing the upgrading of
the Normal's level of instruction. The discrepancies between totals
here and those in Table I usually represent unclassified "Specials"
and in a few instances summer enrollments not broken down to
classes in the catalogue tabulations.
TABLE 2
Enrollment By Grades, 1877- 1878 Through 1922- 1923
En rollments, by Levels of Instruction
School Year
1877-1 878
1878-1879
187 9- 1880
1880- 1881
1881 - 188 2
1882- 1883
1883-1884
1884-1885
1885 - 1886

I st
Yr.

93
62
50
66
11 8
147
150
203
205

2nd
Yr.

3rd
Yr.

23
59
36
40
29
45
35
79
89

26
9
15
14
18
19
16
22
25

4t h

Yr.

19
15
11
16
13

5th
Yr.

2
l
2
2

6th

Yr.

Toul

14 2
130
101
120
184
228
213
322
334
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
Enrollments, by Levels of Instruction
School Year
1886-1887
1887-1888
1888- 1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
1891 - 1892
1892- 1893
1893-1894
1894-1895
1895-1896
1896-1897
1897-1898
1898-1899
1899-1900
1900-1901
1901 - 1902
1902-1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
1905-1906
1906-1907

I st
Yr.

165
159
129
159
165
168
143
144
159
169
164
282
349
46
7I
104
87
153
164
157
157

1907-1908

208

1908- 1909
1909-1910
1910-1911
I 911-1912
1912-1913
1913-1914
19 14- 19 15
19 15- 1916
I 9 16- 1917
1917- 1918
19 18- 19 19
19 19- 1920
1920- 19 2 1
1921 - 1922
1922- 1923

232
315
276
182

2nd
Yr.

77
75
65
78
96
12 1
96
94
96
75
95
126
135
109
41
51
41
57
72
76
70
105
141
92
122
125
223
203
74
87

3rd
Yr.

~th

5 th

6th

Yr.

Yr.

Yr.

52
52
41
40
42
69
90
82
71
103
104
91
92
97
104
18
28
33
43
56
64

12
22
30
18
17
15
32
28

81

26
21
28
28
24
53
54
46
32

75
75
67
98
104
I 14
77
44
98
68

18
16
2
1
18
55
56
24
15
23
I2
13

IO

59

12
47
61
116
66
81

2
2
2
4
4
2
2
1
31
27
22
79
106
51
40
97
93
103
130
173

188
258
283
3 14
373
345
37 1
368
389
382
414 288
340 300
347 249
422 272
581 260
934 364
829 443

Total

308
3 10
267
22 9
324
37 5
363
349
3
2
3
47
25
18
38
22
20
21
17
17
27

378
392
390
626
72 5
376
350
3 16
284
390

438
492
5 16

30

708

35
42
69
107
150
236
259
28 1

787
866
93 5

881
90 1
975

845

826
1 860
12 732
13 656
15 755
13 970
14 1378
17 1370

Sources: Otto Welton Snarr. The Education of Teachers in the Middle
States, Chicago (1945), p. 18 2. Data secured from annual catalogues.
Dr. Snarr's enrollment figures include students on a sub-college- freshmen
level after high school graduation had become an admission requirement in 1916.
An exception had been made for elementary students enrolled only in summer
sessions. This category continued to be listed in annual enrollment reports until
1948, usually with only ten or a dozen students. Actually they were " special"
students, and after that date were included in that category.
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A part of the explanation of the added years was the increase in the number of public high schools in Minnesota, but enrollment in the beginning classes remains fairly constant until
these classes are dropped in the years between 1912 and 1918. A
glance at the graph enrollment (Figure 3) shows that there was a
drop in enrollment during these years, with 1918 as the lowest.
These were the years of World War I, and as soon as the Armistice was signed enrollment losses were erased. Within a few years
the student body had doubled.
There is more to this part of the story. but perhaps one
should pause for a few moments to note an earlier little Jungfrau
on the enrollment graph (Figure 2) , in the years of 18 9 7 -18 9 9.
What happened then forms a commentary on several aspects
of running an institution like this one. Enrollment in the Normal
Department in the 1890's was between three and four hundred
students. In 1897, it jumped to 677, and in 1898 it went over
eight hundred! Then the next year it dropped back to the former
four hundred. The fact that the peak came at the end of the Searing administration and the drop at the beginning of the Cooper
administration naturally made for administrative uneasiness.
This enrollment boomlet correlates precisely with a two-year
experiment in what was called "Continuous Session." The year
was divided into four equal quarters beginning in January, April,
July and October-with a special six weeks summer session for
those whose teaching assignment would keep them from using the
full Summer Quarter. Summer vacation was provided in a sixweeks period prior to July first. The doors of additional opportunities were thrown open, and students came in unprecedented
numbers.
The catch was that a twelve months program was more costly than a nine, and after two years the Legislature was unwilling
to make the additional appropriations. The Continuous Session
was discontinued.
President Cooper also noted another affective factor ; the discontinuance of the three-year elementary course. This chiefly af-
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fected students planning to teach in rural schools and made it
necessary for them to take a five-year course to get a diploma. As
the institution raised its standards and levels of study, the problem
of providing teachers for rural schools developed into a perennial
one. \Vith normal graduates constituting only a fraction of the
teaching force of the state, their special preparation usually opened
favorable teaching opportunities. The ultimate resolution was two
generations away--consolidation. In the meantime a number of
strategies appear as short-course palliatives for the rural-teachershortage headache.
The graph of attendance rises sharply again in 1903 and continues to make an interesting skyline profile of the massif until the
time of World War II. It appears to be no coincidence that summer schools were begun again in 1903 and became a standard feature of the annual program thereafter.
The radical concept of Continuous Session with four symmetrical terms, including one starting the first of October, is not
heard of again. But the essential feature, summer opportunity for
teachers with jobs during the regular school year, was salvaged
and made standard. The sequence illustrated, thus, was innovation , reversal, and revised approach. It has reappeared regularly.
The table of levels of instruction indicates that by the teens
the school was rapidly dropping from its own program of instruction the years of basic education now felt to be necessary foundation for the professional training of teachers. The high schools of
the state apparently were serving this function adequately. President Cooper's concern for the plight of the rural teacher, it appears,
did not eventuate in perpetuating what was by then a sort of substa ndard program. It thus proved feasible both to raise the stand·
ards of admission (by four years!) and within a very few years to
enlarge the student body to over four times what it had been at
the beginning of President Cooper's administration.
The severe teacher shortage after W odd War I correlates with
the enrollment boom of the t wenties. But then there came decline.
In 192 1 the normal schools of Minnesota became officially teach -
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ers colleges, authorized to grant a four-year degree. But nine years
went by before the Board and faculty formally published a fouryear program of studies, and in these years which saw across the
country a sharp rise in college attendance (1920: 582 ,000 ; 1930:
1,053,000), the profile at Mankato is drab.
Three explanations suggest themselves. The first is that the
legislative authorization to provide upper-class programs was not
in fact followed by appropriate curriculum changes. The second
explanation also explains the first: there was little felt need for the
extra two years. The story has already been given in detail in
another chapter. From the late teens through the twenties, thirties,
and forties, certification of elementary teachers remained essentially
at the level of two years of college work. There were plenty of
jobs for girls with a two-year elementary diploma-and not much
incentive to take more work.
At first the new teachers colleges envisioned a step-by-step, a
year-at-a-time approach: a third year requirement for graduation
to begin with, later a fourth. But this did not work out, for a
three-year diploma had no particular significance on the academic
scene; the market was for two-year or four year graduates. Thus
it was that the catalogues in the twenties, after the abortive an nouncement of a three-year program, withdrew that and only
murmured cautiously and vaguely about " advanced work."
The third explanation of the situation in the twenties was
that the College still operated as a single-purpose institution: the
preparation of elementary teachers. The pressures and compromises of the Great Agreement of 1912 in which the Board and the
administrators of the normal schools formally and publicly renounced any concern for the preparation of high school teachers
and avowed as their sole excuse for being the preparation of elemenary teachers now bore its fruit. It was only at the end of the
twenties that the Board was able to announce that the time had
then arrived in which the original legislative authorization, the
preparing of teachers for the common schools of the State, now
included both elementary and high schools.
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This claim was allowed, and President McElroy saw it as his
assignment to move the College into a full four-year program of
college studies for both elementary and secondary teachers. The
years of his administration, 1930 to 1946, were years of the Depression and the War. That the enrichment of course offering and
upgrading of faculty proved attractive to persons of southern
Minnesota is clear from the graph of enrollment (Figure 3) . The
high point as one would expect was 19 3 9, a year in which more
than fifteen hundred students enrolled for courses. Then came the
drop correlating with the War, with little changes in 1943, 1944,
and 1945-about a thousand students each year, with as usual,
substantially fE:wer on campus in any single term.
In a single year after the War, the first year of the Crawford
administration, 1946- 194 7, enrollment rose above all previous
highs, and for two decades with only a few moments of breath
catching the population explosion on the Mankato campus continued . These were years of the GI Bill, the new image of full
education as the expectation of increasingly more families, of the
population explosions in the elementary and high schools, of Sputnik and the frenzy of effort to keep Russia from getting ahead of
the United States. These were years of huge budgets for research
and the resulting explosion of knowledge, of the technological
change in business and industry which made the unskilled worker
often a social and economic liability.

But the rate of enrollment growth at Mankato during the
administration of President C. L. Crawford (1946-1965) exceeded dramatically that of all other colleges in the area. One of
the reports of the College ( School Progress XL: 4 , May 19 5 9 )
contained a graph comparing the growth at Mankato to other institutions. It is reproduced as Figure 4 . These figures were for
the Fall Quarter, and since summer sessions were also attracting
many students, using annual enrollment figures might have proved
even more dramatic. The graph carried enrollment through 19 5 8.
Table 1 and Figure 1 show that this was less than half way up
the steep ascent of the last two decades.
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RAPID
GROWTH
Enrollment increases at Mankato
compared to those in the State and
in th e entire country.

Fall Quarter 1947: 100
Sources: Enrollment ReportI For Upper Midwest
AJiodation of Collegiate Reghtran and annual
enrollment reports in Higher Education.

Figure 4 . A graph of enrollments published in School Progress

XL: 4, May 1959.

It would be foolish to try to pinpoint the explanation of
this phenomenon. The major part of the story is related in the
previous chapter. No doubt personalities were causative factors , and
this account has paid much too little tribute to the biographical.
Primary too was the development of the College as a many sided
school, with a wide variety of services available to a wide variety
of needs and interests. But mainly, to this observer, the explanation would seem to be that here in southern Minnesota there was
a potential which had never been realized. There were doors to be
opened and crowds eager to enter. What was done was to open
doors of educational opportunity.
Now at the beginning of the second century of this College,
one speculates on what lies ahead. It is unpredictable, as the past
has been, but no doubt a century hence another recorder will find
it easy to discover patterns and correlations. Things we don' t anticipate will occur, and some we predict will be scrubbed. At this
date, nevertheless, it seems highly probably that forces now operat-
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ing will continue their pressure in the decades ahead. An increasing
percentage of college educated people will have attended institutions
supported from public revenues. As junior colleges increase, more
students having proved themselves there will go on for further
years of advanced or specialized study at state colleges or universities. This has already happened at Mankato : freshman and
sophomores have been a minority since 1953. What it means to
be an educated person may actually be abandoned as a meaningful
concept, for the past participle educated seems to imply something
capable of attainment. That one can go somewhere and be processed in a way designed to last a lifetime may be a manner of
speaking or thinking which evokes only nostalgia for an earlier
day-like Bacon's taking all knowledge as his province. It is more
likely that the colleges and universities will make themselves available to the solving of all kinds of problems of training, investigation, and appraisal at almost every stage of a person's career.
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kind of people malled for work at Mankato
during the past century?
There is no way to get precise answers to such a query, but
there are a number of strategies which reveal different aspects of
the matter.
In the broadest terms, it seems right to conclude that they
were the ones who made us. We are their children and grandchildren and great grandchildren. For some of us now studying
or teaching at Mankato State College or pursuing our careers as
graduates or former students of the institution, this is biologically
true; but a case can be made that in many ways what we are and
do and have has grown from the kind of people who came here
to study--on the thesis, of course, that what happened here was
representative. This is truism well worn in oratorical perorations,
but one worth scrutiny.
To test the matter personally, the professional. commercial.
and civic leaders of today have only to recall their own family
histories and note how many had a grandmother who was a
school teacher, a grandfather or uncle or great uncle who taught
school, perhaps for a few terms before he entered a theological
seminary, or a professional school. or a business.
The conviction that education is the most generally available door to self-realization, to advancement in life, to better
standards of living, to a better society can only have had its genesis in educational experiences that proved rewarding, that aroused
expectations that if a little was good, more would be better. There
is really no other way to explain the routine extension of the
78
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curriculum, the establishment of high schools, the evolution of the
single-purpose normal schools into multi-purpose collegiate and
graduate schools, the rise in teacher-certification standards, the
shift to graded schools and then to consolidated, the extension of
the ordinary educational expectation of a boy or girl in Minnesota from a few four-months terms in a district school to the completion of high school and then to continuing either at college or
in some post-high-school vocational program.
This is the pragmatic approach to the matter. Aside from
all attempts to formulate technical specs of description, the overwhelming fact which shouts at us is the vitality of the whole
enterprise. The idea was viable. It is scarcely discerning to assume
that it would have been so were not the human stuff responsive.
If the seed of the matter was the dream of educational opportunity, the soil in which it germinated, flourished, and bore fruit was
the people who presided and the pupils who came.
When one is thinking in these large social perspectives, one
cannot ascribe the cause of the hunger for education to any single
institution or type of institution. Apparently all educational
media-the common schools (even with nine-tenths of their
teachers having no special preparation for teaching) , the academies,
the high schools, the private and parochial schools, the colleges,
the University, the teachers institutes, the extension courses, the
technical and vocational schools, the press, the libraries, the lyceums and concert series, the pulpits, too--all engendered this
image of opportunity through education. And yet the role of the
normal schools and their successors is an especially relevant one, for
it has spanned the whole spectrum-and made it possible. There
would have been no higher education if there were no foundation
-as President Folwell discovered when he tried to build a university and had to begin with a preparatory school. The tree of
education grows from its roots. No institution was closer to the
" root of the matter" than the normal school. The case for education had to be made there. It could have been lost. It could
have been made on other terms. But it was made in terms so
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seminal that a whole civilization arose, such a one as the world
had never seen, one called to world leadership in our time, one
founded on a concept of discovering ways to unleash human potential and therefore on a principle which any peer or successor
must necessarily emulate.
So those early students found something, and they must have
been something! It may very well be that what they found was
simply engagement. Ah yes, in the romantic sense too. Since many
of them were nubile, the fact that they were educated a bit above
the run no doubt made them plusses on the marriage mart (and
that, too, was eugenically significant). But aside from the fact
that exposure to additional education affected the kind of mate
one was likely to plight one's troth with, the significant engagement was with ideas and attitudes and values and ways of thinking. There are many names for it: culture, improving one's mind,
peeping over the rim of the parochial. Looking at this story ought,
it would seem, to make one chary about minimum essentials, core
curriculums, requirements in general education, "constants," and
the like--except as the very search for the essential, the core of the
matter, the common elements of educational experience, is itsel f engagement, and therefore revealing and refining. It would seem not
unreasonable to assume that whatever they learned about mental
arithmetic and map drawing and physiology and vocal music and
English and Latin grammar was medial, that the finding of matters to be examined and the habits of challenge, inquiry, reflection, and experimentation carried over and made their schoolrooms
and homes and families different. If this be so, everything fits ,
for there is no summit to enterprise of this sort: each prominence
mounted reveals itself to be but a foothill with peaks and ranges
beyond.
So much for what they found-and what they must have
been for the seed to germinate and fructify. We do know a few
things of lesser significance about what they were.
In the nineteenth century, most students of normal schools
were certified and experienced teachers before they matriculated.
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This is an ironic comment on the standards of certification, but
there is a bit more to it. Unless we accept the heresy that only that
is educative which follows the prescribed syllabus, we cannot overlook the vehicles of educational development which preceded patterns to which we are now accustomed. The teacher if he or she
h ave any fitness for the thing at all is also a learner. Annually
last year's graduates return announcing the same discovery: " You
never really learn anything until you have to teach it!" or, " I
learned more this year than in any other!"
Until 1899 more than half of entering students at Mankato
were teachers, and through most of the early years about seventy
per cent of them were. Usually it had been only for a single year,
but students were not uncommon who had taught from two to
five or six years. Moreover, as has been pointed out, the typical
student combined teaching and going to school. In 1880 the
Board received a report that a large number of students at Winona
taught summer schools to get money to attend classes in the
winter. This situation would have been paralleled at Mankato.
The successful experiment named " Continuous Session" (which
doubled enrollments in 18 9 7 and 18 9 8) was designed to provide
maximum flexibility in scheduling. A student could begin any
quarter, and whether he taught a winter term or a summer term
or a longer period, he would be able to find a six-weeks period or
a twelve-weeks period or even a couple of quarters which would
dovetail with his teaching duties.
All of which means that theory in the Normal classroom
came more relevantly to students who had themselves encountered
the situation to which the lesson referred, to students who a few
weeks later would have a chance once again to compare their own
teaching practices with the ideas they had encountered at Mankato.
As one would expect, then, the student body as far as
chronological age and general maturity were concerned in no way
paralleled the typical person today with only an elementary education of six or eight years. A study of normal schools in Minnesota and a number of other states of the upper Midwest indicated
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that the average normal school student was from twenty to
twenty-three years old.
As one would expect also, these students came from homes
of the area. The attraction of southern Minnesota to settlers was
land, and as homesteads were taken up, supporting villages of
businesses and various special services arose. The largest occupational category of the parents of students was, therefore, farm ing.*
The business and professional population contributed a share
somewhat larger no doubt than their percentage of the total population: one report suggests something like fourteen percent.
Official reports tally the national origin of students and their
families. Again, predictably, the students came from parents whose
" old country" was in central or northern Europe.
Since Minnesota was a new state when normals got under
way, at first many students had been born outside the state-from
the states mostly to the east of Minnesota. This was a phenomenon of the wave of the frontier, a wave which in general was from
east to west rather than from south to north. There is significance
here which this account cannot explore, but it would be interesting to do so. For instance, the whole phenomenon of the normal
school idea came from New England. Or again. one recalls how
much more fertile soil the idea of public education-the whole
sweep of it-proved in the states carved out of the Northwest
Territory than in some other areas.
All this gives but dim outlines of the actual human beings
involved. We need novelists to give us an image we can visualize
-as does Per Hansa in Giants of the Earth or a Hoosier schoolmaster. And we need biographers who can demonstrate the thesis
of Carlyle and Emerson that all history consists of the biographies
of great men. This account is written from almost the opposite
point of view: that Mankato was and is a part of something going on wonderfully over much of the country. But no matter
how much we celebrate the hour and the moment, the context of
*This appears to be still true, in the l 960's.
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the thing, the times must have their man. There is always the
person. There is always the individual who receives and responds
and in turn influences others to do the same. Let us hope that
others will tell the story so that we can see it in the round. This
is the stuff of literature waiting for the shaping imagination.
For many decades now, the public institutions of higher
education in Minnesota have all opened their doors to high school
graduates. They have felt themselves obligated to serve as broad
a spectrum of the citizenry as possible. This has not meant that
any high school graduate was qualified to enter any program.
Professional schools that in their early years had admitted anyone
who enrolled and paid the tuition now may require for admission
not only a high school diploma and a college degree but also
special undergraduate curriculums and a very high level of academic achievement. Thus the concept of higher education as a
fun ction of the state reveals drives ( or pulls) in two directions:
on the one hand, the necessity of discovering ways of meeting the
educational needs of many people; on the other, the upgrading of
requirements for admission to particular programs. How they
move toward these two goals differs among the institutions.
At the University of Minnesota there has been a variety of
approaches: among them the General College begun in the early
years of the D epression, an elaborate program of extension courses
and institutes, a Center for Continuation Study, and a TV College. In all of the state institutions of higher education, the concept of "general education" h as much concerned the faculties in
the middle third of this century. Junior college programs leading
to a terminal degree have been studied by all and adopted in several situations.
Concomitant with concern for a variety of general and special
educational needs and opportunities has been a cumulative upgrading of standards to be met for particular programs. For instance,
in order for a student at Mankato to be recommended for teacher
certification, he must on graduation have a grade-point-average of
2.0 overall and in his special field a grade-point-average of 2.5.
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The 2.0 grade-point-average equals a " C" average. This insistence
on performance is a part of the screening process. Unless a student maintains a "C" average, his academic record is considered
unsatisfactory. This pressures one who has slipped in some area,
for he must secure high grades in other areas to bring up his average. With the recent reorganization of the structure of Mankato
State College into Schools and Divisions, an additional hurdle was
established : a 2.0 grade-point-average required for admission to the
School or Division-usually in the sophomore year. For graduate
work, the student is required to maintain a "B" average.
Recently the State College Board has approved proposals for
raising entrance requirements for the state colleges. One may rather
safely predict that the policies which develop in the years ahead
will be those which best recognize the opportunities for serving
many needs and at the same time respond to the increasing pressures of the times for upgrading qualification of graduates. Many
factors are involved in the quality of work a student does. Prescribed hurdles like those mentioned are the simplest to understand
and administer and therefore the easiest to use for purposes of
comparison. They are extremely useful. for in general the more
steps up the ladder of academic achievement a person takes the better the odds are that throughout his career he will be productive.
But the very variety of opportunities available also sets up situations in which the student competes with select peer groups and
must make his mark when compared with a few who have been
winnowed from the many. Students get sorted out within a college, and programs designed to capitalize on that fact may
approach excellence in a way different from that of the school
which emphasizes anterior selection and either subordinates
specialization (as in a liberal arts program) or confines attention
to a single discipline (as in a professional school) .
For more recent years a certain amount of objective data is
available concerning the academic potential of students who enrolled at Mankato. There is an easy w ay for an institution to rate
high in this respect: screen out all who have not already p roved
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that they will be likely to succeed no matter what kind of mstruction they receive. The odds, thus, are very high that a student who has maintained a high grade average in high school
through the whole spread of teachers and courses he has taken
knows how to get good grades and will be able to continue to do
so. A physician who treated only patients who had passed their
physicals with flying colors would have a high rate of "cures"or at least a low incidence of incurables.
Since before World War I high school graduation has been
the principal admission requirement for Minnesota's normals,
teachers colleges, and state colleges. Non-residents meet somewhat
higher admission requirements, and within the last few years some
restrictions are being placed on students whose high school record
is not promising. But in general for the past half century the door
to educational opportunity at Mankato has been open.
The fact that students came to a teachers college in order to
prepare themselves for an academic vocation appears, however, to
have operated as automatic self-screening. The nature of the job
envisioned had an appeal to students who liked school and wanted
to become a part of the learning-teaching situation as a career.
Conversely, it would exert less attraction for the low achievers.
In addition, while the entrance door was open, the exit was also.
If the student had the desire, he was not denied the opportunity
to try. If he produced, fine; if not, he could try something else.
The standards of retention mentioned above appear to have been
similar to those elsewhere.
Keeping these factors in mind, one finds the record very interesting-for the College, of course, but also for the whole idea
of opportunity through education.

In the l 930's the College reported for several years the aca demic status of entering students as indicated by their rank in their
high school graduating class. Early in the decade two-thirds of
the freshmen had come from the top half of their high school
classes. By 1937, over three-fourths had graduated in the top half,
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almost a quarter in the top ten per cent of their high school class.
The people who were planning to become teachers would thus
appear to be quite a choice segment of the youth of the generation.
That this was generally true of teachers colleges across the
country may be doubted. One check would seem to indicate otherwise. After World War II for a number of years, entering freshmen at Mankato took a standardized English test. There were
norms for comparison of scores made by Mankato students with
those of students from other schools with similar histories and
function. Usually the median score at Mankato was at the point
which would have put the student in the top one-third nationally ;
in 1963 it was over the seventy-second percentile mark. Usually,
twenty per cent of Mankato freshmen ranked in the top one-tenth
nationally, almost twenty-four per cent in 1961. We should note
that the '50's and the '60's were the years when enrollments were
doubling and redoubling. The absence of a marked trend one way
or another is significant; in fact the English scores at Mankato
were a little higher in the latter years. The quantity-quality
dilemma-so commonly proclaimed when numbers go up--is not
documented by these findings.
In January of 1966, the Research Service of the Student
Personnel Counseling Center at the College compiled a summary
analysis of research and reports concerning the students at the College. One part of this study reports the comparison of the ACT
scores made by entering freshmen at Mankato with those seeking
admission elsewhere. This ACT entrance examination was administered to 150,000 students in 329 colleges and universities,
largely state institutions in the Midwest. In all four areas-English, mathematics, social sciences, and natural sciences-and in the
composite (total) score, the medians for Mankato students were
at or above the medians of all participants. In percentile ranking,
a student in the top half of his class at Mankato would have been
in the top one-third of the entire group.
It would thus appear that measured by academic tests the
students enrolling at Mankato compared not unfavorably with
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others. Both in the middle 1960's when more than ten thousand
students were enrolling each year and in the 1930's when there
were perhaps a tenth of that number, the student body at Mankato was composed of what appears to be much the same quality
of students: a good cross section of the college bound, with a substantial skew of the curve to the right.
The explanation of this phenomenon could be the most significant aspect of the whole century of the institution's history.
As a college grows it attracts more students probably because it
offers opportunities attractive to more persons. As the teachers
colleges became multi-purpose colleges, persons who before would
have completed their schooling with high school or gone elsewhere
discovered in their part of the state challenge and opportunity to
continue their education. The potential for human development,
it seems clear, is vaster than we have been able to realize, and the
state that acts to develop and release this potential will not confine its efforts to inherited patterns either in the nature of the institutions or in the educational experiences provided. If the lesson
of a century is anything at all, it seems to be that an educational
institution which serves important needs of the people will find the
work fruitful past imagining.
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NE OF th, intmsting aspects of th, history of th, College
is the government of the institution. Seventeenth century England and its rebel colonies of the later years of the eighteenth
century built a case for civil authority resting on the consent of
the governed. This meant that regulations would be passed by a
legislature elected by the governed. The executive was charged
with administering the laws the legislature passed-these and no
others!
This concept was of course written into the Constitution of
the United States, and when the various states developed their instruments of government the idea of government by consent was
basic. This is essentially what we mean by democracy.
The idea works also for a county or city government-in
fact, for any group which is united for a purpose and either as a
whole or by delegation draws up the rules by which it operates.
When the executive branch of the government is charged
with the administration of the laws the legislature has enacted, it
is constantly faced with problems of interpreting those laws.
These interpretations become a new body of second-level law,
subject of course to judicial review in case of question of illegality,
but practically becoming rules of procedure governing the bureau
of government concerned. The employees, thus, are in their employment not in a democratic relation with their employer (that
is, government by consent) , but in a contractual relation. Except
in so far as they are citizens of the state and thus able to influence
legislation, their employer-employee relationship is much like that
of one working for a private employer.
88
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In such a contractual relationship the employer sets up conditions under which he would like to employ another. The employee accepts them or rejects them. He may from time to time
negotiate a new contract or, being unable to do so, terminate the
arrangement. Whether the employer is a private individual. a
corporation, or a unit of government, the idea of government by
rules of the governed's making no longer fits the situation. That
it does not do so is generally recognized, and almost as generally
it has lead to uneasiness. Why should a people who have dethroned monarchs submit to subserviency in their daily employment? An ingenious people naturally have tried different strategies
for bringing employment and citizenship closer together in ideology. At one extreme might be communism (with a lower-case c) ,
but this has had little attraction in this country for many reasons
-and has the same problems of bureaucracy as any other government. Various kinds of cooperatives have been and are being
used. Businesses and industries owned and managed by the people
who work there appear occasionally. The labor movement has
used organization as a device for negotiating regulations to which
the "governed" would be willing to consent.
A state college created by a democracy is politically quite a
different thing from an association of scholars who unite to conduct an educational program, who themselves finance the operation, and who make their own rules. Such an idea did develop in
the medieval university, but it is almost completely abandoned
in modern times- simply because higher education is normally
not a money-making venture; in fact, it needs vast subsidy.
Although it is obvious that a college financed and governed by
the state is not a parallel to the political setup envisioned by
Locke and Jefferson, the scholar is nonetheless restive as a hired
hand and through the years has moved to define the special status
of the academic community. The doctrine of academic freedom,
for instance, while it has its justification in the idea of knowledge
itself, yet in this context has come to represent an important
strategy for preserving the "rights of the governed." Another
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closely related concept is that of "professionalism"-as in medicine or law.
To be sure, a contract has a certain element of "consent of
the governed" in it (a presumed "social contract" was the original
rationale of political rights in seventeenth-century thought), and
theoretically resignation is the same crude solution to intolerable
conditions as giving up one's citizenship would be in the political
realm. Emigration is a sorry last resort; our ancestors left their
homes for something better.
The right of tenure is a strategy for the protection of the
"governed" in the academic world, but it is only a right to continue, not to "elect the legislature." Actually although tenure
rights play a part in the academic pressure for autonomy, the basic
justification derives from the nature of the pursuit of knowledge
rather than from the rights-of-the-governed political theory: the
proven scholar must be free to teach and investigate without the
pressures of dismissal threats.
What has actually worked out in the government of the
state colleges is an elaborate balancing of the two concepts of relationship: the political consent-of-the-governed democratic concept and the contractual. It is hard to decide where the balance lies
or where it will lie in the future . Bureaus of government are expanding at such fantastic rates that already wits are projecting the
curve to predict the date when we shall all be working for the
government. And government as employer has shown itself more
reluctant even than the private employer to allow the employees to
make their own rules. In fact, the right of governmental employees to protest is much more circumscribed than the rights which
government insists must be granted those who work for nongovernmental employees.
On the other hand, the history of the College affords a number of instances of the desirability or necessity of delegating decision to persons closest to the situation and best qualified to
understand what is involved.
There is another way of saying all this: the experience of
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th is institution reveals a tension between centralization and decentralization of decision. The framework of Minnesota govern ment and the devotion to democracy pull both ways.
T he legal basis for the school Minnesota established at Mankato goes back to 1858, the year the Territory became the State.
O n Au gust second of that year the first Legislature approved a
bill au thorizing the establishment of three normals :
LXX IX. Section 1. There shall be established within fi ve years after th e
passage of this Ac t , an institution to educate and prepare teachers for teach ing in the C ommon Schools of the State, to be called a State Normal
School. There shall be established within ten years after the passage of this
Act, a second State Normal School. and within fifteen years a third ; provided, there shall be no obligation to establish the first Norm al School un til the sum of fi ve thousand dollars is donated to the State in money and
lands, or in money alone, for the erection of the necessary buildings, and
for the suppo rt of th e professo rs o r teachers in such institutions, but when
such sum is donated fo r such purpose a like sum of five thousand doll ars
shall be and hereby is appropriated by the Legislature, and shall be, on
tbe order of the proper offi cers, paid ou t of an y moneys in the treas ury
not otherw ise app ropriated by law for the use and benefit of such institution.

Section 2 contained similar provisions for a second normal ; Section 3, for a third. The first became the school at Winona ; the
second, that at Mankato; and the third, that at St. Cloud.
The State Normal Board of Instruction was to be appointed
by the Governor within thirty days after the passage of this Act.
T here w ere to be six members, one from each of the judicial dist ricts. After 1860 the Board was to be elected by the Legislature,
an d vacancies were to be filled by the Legislature. The State Superin tendent of Public Instruction was to be ex officio a member of
the Normal Board and its secretary.
T o the Board was delegated the responsibility of locating
where the normals would be-within the conditions prescribed
by the Act, including the " healthfulness and beauty of situation
. . . accessibility and general convenience . . . the wants of the
common schools, and the wishes of donors who may make nrnnificent donations, conditioned upon a particular location."
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The Board was placed squarely in charge of the schools.
They were to have control of the erection of buildings, to appoint
the faculty, to prescribe the course of study and the prerequisites
for admission, and to make "all needful rules for the government
of said schools."
For a single Board to exercise such a mandate presented problems. Since directors would come from all six judicial districts of
the state, the situation was inevitably one of remote control. J ust
getting about the state was a consideration. These were years of
converting wagon trails into roads, of shifting the movement of
supplies from river routes to land. There were no railroads in
Minnesota before the Civil War, but there was much interest, and
by 1865 about two hundred miles of track had been laid. Road
building was pushed, and the early pages of the Laws of the State
contain many pages of legislation relating to roads. Yet getting
in a car and driving from one of the state colleges to St. Paul in
an hour or two was a century off. Locating the three normals at
Winona, Mankato, and St. Cloud was itself vivid testimony of
this transportation factor, for these were river towns, two of them
on the Mississippi-as was the Capital-and Mankato on the
other main artery of river transportation (since the early trappers
arrived more than a century and a half earlier), the Minnesota.
The Act of 1858 took this situation into account. For dayto-day supervision of the school. the Board was authorized to
appoint a "Prudential Committee" of three persons, one of whom
should be a member of the Board. Moreover it was provided that
the member of the Board in any normal district and the State
Superintendent of Public Instruction would be " special visitors"
of the normal school. Either they or those they appointed were
to visit and examine the school at least two days in each session.
The Civil War interrupted the program of establishing the
three normal schools. Winona got under way, but the five-year
intervals for establishing each of the other two was postponed five
years in 1860, and also again in 1865. That would have made
the earliest date for the school at Mankato 1870, but by 1866
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the situation had eased enough to go ahead once more.
In Chapter 3 7, Section 2 of the General Statutes, 18 6 6,
Mankato was specified as the site of the second normal:
There shall be established at Mankato, in this state, an institution to educate an d prepare teachers for teaching in the common schools of this state ,
called the second state normal school.

Section 4 provided that whenever Mankato raised five thousand
dollars the State would match it, "but no part of such named sum
shall be drawn or paid out of the treasury until after the first of
April, 18 67."
Section 5 made similar provision for St. Cloud.
Section 6 set up a three-year deadline for Mankato to meet
the conditions.
The report of the State Normal School Board to the Governor for the year ending December I, 1869, reviews this legislation:
Second State Normal School. Mankato, located by an Act of the Legislature, passed February 1866, organized and opened for students, October
7, 18 6 8, in rooms temporarily furnished for the purpose, George M . Gage .
Principal.

The minutes of the Board for January I, 1868 record a
resolution that the Second State Normal School at Mankato be
organized.
On July 16, 1868 the Board met at Mankato, appointed a
Prudential Committee and authorized them to get the Mankato
school in operation.
On August 4, 1868 the Board met at St. Cloud. George M .
Gage of Maine was elected Principal of Second State Normal
School-at a salary of $2000.
On September 5, 1868 Mr. Gage distributed a circular announcing that the Normal at Mankato would open October sixth.
One day late, it opened on October seventh with twenty-seven
pupils.
With minor modifications the basic arrangements for the
operation of the normals continued for many decades. In addition
to the Director, a treasurer for each of the normals was designated.

l
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T hus there w as the Board to make decisions on general matters
of policy, one member of which came from Mankato-in 186 8,
M r. Daniel Buck (later Judge Daniel Buck ; he had been very active in securing the location of the school at Mankato ; the firs t
dormitory , Daniel Buck Hall , opened in 1913 , was to be named
for him ). In addition, for local matters, there w as the treasu rer
(for Mankato in 1868 , Mr. John N . Hall). Finally there was the
Prudential Committee for Mankato, with Mr. Buck as chairman.
The other members of the first Prudential Committee were M r.
James Brown and Mr. J . B. Murphy-neither a member of the
Board.
The office of " Treasurer, Mankato" drops from the record
after 1872. This was also the last year for the Prudential Committee. In 187 6, each of the representatives from the three communities at which normals were located was designated "Resident
Director." The title does not again appear in the catalogue listings of Board membership until the 1880-1881 announcements.
But then it continues until the 1894- 1895 catalogue, when the
designation became "Treasurer." In the catalogue for 1899-1900,
the term "Resident Director" was revived. In 1920 the title w as
dropped, but the assignment continued. It was not until 1963
that the Legislature dropped the requirement that there should be
one direcor in each county in which a state college is located. By
this time other important changes had taken place.
It would be expected that in a hundred years personality
conflicts would arise within the Board, the presidents, the facu lties,
the students, the constituencies of the schools and colleges. They
did, of course, though one suspects that relatively few appear in
the official records. The year 1873 was not good-in almost any
way one could think of. The state was hit by recession. The Sears
mixup at Mankato earlier referred to had alienated students and
townfolk. Enrollments were falling in both Normal Department
and the Model School. The new building at Mankato was showing up poor construction and was already in bad repair. The public image of the normal school was probably close to an all -time
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low. One outspoken and energetic normal school president apparently stepped on too many toes, and a resolution to fire him lost
on a tie vote. Delegation of authority to local committees in contractual and :financial matters encounters risks, and there is indication that the situation at Mankato became unsavory. Principal
John must have had a talent for gaucherie. His annual report includes a tribute to his new Resident Director, a fellow clergyman,
the Reverend G. W. T. Wright, D.D., "whose wise and economical management has brought order out of chaos and placed the
school on a sound :financial basis." While one rejoices that Dr.
Wright arrived on the scene in the nick of time, one's imagination
speculates on the antecedent :financial chaos implied. The dropping
of the Prudential Committee was at this time-no doubt a significant coincidence.
Personnel problems show up only occasionally throughout
the years. A teacher may protest an administrative ruling and appeal to the Board. A president may be waited upon by a special
subcommittee of the Board to hear charges and present his answers. But the vast preponderance of personnel matters are routine :
the institution makes recommendations within policy lines established by the Board; the Board approves or modifies. A substantial part of the records of Board action is devoted to passing on
matters of employment. What this means in terms of overall policy is that by and large the Board has thought of itself as delegating to qualified persons responsibility for making decisions,
and that the Board's proper function was to be available to establish guidelines as need for such arose.
In actuality it never worked out quite so neatly. The original authorization of the Board put them in charge of the normal
schools. They were charged not only with making all " needful
rules for said schools," but with regular visitation and inspection
on campus to see that what was intended actually took place and
worked out. Periodically new courses of study were presented to
the Board by the presidents, but regularly the Board of Visitors
(as it was called in the 1880's) or its predecessors or successors,
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checked up. In the 1890's the Board was taking quite seriously
and literally its duty of inspection. Not only did the official visitors visit the campus and classrooms, inspecting the grounds,
equipment, and records, but they also decided to find out for
themselves precisely how much students were learning. Constructing their own tests, they required each candidate for graduation
to take a three-hour written and oral examination. Grading the
papers, they were not particularly happy with the results: the
Committee (May 12, 1894) complained that students lacked "a
thorough acquaintance with . . . the common branches." In the
spring of 18 9 5 several Board meetings were devoted large! y to
the examinations and the handling of appeals when certain candidates for graduation were scratched from the list. There were problems. Some students were ill when the examiners arrived. Some
were off campus doing student teaching. Making the rounds was
an onerous assignment for the committee members-to say nothing of returning for make-ups!
By the spring of 1897, the assignment was delegated to a
single director, with expenses of the visitations to be paid by the
several schools. Included in his report was this concern about the
en tire process:
It was found at the outset that no inspector or outside committee whatsoever, could, by cursory and necessarily superficial examination of one da y
or even three days , be as competent judges of the fitness or unfitness
of these candidates for graduation as their instructors who have been with
them, testing them, and trying them by all the most approved standards for
months and years, and whose mental conceptions of their standing must be
far more clear and conclusive than any hasty judgment recorded in arbitrary figures obtained upon a test of a few hours duration. If this be not
the case then it is a fair presumption that the faculties need looking after
not less than the products of their work.

One sees in this episode not only how a Board was interpreting its stewardship responsibility, but the larger matter of educational goals and the evaluation of achievement. At the initiation of
the normal-school idea, curriculum makers were confronted with
pressures to make normal work a mastering of subjects taught in
elementary schools : learn it and learn 'em! As curriculums were
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adapted to new concepts of what schools should be trying to do
and the qualifications necessary for teaching such schools, the lay
Board members increasingly relied on techniques other than personal examination of candidates to determine fitness for graduation. In the 19 5 O's the idea of comprehensive examination of all
seniors was again seriously considered for a few months, but was
allowed to expire. Yet the responsibility of the Board for the
quality of instruction is built in. The whole system hangs on it.
The temptation to seek an objective yardstick of measurement is
perennial. In the 1890's the approach was direct: test the students.
In more recent years, it shifted to merit raises for the faculty. It
remains a thorny concern of all devoted to excellence.
A school must have a place to be. There must be a building
to begin with--dassrooms, an assembly room, an office for the
principal. This was almost the first responsibility of the Board :
they could not go ahead at all unless Mankato raised $5000 for
this purpose to match the similar amount the Legislature authorized. A normal school building was occupied in 1870. Almost immediately cracks and leaks began to appear. In a few years the
principal was complaining that some of the rooms could not be
heated warm enough to use in winter. In 1879 the roof blew off
in a windstorm. In 1893 two three-story wings were added, and
the president could point with pride: "The school edifice as now
enlarged is one of the most spacious, convenient and imposing in
the country. It has a frontage of 272 feet . .. . " But by the turn
of the century its heating system seemed archaic: twenty-two furnaces! And a new system was installed. In 1907 a $15,000 library was added, with a large fireplace and a beamed ceiling.
In 1922, on a Sunday morning, February fifth, fire destroyed the building which had been The Normal for this part of
Minnesota during half a century. Plans were immediately made
to take care of students in temporary quarters; enrollments actually increased sixty per cent over the previous spring. A new building was erected on the same spot, and it served as the principal
instructional unit until the big surge after World War II.
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There were other !lousing needs. In 1881 the Normal was
authorized to lease a suitable building for a girls' dormitory, but
it was not until 1911 that an appropriation of $105,000 was
made for women's residence-occupied as Daniel Buck Hall in
19 13 . Cooper Hall was occupied the same year as the new main
building, 1924.
In 1909, the new Model School Building was completedthe south wing of the present Administrative Building, and now
the oldest building on campus. In 1939 the Health and Physical
Education Building was finished: three main gyms, several smaller ones, an indoor track, an archery range, a warming room for
ice skaters in the winter, classrooms, offices, and the quarters of
the student health center.
Such was the building story through the first eighty years
of the school's history. Since then it has been different.
Students came, and they came, and they came. Facilities never
could catch up with enrollments. Faculty officed five or six to a
room. Classrooms were scheduled tight from morning till late
afternoon-and on Monday evenings and less frequently on Saturdays. One year classes were held in the education units of churches
near the campus. For a while serious consideration was given to
buying the Ben Pay Hotel downtown and using it for a dormitory. A men's residence hall, Searing, was occupied in 19 5 2, a
classroom building for the sciences and the arts the same year. A
half block of houses across Fifth Street from the Administration
Building were condemned by tfa State, and in 1958 the library
was moved to a new home there.
But this was an expensive way to get land, and with no ceiling on enrollment in sight, the authorities reluctantly decided that
a second campus was the only feasible solution. The Science and
Arts Quadrangle was completed in 1960, but other than that all
new building has been on the Highland Campus since 19 5 8.
The Valley Campus through much of the school's history
was only a few acres in extent. Presently it totals thirty acres. At
the Highland Campus are 295 acres. About two dozen buildings
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or interconnected units of buildings have sprung up on Highland
Campus since 19 5 9, including two thirteen-story towers that dominate the skyline and look out over the Minnesota Valley and
cities of Mankato and North Mankato. The new Education-English building (now Armstrong Hall) was planned to take care of
one hundred per cent increases in classroom and office-space needs.
A year after it was occupied in 1964, it was crowded.

In some ways it would seem that the Legislature assigned the
government of the state normals, teachers colleges, or state colleges
to the Board. But to the Board members it must have been very
clear that their areas of discretion were subject to severe limitations.
The primary limitation was money. Back in the early seventies, a
disgrunted legislature refused to make necessary appropriations,
and the normals had to postpone payment of bills (including faculty salaries) until a new appeal could be made after the first of
January to another legislature. The Board here was successful in
handling the emergency without obligating the State beyond appropriations-by sheer morale it would seem, a notable achievement. And this, it will be recalled, was at a time when the normal school image was not bright. But always a prime consideration in
Board action is the financial one, and here they must ask and justify their asking and make do with the inevitable compromises
that emerge.
In a well-run state government, not only must a department
depend upon appropriations made by the legislature, but its use
of the funds must be adequately audited. This means that the
Board of the state colleges is not only controlled by what the legislature appropriates but also by the controls that are set up to supervise the expenditure of those funds.
For about two-thirds of the history of this College, these
limitations on the power of the Board to govern the various
schools was a Minnesota matter. Moneys came from Minnesota
taxes, and supervision was chiefly through the executive branch
of the State's government. To be sure there were other than fi -
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nancial and therefore other than governmental restrictions on the
Board's autonomy. Decisions at the normals and teachers colleges
had to be made in relation to others in public and private education-principally in the state, but elsewhere as well. It is clear
from the record that the move to offer a four-year degree, the
move to educate teachers for high schools, and the move to become
multi-purpose institutions were only possible when they no longer
met strong resistance from others in education. Particular programs
added to curriculums came in answer to needs of the constituency.
Accreditation was by regional and national agencies. The notion
of autonomy has almost no ultimate validity: there are always
pressures-of groups, of the times, of developments. Even a dictator rules by sufferance. A bureau of a democratic government is
by very definition but a means by which the people get work done,
hopefully their work. The etymology of bureau is interesting: the
desk on which one writes, in this instance, hopefully, on which
Demos writes.
Thus in the academic world when one looks for the ruler, he
finds decisions behind decisions and deciders behind deciders-almost literally without end. The vote in the legislative committee
or in the general session reflects conditioning factors-as do the
ballots that put the legislator there to vote.
Such a philosophic view of the matter is simple to formulate
but at any particular moment anyone working in the system may
be acquiescent, cynical, frustrated, or defiant. As the institutions
the State Teachers College Board or the State College Board governed became more complex, the opportunities for friction at points
of decision multiplied.
During the 1930's money became available from Federal
funds for assisting students by jobs. During World War II first a
Civilian Pilot Training Program and then a unit of the Navy V -5
Program were assigned to Mankato, and the faculty found themselves teaching courses not of their own devising. Later there was
the GI Bill and a variety of services to veterans. These were only
the beginnings of the marriage of work done on campus and fund-
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ing from the Federal treasury. In the 19 5 O's and 19 60' s the term
Federal grant emerged as a standard part of academic vocabulary.
By the mid-1960 's it was clear to all that higher education in
America would be in the future a joint achievement of the traditional budgetary resources and the go-aheads which come from
Washington.
These contracts with Federal agencies confronted the Board
with problems in addition to the accustomed one of what could be
done within the limits of the biennial appropriations. Not infrequently legal problems were involved, or matching money would
be required. The Board found itself in big business requiring detailed and continued auditing and supervision. Another develop ment of the 19 5 O's dramatized this trend in another way. With
students jamming all of the campuses of the state, huge sums of
money were required for expansion of the physical plant. One partial approach to easing the pressure on the state treasury was the
proposal to amortize the construction of new housing units through
student dormitory fees . Since this involved the issuance of bonds
to be liquidated over a number of years, the Board was forced to
set up machinery which would provide the guarantees of supervision and control which would make such bonds marketable.
A central office thus became imperative. And the office must
be staffed and administered. This meant a professional administrative unit other than those on the individual campuses. What
should this administrator be called, and what would be his relation to the administrations of the colleges? Would he be a kind
of super-president of all the colleges- like the chancellor of a university?
The moderation and caution that one perceives throughout
the century appear again in this situation. There was some urgin g
to clothe the office with firm control and leave no doubt who was
in charge. But the Board felt its way along carefully, reflecting
once again awareness of dual pulls and dual virtues : of centralization and decentralization, of uniformity and diversity, of " doing
the job" and encouraging initiative.
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Remote control has a bad sound-no doubt because experience has so often shown the fatuity of separating the act of decision from the facts on which a decision should be made. While a
considerable amount of this evil is inescapable under any system of
government, it becomes peculiarly onerous when decisions are made
on matters of detail. James Gray in his centennial history of the
University of Minnesota has an amusing account of the struggle
there during the first quarter of this century between the administration of the University and the state supervisors of purchases. He
cites instances of rejections of University requisitions, sometimes
petty in amount, but which frustrated and incensed the faculty.
Finally in the l 920's the issue was tested in court and the authority of the Regents to complete control of funds appropriated to
the University was established as a right guaranteed by the Constitution of the State.
The normal schools, the teachers colleges, and the state colleges suffered under exactly parallel frustrations, but there was no
constitutional guarantee here to give them the same right the University enjoyed. As one reads the minutes of the Normal School
Board and the Teachers College Board, one finds in general a minimum of rebellion as long as the institutions remained relatively
small . (An exception would be in the early 1900's when the issue was actually taken to court.) But there is a rising crescendo of
indignation in the last quarter century. Every president can cite
lists of annoyances and handicaps to the work of the colleges due
to "some clerk" in the Department of Administration who has run
a blue pencil though an item in requisition.
The legal background stretches over at least three-quarters of
a century. The Legislature of 1901 set up a Board of Control to
which was delegated " full authority in all financial matters of the
state university, the state normal schools," and certain other state
institutions. Both the Normal Board and the Board of Regents
made such strenuous objections that in 1905 the Legislature modified the powers of the Board of Control and released both the university and the normal schools from its jurisdiction.
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In 1925 , a Commission of Administration and Finance was
created by the Legislature and empowered to approve ( or disapprove) the requests for expenditure of all state departments. This
was the statute successfully challenged on constitutional grounds
by the Board of Regents.
Under the Reorganization Law of 19 3 9, a Department of
Administration was established. The Commissioner of Administration was empowered "to purchase, rent, or otherwise provide"
all supplies and equipment for state institutions. The University
of Minnesota was specifically excluded from this jurisdiction, the
state teachers colleges specifically included. This discrimination
among state institutions of higher education has no logic other
than that of the historic processes which have produced it. That
it has affected not only the operation but also the status and prestige of the state colleges is apparent to all familiar with the climate
of thought and opinion in the state.
Fiscal control of funds appropriated to the colleges thus became a serious issue in the minds of faculty, administration, and
Board. At this writing it is unresolved, but one senses that some
way will be found by which the financial responsibility which the
Legislature must require can be joined to the realistic facts of a viable academic community. The wisdom and responsibility of the
Regents in their use of appropriated funds to build a great university would seem an impressive precedent and a guide to the solution.
The major achievement of the Board was the relating of programs of education offered in the normal schools, the teachers colleges, and the state colleges to what the people wanted and what
they were willing to pay for. That story is the great story of this
institution, as it is (for what it illustrates) the great story of
America. It is unmatched in history or in any other country. A century ago America was a land of opportunity to people of many
lands. Free land was an almost incredible attraction. But the shift
from the attraction of what one can get to the hope of what one
can become is a high -level social development. The principal chap-
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ter of this book is devoted to this account; and though we do not
repeat or recap it here in this contemplation of the role played by
the governing board in the history of the College, we must pay
tribute to an achievement made possible by the vision, resourcefulness, tact, judgment, patience, and tenacity of the many citizens
who served in legislatures, on legislative committees, in the administration of the State government-but especially to those whose
special charge this was: the members of the Board. There is little
enough of the sounding of trumpets-and plenty of heckling. But
stand off and see what has happened to a people between the
l 860's and the 1960's. Relate it to how the people prepared themselves to handle increasingly complicated and responsible social
roles in our world. One can little doubt that what has happened
here through the creation of expanding horizons of educational
opportunity deserves accolades far more tumultuous than those to
the triumphal processions of conquerors.
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sto,y of the faculty is diffmnt from the ,est of this mord. Officially it is lost-for the most part. To be sure we can
find the names, and that has been done. An appendix includes an
alphabetic listing of the administration and faculty as their names
appear in the catalogues or other official reports. A limited amount
of biographical data is available for the principals and presidents.
Moreover their names and acts appear regularly in preserved reports and minutes. But although it is no doubt true that the service performed by those who were teachers at this institution is by
all odds the greatest fact in its history, it is not a story we can tell.
With enough perserverance and ingenuity no doubt a number of
anecdotes concerning personalities on the faculties could be uncovered--especially were one to discover accounts of the goings on
at retirement dinners. The student newspapers, year books, and
the like would yield their bits. Bibliographies of publication could
be assembled, particularly for the later years.
But fundamentally throughout its history the faculty has
been a teaching faculty . Their work has been in the classroom and
working with groups of students-in curricular, extra-curricular,
and co-curricular activities. There were innumerable committees.
They studied the needs of their students, of the school. and of
their own welfare. They proposed curriculums, revised them, replaced them. They assembled data and made representations to the
administration and to the Board. They prepared lessons for their
daily classes and corrected tons of student papers. They spoke at
teachers institutes (at one time teachers institutes during the late
spring months were a regular part of the faculty teaching assign105
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ment) . They attended MEA and NEA, held offices, presided at
sectional and state meetings, regularly participated in their programs. They served on state committees charged with concern for
the various aspects of teacher education in Minnesota. They
brought back to Mankato the thinking and experience of national
groups. In the city of Mankato they were active in church and
civic enterprise. As the College grew in size and complexity, persons of competence in a wide range of scholarly and scientific
fields made up the faculty; and interests, memberships, and work
in academic societies spread across the land and beyond.
In the summers, on sabbaticals, on leave of absence they returned to graduate study to upgrade their professional competencies and to secure tenure, promotion, and pay raises. For many
the Mankato assignment was a stepping stone to more lucrative
positions elsewhere. For decades Board minutes record the plaints
of presidents that their faculties were being attracted to better jobs
at other schools. One senses at each of these occasions that the
situation is crucial, an emergency. But it is one which perennially
recurred. The Board used the same data and testimony in presenting and justifying their budgets to the legislature.
One area of information concerning faculty and administration is quite fully documented: salaries. Since annual appointments were made by the Board, salaries appear in the minutes. We
know, for instance, that the first principal of the Second State
Normal School, George M . Gage, was paid $2000 each of the
four years he was in Mankato. Leaving for the superintendency
of the St. Paul schools, he presumably would get more there (he
was offered $2500 to stay at the Normal). In 1880, the highest
salary paid a public school superintendent in Minnesota was
$2850, paid in Minneapolis. One doubts that the State Capital
would be far behind.
Faculty salaries when the Normal opened must have seemed
quite attractive. In 1870 they ranged from $600 to $850. In that
year the Superintendent of Public Education, Mr. H . B . Wilson,
reported that the average monthly salary for public school teach-
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ers in Minnesota was $37. 14 for men, $23 .36 for women.
One naturally wants to relate these salaries to cost of living.
For years the catalogue at Mankato announced to students that
" the prevailing price of board and room in families is three dollars a week." It would thus appear that a school teacher who received less than twenty-four dollars a month for teaching might
have to spend half of that amount for a place to stay and something to eat. The official report for 1870 does not indicate how
general was the practice of providing board and room at various
homes in the district- the " boarding around" we've heard stories
about. In the "winter term" about half of the teachers of Minnesota schools would be men. In the " summer term" there would
be five times as many schoolmarms as schoolmasters.
By 1880, men in Blue Earth County averaged $31.25 and
women $25.28-including board. There was an average of 6.4
months of school each year-and this was high. The state average was 4 .6 months of school each year. Other counties make interesting comparisons: Nicollet 3. LeSueur 5, Brown 5. 3, Faribault 5.6, Hennepin 6.3, Ramsey 6, Martin 4 , Pipestone 2, and
Big Stone 2. A principal in a graded school system received
from $1000 to $1700 (Minneapolis). The range for superintendents was $1200 (Mankato and Rochester) to $2850 (Minneapolis) . There were sixty-three districts in the state with two
or more teachers. The teacher in a graded school taught ( on the
average) fifty-four pupils.
Thus in 1880 the average annual income for a woman
teaching in Blue Earth County would be a little more than $160,
for men perhaps much less if they taught only in the winter. It
is not difficult to see why study at the Normal was not, typically,
an unbroken pursuit of a curriculum, straight through from
matriculation to graduation.
In 1880, salaries paid the faculty at Mankato ranged from
$5 00 to $1200, a scale that should have been attractive to persons
who began their teaching careers in public-school teaching. It is
therefore interesting to read that in the May meetin g of the Board,
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the principal at Winona reported that in recruiting new faculty he
could not meet the competition of high schools on salaries. It was
a lament to be heard often again.
When Mr. Gage resigned in the spring of 18 71 to become
superintendent at St. Paul, the salary of the normal-school principals had just been raised $500 . It is not clear what Miss Sears
received the year she was principal, but her successor, the Reverend
Mr. John , came at $2500 in 1873 . Considering the financial recession in the state and county that year, this is interesting. But
the figure did not last, and fell back to $2000 in 1875 . That
was the salary when Mr. Searing took the job in 1880. It was
once again $2500 in 1885 , where it stayed through the Searing
presidency. President Cooper received $3000 in 1900, $3500 in
1906. Salaries took a substantial boost after the first World War,
and by the mid - 1920's the president was receiving $5500, the
figure at which President McElroy came.
Faculty salaries ranged from $600 to $850 in 1870, from
$450 to $800 in 1871. By the next year one teacher was receiving $1200 . By 1889, the top job paid $1800 . With a change in
personnel, it dropped to $1400 in '92 , then rose to $1575 in '94,
$1600 in ' 95 , and back again to $1800 in ' 96. By 1902, the
position of superintendent of the Model School paid $2000. With
the teacher shortage after the War, the limit on faculty salary
rose to $3600 in 1926, to $4000 in 1930 , and to $4000 plus
about six hundred more for summer in 1938 . A new member of
the faculty in the late l 930 's probably received about $2000 for
th e regular year. possibly another two or three hundred for summer school teaching.
Something about upgrading the professional qualifications
of the faculty has been mentioned in the chapter relating the curricular changes in the College. It is difficult to know what happened in the first thirty years. Mr. John printed his A .M. in the
catalogue ; and Mr. Searing did also the first year of his presidency,
but after that academic degrees are omitted from the catalogue
listin gs of his faculty . Und er President Cooper, the practice of list-
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ing degrees was begun again, and it is evident that the omission
under the Searing administration does not mean the absence of
degrees-but some intention not to consider it worth noting.
As the teachers colleges developed programs leading to a fouryear degree, the faculty became more interested in the conventional
scale of college faculty promotion known as academic ranking.
There was, however, some reluctance where seniority had been
achieved on bases other than those likely to count for rating on a
particular academic rank. Adjustments were made, and a fairly
conventional grouping pattern was eventually achieved, perhaps
reaching its hey-dey of importance in the l 950's. In the sixties the
competition for faculty among institutions of higher education
became strenuous, and at some schools rank was a card to be played in the bidding. Many held out, but a good degree could be a
means to fast promotion, even the bypassing of a rank, by a little
moving-or even within an institution-at a speed that left others
who had trod the long road a bit dizzy, or resentful.
About the same time that the teachers colleges began to
move toward academic ranking-the late l 930's-the faculties
of the colleges began to feel that faculty interests would be better
served if they could speak with one voice, and an Inter-Faculty
Organization was achieved. The faculty associations in the different teachers colleges and state colleges and the IFO with its executive council called the Inter-Faculty Policies Committee have remained important vehicles for faculty influence from that time.
With representatives sitting in on the Board meetings and with
the right to communicate the sense of the faculty represented, the
IFO and the IFPC constitute an effective instrument for consideration of problems of faculty welfare and for presenting points
of view and supporting information to the local administrations,
to the state administration, and to legislative committees.
In the later 19 5 O's a move appeared to work out in greater
detail means of faculty participation in the decisions and administration of the whole work of the College. Constitutions were
formulated and adopted. While the chief administrative officer
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of the College still has the responsibility for what happens,
especially when things get out of line, in practice most decisions
are worked out in close consultation with faculty representation.
While the Board still is responsible to the Governor and the Legislature in all matters, in practice most of the work on policy has
been done before it receives their consideration , and normally
Board decisions decide. One sore spot remains : the financial control exercised by the Department of Administration. This was
challenged over sixty years ago-even taken to court-but it has
been lived with (sometimes tolerantly, sometimes bitterly) ever
smce.
Probably no one believes that the tensions between consentof-the-governed and bureaucratic line authority and responsibility
have found a resolution here, either theoretical or practical. As institutions become large and complicated, the techniques of achieving consent take priority over objective or subjective evaluation.
One may confidently expect that in the next century campus politics will become a way of life for the academically energetic and
ambitious. It is simple enough to view such an eventuality ruefully ; yet the history of the past century of the institution, the
state, and the country should make one cautious about derisive
dismissal of the strategies which enlist concern of the many. Government by committee lends itself to caricature, but a society
which draws on its human resources is the healthy one, the productive one, ultimately the greatest one. What one sees in a society
of scholars and scientists involved in teaching and learning is an
on-going experimental approach to the problem which Plato explored in the R epublic: How a society can best use its human resources. The answer of Locke and Jefferson was not the same as
Plato's. This implementation of the Declaration of Independence
in the daily lives of governmental employees is a problem as yet
hardly formulated clearly. But a community of ten to twenty
thousand students and a faculty of five hundred to fifteen hundred teachers susidized in salary and facilities by the state, by Federal grants, by foundati on grants (and the future only kn ows
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what other sources of sustenance!)--such an academic community will be an exciting laboratory for the discovery of ways by
w hich human talent may be discovered and encouraged to find
fulfillment.

--

---

------

EPILOGUE

T HERE

m no beginnings and no endings. What we see as
islands are but slight elevations protruding above the fluid
film of the globe's surface. The shoreline may be charted, but it
changes with the tide. An elevation of the sea by a few feet or a
shrinking of the oceans would make our continents and the civilizations they bear something quite different.
The role of the teacher is almost as protean as the shapes of
that fabled one who gave us the word. It stretches across the
gradations of dignity from the menial to the revered. Edwin
Grant Dexter quoted this little vignette from colonial America,
the words of a Reverend George Ross:
There are some private schools within my reputed districts which are put
very often into the hands of those who are brought into the country and
sold for servants. Some schoolmasters are hired by the year by a knot of
families who, in their turn, entertain him monthly, and the poor man lives
in their houses like one that begged an alms . more like a person in credit
and authority. When a ship arrives in the river it is a common expression
with those who stand in need of an instructor for their children, let us go
and buy a schoolmaster . The truth is, the office and character of such a person is generally very mean and contemptible here, and it cannot be other
ways ' ti! the public take the Education of Children into their mature consideration.

Dexter also cites a statement made in 1678 by Jonathan Boucher,
rector at Annapolis:
. . . not a ship arrives with either redemptioners o r convicts , in which
schoolmasters are not regularly advertised for sale , as weavers , tailors. or
other trade, with little other difference that I can hear of except perhaps
that the former do not usually fetch so good a price as the latter.

At the other extreme is the use of teacher as the epithet of
highest veneration. No other term was adequate for Confucius.
The work of the teacher is illumination, and Buddha is Sanskrit
113
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for "enlightened." The Hebrew word rabbi, teacher, was one
Jesus' contemporaries applied to him. But more important was the
kind of imagery one finds in the Fourth Gospel: the Light of the
World. Al ways and everywhere the light-darkness antithesis is
one men seize for the contrast between the way up and the way
down. It is Plato's Allegory of the Cave-which after more than
sixty generations remains one of the most acute delineations of the
nature of educational emergence-of moving out of the cave and
its shadows into clear sunlight and comprehension.
That there should be this range of attitude toward the
teacher and his work is no accident. Its basis is biology. A little
child is less than a man. A leader of little children, thus, must be
in status inferior to a leader of adults. Moreover, the child is
ignorant, inexperienced. He can be manipulated or coerced by some
one older and bigger. At the minimum, the teacher tends school.
like a babysitter-and with not much more demanding qualifications.
But on the other hand, the child is the perfect image of
growth, of becoming, of looking forward to something better next
year. And this is what each man who lives in hope wants for
himself, for his own, for his society. He wants to find his way
out of darkness with its fumbling and bruised shins. He wants
to get where he can see things as they are.
We return, thus, at last, to our original thesis : the educational system America has built and is abuilding arises out of a
deep conviction that the most available door to opportunity is
education. Whenever that note is struck it sets up answenng
vibrations.
It would have been pleasant in this account to record samples
of the oratory of the frontier . H ere one sees why th ose early legislators regarded it as axiomatic that a people must prepare them selves for self-government. About the time the Territory of Minnesota was being established , Horace Mann was preaching this
gospel:
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I believe Normal Schools to be a new instrumentality in the advancement
o f the race. I believe that , without them , Free Schools themselves would
be shorn of their strength and their healing power, and would at length
become mere charity schools, and thus die out in fact and form . Neither
th e art of printing , nor the trial by jury, nor a free presss, nor free suffrage,
ca n long exist , to any beneficial and salutary purpose, without schools for
the training of teachers : for , if the character and qualifications of teachers
be allowed to degenerate, the Free Schools will become pauper schools, and
the pauper schools will produce pauper souls, and the free press will beco me a false and licentious press, and ignorant voters will become venal
vo ters, and through the medium and guise of republican forms , an oligarchy
of profligate and flagitious men will govern this land ; nay , the universal
diffusion and ultimate triumphs of all-glorious Christianity itself must
await the time when knowledge shall be diffused among men through the
inst rumentality of good schools. Coiled up in this institution , as in a spring.
the re is a vi gor whose uncoiling may wheel the spheres.

Well, we could hardly have put it stronger! This free-wheeling style is not exactly to our taste: neither that austere restraint of
the documentation , nor that rhetoric which shows our penchant
for understatement carefully shielded by irony and ambiguity. But
our faith in what Mann was proclaiming has never been so strong.
The proof is pragmatic.
The role of the teacher was the fundamental concern of the
norma ls and the teachers colleges-both in how to teach the students who came to their classes and in how, at one remove, to influ ence the kind of teaching that was to be done in the schoolrooms of the state. Back in 1848 when Thomas Mann caught a
glimpse of that vigor coiled up in the very idea of educational opp ortunity, he was no doubt thinking of teachers of graded and
un grad ed district schools. But enthusiasm starts ablaze at the
mi gh ty potential of the human mind and spirit, if it can find expression . The role of all teachers from those in charge of infants to
t he direction of graduate studies and research is the single search
fo r fi nding ways to help people realize their potential. Reading
and writing and arithmetic are means to that end, but so also are
resea rch projects in nucleic acids and seminars in Camus or a pilgrimage to Picasso in Antibes.
It is no accident that the highest earned degree an educational
institution in America can confer enshrines this image of the
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teacher. The doctor is a teacher-so in the Latin. And, beautifully, he is also a learner, one with the love of becoming awareso in the Greek. A teacher of the love of knowing!
A century of the enterprise at Mankato is now accomplished.
What was before stretches back through mankind's history as far
as we can trace, as far as we can conjecture. What accompanied
it and made it possible and drew upon it was the latent and active
instinct that draws man toward light and self-fulfillment. Given
man, the century which lies ahead gives no promise of lesser seeking. With data outdated even during the launching from the pad,
the voracious appetite for what and how and why and so what
will not be appeased. No doubt the curriculum will list courses in
intersteller navigation and programming genetic variations. One
wonders if any substitute will be devised for grading weekly
themes. Will the teacher become not a loner but a supervising
engineer with electronic diagnosis, prescription, and prognosis ?
A century ago---even half of that, or a quarter-higher education was a kind of finishing school for an elite. A college boy
was of a predictable age and social milieu. The graduate school
and the GI Bill changed all that. The professors went back for
degrees. Where young folk had been expelled if they married before graduation, the campus now teems with parents. Learning has
become a job for which a lifetime is much too short. It has to be
a continuous and cooperative effort. It pays off in new products,
in lengthened longevity predictions, in the kinds of issues a society
prepares itself to confront.
So far the pattern of education in the public mind is a simple
continuum: grade school. high school, college, graduate or professional school. How much of this will be the viable framework
three generations from now ?
The past is always prologue. If the informing spirit that
has shaped Mankato State College and what enterprises like this
represent in the American scheme of things prevails, the next
hundred years should be worth looking at!

APPENDIX A: The Board

An alphabetical listing of Board members with the term of board
membership.
ANDERSON, ARNOLD C. Montevideo. 19 6 7 -·
ANDREWS, GENERAL C. C. St. Cloud.
l 868-1869.
AN KENY, A. T. Minneapolis. 18 98- 1902.
Prrsidmt.

ATWOOD. C. L. St. Cloud, St.
1922. Resident Director.
AUSTIN, GEORGE W. Mankato.
Trusurer 18 72.
BAKER. F. A. A. Mankato.
President 1938 -1941.
BALCHELDER. SAMUEL. Albert

Paul. 1910 1872 - 18 74.
1933- 1941.

Lea. l 8 72-

l 8 7 3.

COMSTOCK. GEORGE M. Moorhead. 19 4 3 1952.
COMSTOCK. S. G. Moorhead. 1894-1898.
l 902-1906, Treasurer 1894 - l 898, Resident
Director l 902-l 906.
CONWAY. HELEN M. St. Paul. 1938-1963.
President 194l - l 9H.
CROMB. JNO. Crookston. 18 90- 1894 .
DEVANEY, JOHN P. Minneapolis. 19 31 1933.
DONOHUE. HOWARD. St. Cloud. l 9 3 7 -193 8.
DOS LAND. C. G. Moorhead. I 9 I 3-19 14.
Resident Director.

BARNES. NATHAN F. St. Cloud. 1869-1870.
BARR. GEORGE T. Mankato. 1883 - 1885.
Resident Director.

BERRY, C. H. Winona . 1884 - 1887, Resident
Director.

DRAKE. BENJAMIN Minneapolis. 1933 - 1938.
President 1937-1938
DUGGAN, T. D. Bemidji. 1946 - 1955.
DUNLAP. ROBERT. Roch ester. 1967-- Vice
Presiden t.

BJORKLUND. MRS. CARL. Hopkins. 1953 19 5 7.
BLOQGETT. H. F. Anoka. 1868-1870.
BROOKS, REV. JABEZ. Red Wing. 1868 18 70.
BROWN, JAMES. Mankato. 18 7 1- 1872.
BUCK. DANIEL. Mankato. 1868 - 18 70, 1872 18 7 3.
BUCK. H. L. Winona. 1904- 1908, Resident
Director.

BURT, D AVID. St. Paul. 18 75- 1881 .

DUNNELL.

M.

H.

St.

Paul.

1868 - 1870.

Secretary.

DYKMAN, HOWARD. Breckenridge. 1902190 5.
EASTMAN. ALVAH. St. Cloud. 190 1- 1907.
19 2 5- 19 3 3, Resident Director. President
l 904-l 907.
EK MA N. CARL. St. Paul 1 907- 19 09.
ENGSTROM. A. E. Ca nnon Falls. 1892 - 1896.
FLYNN. H. E. St. Paul. 1941 - 19 43. Secretary .

Secretary.

GAGE. F . KELTON. Mankato. 1961 - 1965 .
GAGE. GEORGE M. St. Paul. 1873 - 18 74 .

BUSCHER. F. A. Mankato. 1957 - 196 J.
CAMPBELL. MARVIN. Crookston. 19 6 5--.

President .

Treasurer.

CHELSEY. FRANK G. Red Wing. 1965--.
President 196 7 -CLARK. GEORGE H. Mankato. 188 5- 1904,
Rtsident Director 1885 - 1894. 1899 - 1904.
Treasurer 1894 - 1899.
CLARK. HARRY B. St. Cloud. 1957-1961.
CLAUSEN, MARIAN. Northfield. 1 963-1966.
CLURE. ARTHUR M . Duluth. 194 5-1953.
President 1948- 19 53.
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GALE. S. C. Minneapolis. 18 76- 188 2.
GARLOCK, DEWITT H. Bemidji. 193 1- 1939 .
GISLASON. SIDNEY P. New Ulm. 1967-GOSSLEE. G. L. Moorhead. 1 93 1- 1943.
GREER. A, J. Lake C ity. 188 8- 1892.
GRINDELAND. ANDREW. Warren. 18941898.
HAGEN. 0. J . Moorhead. 19 22- 1931.
HALL. JOHN N . Mankato. 1868 -1872. Treasurer.
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HALVERSON, J. JOHN. Albert Lu. 19481955.
HAMLIN. E. 0. St. Cloud. 18 70-1872.
HAMMOND, W. S. St. James. 1898-1906.
HEDIN, MRS. RAYMOND F. Red Wing.
19 55- 1956.
HIRSCHBOECK, F. J. Duluth. 1941 - 19-45.
HOARD, H. E. Montevideo. 1905-1910.
HOLES, WILBUR W. St. Cloud. 1948-1957,
President 1955-19 57.
HUGHES, E. RAYMOND. Mankato. 19411949.
HUNTOON, L. A. Moorhead. 1910- 1913,
Resident Director.

Secretary.

JOHNSON.
MRS.
VIENA
P.
Duluth.
1937-1941.
JONES, EDWIN J. Morris. 1910-1930, President, 1920-1930.
JONES, W. K. Olivia, Brainerd. 1961 -1965,
Vice President 1963-1965.
KIEHLE, REV. 0 . L. Preston, 1873 - 1875.
18 81-1893 , Secretary 1881 - 18 93.
KRYZSKO. S. J. Winona. 1951-196 5, Pmident 1957- 1961. Treasurer 1963 - 1965.
KURTZ. THOS. C. Moorhead. 1886-1892,
Resident Director 1887-1892.
LAMPHERE. GEORGE N. Moorhead. 1892-

196 3-19 65,

Vice

President 1966-1967.
MULLER, ROLAND. Windom. 19 5 7 -19 61.
NELSON, NORMAN H. Moorhead. 19 5 5 -1 9 6 7,
President 1961-1963, 1965-1967.
NEVIUS, BLAKE. Winona. 1941-194 6.
NILES, SANFORD. Rochester. 18 73-1886 .
NORBY, J. C. Ada. 18 98-1902.
NORSTEO, MELVIN W. Cambridge. 196 7-NYE, C. A. Moorhead. 1898-1902, 19061910,

Treasurer

18 9 8,

Resident

189 9-1902, 1906-19 10.
OLSEN, JOHN W. St. Paul.

Directo r

1900-1908 .

OLSON, HERBERT E. Bemidji. 19 55-1967.
PARKER, REV. H. I. Austin. 1868-18 72.
PATTEE, WILLIAM S. Northfield. 1886 1898. President 1887-1898.
PENDERGAST, W. W. St. Paul. 1893-18 98 .
Secretary.

PHELPS, W. F. St. Paul, Duluth. 1896-1 902.
Resident Director 1900-1902.
PHILLIPS, E. M. St. Paul. 19 3 3-19 H .
Secretary.

PITCHER. 0. 0. Mankato. 1876-1881. Resident Director 18 76- 18 77, 1880-1881.
POPOVICH, PETER S. St. Paul. 19 65-PORTER. E. 0 . B. Mankato. 1870-1 871.
PORTER. L. C. Winona. 1868-1873 , Treasurer.

PRENTIS.
Secretary

1894, Resident Director.

LEE, WILLIAM E. Prairie Grove, Long
Prairie. 1888-1894.
LEWIS, J. H. St. Paul. 18 98 -1900, Secretary.

LOEVINGER, GUSTAVUS. St. Paul. 19301931.
LYCAN, WILBUR. Bemidji. 1939- 1942.
MALONE, ELMER I. Minneapolis. 1967 ..
MATHIE, KARL. St. Cloud. 1907-191 0, Resi dent Director.

DUANE J.

President

Secretary.

INTIHAR, LOUIS. Eveleth. 1957-1960.
JACOBSON, TOLLEF. Alexandria. 19 10- 191-4.
JOHNSON, ERLING 0. St. Paul. 1962-196-+.

MATTHEIS,

1960-1967,

St.

Paul.

1964--

Secretary.

McCLEARN, HUGH J. Duluth. 1924- 1937 ,
President 19 33 -1935.
McCONNELL, JAMES M. St. Paul. 19181 9 33, Secretary.
McLELANO, L. K. St. Cloud. 1961-1965.
McMASTERS, REV. S. Y. St. Paul. 186818 73, President 18 7 0-1873.
MITAU. G. THEODORE. St. Paul. 1968-Chancell or.

MITCHELL, HENRY Z. Bemidji. 1929 - 1931.
MITCHELL, WILLIAM B. St. Cloud. 18 7 71901. Resident Director 1880-189-4, 18991901 , Treasurer 189-4- 1899.
MOEN. MRS. J . K. Minneapolis. 1956-1957.
MOREY, C. A. Winona. 188 7- 1904, Resident
Director 1887-189-4, 189 9- 1904, Treasurer
189-4-18 99 , President 1902- 190-+.
MOURIN, CHARLES F. Virginia, Aurora.

ROY.

1957-1964,

19 5 7.} 9 5 9,

Executive

Executive
Director

1959-1964.
QUIGLEY. JAMES J. Moorhead, St. Cloud.
1933- 193 7, President 1935- 1937.
RAY, J . H. Mankato. 1881 - 1883 , Resident
Director.

RAY, JOHN H. Jr. Minneapolis. 1920-1923 .
REED, BEVINGTON A. 1964-1967, Execu·
rive Director 1964, Chancellor 1965 -1967.
ROCKWELL, JOHN GUNDERSEN. St. Paul.
19 H-19 41. Secretary.
ROSS, W. E. C. Blue Earth. 1909 - 191 0.
RUSNESS, OSCAR B. Moorhead. 1952- 19 55.
SAFFORD, ORREN E. Mi nneapolis. 19 2 3 1931.
SAUER, REV. ALFRED W. Winona. 19 3 7 1941.
SCHULZ, C. G. St. Paul.
1908 - 19 18.
Secretary.

SCHUMAKER, R. H. Bemidji 1925-19 29.
SCHWAB, CARL 0. St. Cloud. 19 22- 1925 .
SCHWEICKHARO, DEAN M. St. Paul. 19 43 1962, Secretary.
SHEEHAN. FRANK A. Winona . 19 3 3 · 193 7.
1946- 1951.
SHIELDS. L. G. St. Paul. 19 31 - 19 3 6.
SIBLEY, H. H. St. Paul. 187-4-18 76. President.

SIMPSON, THOMAS. Winona. 1868-1 8 84 ,
President 1868-18 70 , 1876-188 2. Resident Director 1876-1 877, 1880-1 88 4.

THE BOARD
SMITH, CLARENCE R. Bemidji. 19 4 2-1946.
SMITH, J . G. St. Cloud. 1868- 18 77, Tre,surer 1868-1873, 18 76 -1877 .
SOMSEN, STEPHEN H. Winona. 1908- 1933,
Resident Director. President 19 3 0-19 3 3 ,

SORENSON, R . R . Tracy. 1938 -1948.
STEWART, W. H. St. Cloud. 1938- 19 4 8.
President 1944- 1948.
STRONG, HARRY C. Duluth. 19 20- 1924.
SWEENEY, WILLIAM W . Red Wing. 18 7018 71, 1872-1873.
THAYER, SAMUEL R. Minneapolis. 18 7018 73.
THOMSON, J. CAMERON. Minneapolis. 19651966, Vice President.
TIFFT, M. C. Long Prairie. 19 06- 1907.
TINGLE, SHELDON S. St. Paul. 193 6- 1938 .
T OLMAN, M. C. St. Cloud. 18 72- 18 73.
TOMPKINS, ISAAC N. Mankato. 192 1- 1933 .
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TORRANCE, ELL. Minneapolis. 1902-1920,
President 1907-1920.
WARD, G. B. Alexandria. 1894-1898.
WASHBURN, J. L. Duluth. 1902-1920. Resident Director.

WELTER, LESLIE. Moorhead. 19 14 -1922.
Resident Director.
WHITE, ARTHUR P . Bemidj i. 1914- 1925.
Resident Director.
WHITESIDE, A. 0. 1957-19 65, Comptroller.
WHITNEY, J . C. Minneapolis. 1882-1886.
WILLIAMS, HOWARD. Mankato 1949-1957,
President 1953-19 55.
WILSON, HORACE B. St. Paul, Red Wing.
18 70- 1875, 188 2- 18 90, Secretary 187018 75, President 1882- 1887.
WISE, J OHN C. Mankato. 1904-1921. Resident Director.

WRIGHT, REV. G. W. T. Mankato, Owatonna, Rochester, Lake City. 18 74-1882.

APPENDIX B: Administration and FacultyJ I868-I967

An alphabetical listing of administrative officers and faculty, with
the principal field of instruction, departmental or divisional chairmanship or other administrative position, and the years of faculty
membership.
ABBO TT, PHYLLIS R . History. 1965 -ABNEY, BARBARA ANN. Library. 19661 9 67.
ACQUARD. RICHARD H. Mathmatics. 1962 -ADAMS, JAMES L. Mathematics. 1 966 -ADAMS, NORMAN 0. English. 1 9 5 8-ADAMS, REGINA . Dormitories and Cafeteria.

1932 - 1934.
AHLVERS, E LI ZABETH R . Ed ucation. 1964 -AIRD, C. C LIFTON. Handw riting. Geogra phy. 1 926 - 1 955 .
ALBERTS, EARL D. Business. 1 9 60 - 19 6 3.
ALDERS, C. D EAN. Mat hematics. 1 9 5 6 -ALKIRE, DON. Ma thematics. 1 9 46 - 1 949.
ALLEN, CYRIL. History, Chairman. 1950 -ALLER, WAYNE K. Psychology. 1967-ALM, KENT G. Edu ca tion, Vice
for A cade mic Affa irs. 1 967--

AMANN,

JOHN

W.

Education,

Pres ident

Health

and

Physical Educat ion. 1 963 --

AMANN. PATRICI A. Health and Physical
Education. 1 966 - 1967.
AMBROS. HEINO. Political Science. 1 9 64 --

AMLING. RUSSELL K. Audiovisual. 1 9 6 ?-ANDERSEN, JAMES A. Mathematics. 1 956 -ANDERSEN. RALPH E. Ed ucation. I 94219 44.
ANDERSON. C. WAYNE. Counselor. I 94 51947.
ANDERSON, DONALD N . Industr ial Arts,
Chairman. 1 9 5 6- -

ANDERSON, FRAYNE D. Library. 1 9 6 11 965.
ANDERSON, LAWRENCE B. Audiovisua l Serv ices. 1 968 -ANDERSON, M IRI AM G. Nurs ing. 1 956I 9 5 9.

A NDE RS ON. PATRICIA J. See P alm. Patricia
J. Anderson.
ANDERSON, PATRIC IA R . Nursing. 196 4 1 965.
ANDREWS. C ALISTA. Gy mnast ics, Mathemat ics. 1869- 1 873.
ANDREWS. ISABELLA M. Latin 1 89 1- 1895.
ANN IS. ELEANOR A. Art. 195 0-AN N IS, RICHARD H. Education. 1965-A NTHONY. J 0 IS ANN. Education. 196 319 64.
APITZ, DARELL F . Geography, Social Studies.
19 5 8 -ARCH, MAR I E. Home Econom ics. 1 929 - 1930.
ARMSTRONG, GRACE. Associate Director of
Professional Education.

1 927- 1963 .

ARNOTT, J AMES S. Library. 19 6 7-ARTIS . WILLIAM E . Art 1966-A YERS, GEORGE E. Education. 196 6-BABB, GEORG I NA. Eng lish . 1950- 1 951.
BAIN, MARTHA. Home Econom ics. 191219 28.
BAJEMA, C ARL J. Biology. 1963 - 1964.
BA LCZ IAK . LOU IS W . Science, Edu cat ion.
Chemistry. 1 950 -BALLI NG, MAR ILYN. Library. 1 958- 1961.
BALLINGER, BI LLY G. Education. 1960 19 64 .
BALT INA, VALER IA. Modern Languages.
1 96 3 - 1 96 4 .
BARA TY. EDWARD. Langua ges. 1 948 - 19 5 1.
BARBER.
EDDICE.
E nglish.
1956- 1965 ,
1 9 6 6-BARNES. DONA LD. Educat ion. 1952- 1955 .
BARR. MARGARET T. Kindergarten. 189 4 1 898 .
BARRETT. ROBERT A. P olitical Science.
Chairman. 1963 --
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BARRY. DAVID G. Biology. 1954 - 1959 .
BARSAN, VASILE C. Foreign Languages.
19 65-BARTELT. ROBERT H. Educational Psychology. 19 67-·
BARTLEMAN, DONALD L. Music. 1948·
1949 .
BASTERDES, ADA MABEL. Primary Depart·
ment. 1900-1902.
BAUMER, DORENE. Nursing. 1958-1959.
BAUMGARDNER. NINA E. Primary Grades.
1927-1931.
BAUMGART. NORBERT K. Dean of Stu·
dents. 19 63··
BAYLESS, J. LESLIE, Business Administra·
tion, Chairman. 196 2-·
BAYLESS, JUNE . Education. 19 62-·
BEADLE, LAURENA A. Educati on. 1966-·
BEALE, HARRIET M. English, Chairman of
the

Division

of

Language

and

BIGGS, CLIFFORD E. Music. 1968 -BILLARD. LLOYD J. Accounting. 1964 1965.
BILLINGS, JOSEPH. Economics. 1965-1967.
BIRBECK, HERBERT E. Special Education,
Chairman. 19 61-·
BJELLAND, LOIS G. Nursing. 1963-1965.
BJORGUM, RICHARD K. Campus School.
19 66-BJORNSTAD, ALICE F. Education. 19 4 7 19 50.
BJORNSTAD, LLOYD B. Industrial Arts.
194 7 .•
BLACK. PAUL V. History. 1964-1967.
BLACKSTAD, CHARLES. Mathematics. 195 019 53.
BLAISDELL. S. LILIAN. Primary Grades.
1902-1907.
BLAKESLEE, C. P. Physical Education, Chair-

Literature .

man of the Division of Health and Physi-

19 15- 1941.
BEARD. JEAN. Education. 1961-1966.
BEARER. BERNARD A. English. 1963-1964 .
BECHDOLT, A. F. Science. 1880-1885.
BECKER, ROBERT H. Chemistry. 1956-·
BECKER, WAYNE A. Biology. 1965-·
BECKMAN. RICHARD KEITH. Education.
1958- 1961.
BECKMAN, VERNON E. Speech and Theatre

cal Education. 1924· I 9 61.
BLANCHARD, MAUDE. Education . 1941195 9.
BLAZER, EDWARD ROY. English. 195 91962.
BLEWETT, MARGARET. Ph ys ical Educa·
tion. 1921- 1923.
BLUM. ALVA G. Ed ucation. 19 6 7 ••
BLUM. KAREN F. Library. 196 7-·
BOCK. FRED C. Speech. 196 4 -BOCK, KARIN L. English, Speech. 19 6 5-BODELSON, GERALD B. Education. I 9611964.
BOESE. DONALD L. History. 1962-BOETTCHER, R OBERT J. Biology. 19651966.
BOHANNON. EUGENE W. Psycholog y. Prac·
tice School. 1898-1 901.
BORMANN, BRENDA D. Speech. 1965-1966.
BORMANN, DENNIS R. Speech. 1964-19 66 .
BOS. MARILYN J. Music. Education. 19 6 5 ..
BOSTON. CHARLES A. Assistant. 18 6 8 - 18 6 9.
BOSWELL, RONALD L. Music. 1964-19 65.
BOWDEN, JOSEPHIN E H. English. 19 11 19 2 7.
BOYCE. HELEN E. School Nurse . I 9 2 8 19 3 8.
BOYD. MADELYNE B. Education. 1964-·

Arts, Chairman. 1949 --

BEEBE, J . DAN IEL. Mathematics. Education.
1962-BEETCH, CLA IRE LARSON. English. 19 581965.
BEETCH, ELLSWORTH B. Chemistry. 1958-BEHNKE, J OHN E .. Jr. Social Studi es. 1948·
19 50.
BEKKE. GEORGIA. Registrar, Secretary. 1921 ·
19 5 7.
BENSCH. ROBERT C. Business. 1964-BENSON. CAROL. Education. 1949 - 1952.
BENSON FEROL. Physical Education. 1928 ·
1935.
BENSON, W ILIAM H. Physics. 1964 -BENSON. WINSTON W. Political Science,
Chairman; Dean of the School of Graduate

Studies. 1951-1966, 1967-BENTLEY, PHYLLIS. Library. 1930-1953.
BERG, JAMES K. Music. 1964 ··
BERGE, DAVID J . Physical Education. 196 5-BERGERSON. SH IRLEY ANN. Phys ical Edu·
cation. 1963-1964.
BERNARDONI. L.
CHARLES.
Education .
1963- 196 6.
BERNDT. RUDOLPH C. Accounting. 1966··
BEUG. HILDA M. Education . 1934 - 194 7.
BIEDENBACH, DANIEL J . Geography. 1966 -·
BIEWEN, EUGENE R. Education. 19 6 7 -BIGELOW, CECIL C. Business. 1953 .•
BIGGER, HARLAN W . Physical Education.
1963-1966.

BOYNE, EDWIN M. Education, Director of
Student T eaching, Dean of the School of

Graduate Studies. 1948-1966.
BRADLEY, ANNIE C. Physical Culture. 190 519 06.
BRADLEY, JOYCE C. Director of Halls and
Cafeteria. 1944-1952 .
BRADY, EDITH C. Home Economics. 1928 ·
1929 .
BRADY, THOMAS A. Art. 1964 - 1966.
BRAY, DOROTHY L. Nursing. 196 7··
BROADSTREET, MARGARET M. Education.
Psychology. 19 64··
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BROCK. GEORGENE ANN. Physical Education. 1964-BROMELY, FLORA JANE. Education. 195319 55.
BROOKS, FOWLER D. Director of Elementary
School. 1916- 1920.
BROOKSHIER, RUTH L. Primary Grades.
1928-1930.
BROSE. DONALD E. Physical Education.
19 65-BROUGHTEN. GENE B. Music, Education.
1963 -BROUSE. HELEN T. Primary Grades. 1921192 7.
BROWN, ARLINE MARTIN. Business. 19571964, 1965-BROWN; CLARA M. Sewing. 1914-1915.
BROWN, CONNIE STANTON. Physical Education. 1949-1950.
BROWN, KENNETH GEORGE. Education.
19 5 ?-BROWN, ROBERT R. Physics. 1966-BROWN, WALLACE G. English. 1962-1964.
BROWN, WILLIAM J. Industrial Arts. 19 64-BRUCE, MARIE A. Associate Dean of Stu dents. 1956-BRUNSON. THEODORE. Music, Education.
1959-1966.
BRUNSVOLD, PERLEY 0. Education. 19 6 7 -BRYANT, RACHEL E. Health and Physical
Education. 1949-1950 .
BUCHANAN, DONALD W. Physical Education. 1955-BUCHANAN, ORA D. Physical Education.
J 962 - 1966.
BUCK, BENJAMIN A. Assistant Dean of the
School of Education. J 9 5 6-BUCK. MARGARET C. Health and Physical
Education. J 9 5 3 -BUDENSIEK, RONALD K. Chemistry. 19621964.
BUHMANN, MARLENE R. Home Economics,
Education . 1965- 1967.
BURBANK . REX JAMES. English. 1957- 1959 .
BURKE. J . WILLIAM. Coord inator of Special Services. 1954- 1957.
BURNELL, GRACE L. Education. 1945-1946.
BURNS, BERT E. Geog raphy, Chairman.
19 SO-BURT, C. VINCENT. Director of Professional Education. 1944 -1945 .
BURT, DONALD C. English. 1965 -BURTON. DANIEL F . Biology. 1948 -BURTON, VERONA DEVINE. Biology.
1948 -BUSHNELL, DAVID L. Science. 19 5 3 - 19 5 5.
BUSKRUD, HAROLD W. Education. 19401946.
BUTZER, JOHN. Director of College Health
Service. 1966-CALLAGHAN, HELEN. Library. 19 14 - 1917.

CALLAGHAN. KATHERINE. Writing, Intermediate Grades. 1 91 2- I 9 1 5.
CALV IN, MARGARET JEAN. English. 19061908.
CAMPBELL, HELEN M. Primary Grades.
1927-1928.
CANSLER, G. M. Education, Psychology.
19 53-CARKOSKI. CHESTER A. Assistant Dean of
Students. 1960-CARLSON. MARCELLA. Nursing. 1954-1955.
CARLSON. MARJORIE J. Biology. 19 6 ?-CARLSTROM, DAVID E. Chemistry. 19 6119 64.
CARNEY, CORA A. N. Music, Primary Department. 1895 - 1902.
CARNEY, MARY E. Education. 1963 - 1964.
CARSON. ANDREW. Penmanship, Bookkeeping. 1880-1881.
CARTER. JAMES. History, Physical Education. 1936-1939.
CASE. GERTRUDE. Music. 1914-1915.
CASE, HARLOW L .Physics. 1957-19 58.
CASEY. EVELYN BRANDT. Nursing, Home
Economics. 19 5 8--

CASEY, PAUL F. Business. 19 58-CETERSKI. ESTHER T. Sociology. 1961196 2.
CHAPMAN, DORIS C. Music. 1950-19 5 1
CHAPMAN. MARGARET F. Junioc High
School. 19 24 - 1925.
CHELBURG. DALE A. Biology. 19 61-CHELL, ELSIE. Education. J 949- 1952.
CHERNISS, LILLIAN. Intermediate Grades.
1929- 1930.
CHEYNEY. ELIZA A. Primary Department.
1881-1886.
CHEYNEY. MARGARETTA. Grammar Department. l 884-1888.
CHILES, CHESTER L. Sociology. 1960-1961
CHIN, FRANK T. Library. 1967-CHIN, YEN-YEN. Library. 1968 -CHINBURG. JANET J. Library. 1967-CHINBURG. WAYNE 0. Ed ucation, 196 7-CHOE, HYUNG TAE. Biology. 19 63-CHRISTEN, WALLACE C. Sociology. 1964 19 6 5.
CHRISTIAN, VIRGINIA B. Mathematics.
19 65-CHRISTIANSEN, IRVING. Business. 19 6219 63.
CHRISTIANSON, PETER F. Industrial Arts.
1956- 1958.
CHUANG. ELSIE YAO. Home Economics.
1966- 1967.
CHURCH, MARY ALICE. English, History.
1906 - 19 09.
C ISMOSKI. IRENE Education. 1950-1953.
CLARK. A. ELLA. Intermediate Grades. 18 7018 73.
CLARK. ANNE G. See Nelson, Anne Clark
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CLARK. GRACE B. Grammar Department.
1897-1901.
CLARK. JAMES R. Chairman of the Division
of

Health

and

Physical

Education.

19 39-

1949.
CLARK. MARY LOUISE. Sewing. 1905 - 1915 .
CLAYTON. JOYCE C. Physical Education.
1965-1966.
CLAYTON. ROBERT A. Health and Physical Education. 1965-1966.
CLEVENGER. RALPH A. Education. 19 5 71960.
CLEWELL. GERALDINE. Home Economics.
Chairman. 196 2-·
CLINKENBEARD. ROGER
R. Chemistr)'.
1964-1967.
CLOSWAY, CATHERINE C. Nursing. 1965 -C LUPPER DARWIN. Education. 1950-1951.
COATE, DAVID ORLAND. English. 1905 1909.
COCHRAN, ETHEL M. Director of Halls and
Cafeteria. 1926 - 1944.
COLBY. EDMUND K. Director of Audiovisual Services. 1961 - 1962, 196 7-COLE. EMILY E. Grammar Department. 188 718 90.
COLE. MALCOLM B. Physics. 1949 - 195 l.
COLEMAN, BRENDAN G. Business. 196 5-COLLETT. WALTER G. English. 1966 - 196 7.
COLLINS. EMMA H. Assistant. 1868 - 186 9.
COLLINS. MARTHA V. Kindergarten. I 898 1934.
COLVER. MARY CLARA. Arithmetic. 1893 1894.
COLYER. REBECCA F. Grammar. 1904 - 1906.
CONKLING, EFFIE R. Art, Ch airman of th e
Division of Fine and Applied Art s.

1926 -

1958.
CONNOLLY, CHARLES P. Speech. 19 66196 7.
CONRAD, SANORA LEE. Librar)'. 19 63 196 6.
CONSTANCE. MARGARET. Reading, Speech.
1919 - 192 6.
CONSTANTZ . QUIN N. Chairman of the Division

of

Health

and

Physical

Ed ucat io n.

COTTER. MARY MARGUERITE. In termediate Grades. 1919 - 1920.
COURTS. ANNA JO. Education. 1960- COVERT. S. JOHN. Education. 1953-COWGER, JOHN D. English. 19 65- 1966.
COX. ULYSS ES 0. Biology. 1891-1905.
COX. W. ALBERT. Business, Registrar. 194819 59.
CRABBS. JACK A. , Jr. History 1963-1965 .
CRABTREE. EUN ICE K. English. 1923-1924.
CRARY , EVELYN M. Education. 194 519 49.
CRAWFORD. C. L. President. 19 46-1965 .
CROMWELL, ALICE H. Geography. Gnmm.r.
18 77- 18 79.
CRONE, RUTH B. English. 1965 -CROPPER. MARY BESS. Library Science.
19 50 -CROY, J. HARVEY. Mathematics. 1960- CRYAN,
MARY
ELIZABETH.
Reading.
Speech. 1926 - 1927.
CUMMISKEY. CLETUS J. Education. Psychology,
Acting
Chairman.
1948 - 194 9.
I 9 54 .•
CUMMISKEY, JUNE S. Health and Physical
Education. 194 5- 1948, 1967-CURRAN, JOHNS. Mathematics. 1965 - 1966 .
CURR IER, ROBERT. Business. 1956-1964.
CUSHING. HENRY P. Science. 1885-1891.
CUSHMAN, W . P . Heal th. 1 938- 1946.
CUTLER. W. GALE. Physics, Head. I 9 5 519 5 7.
DAGGETT. DONALD G. Accounting. 196 7 -DAINES, JAMES R. Industrial Arts. I 96 01963.
DALY, REGINALD M. Physics. 196 1- 196 2.
OANNEHL, RODNE Y 0. Sociology. 1963 1964.
DARBY. MARGARET. English. 1962 - 1963.
1965 - 1966.
DARBY. MICHAEL H. English. 1960 -DARLING, DONALD F. Education. 19 6 5 -DARLING, GERTRUDE. English. 1893-18 99.
DARRAH, ESTELLE M. Intermediate De·
partment. 18 97 - 1898.
D A VIOIAN, ELIZABETH V . See Johnson.

1 949-1952.
El izabeth Davidian.
COOK, ELAINE. Mathematics. I 9 6 1- 196 3.
DAVIS. DORIS L. Speech. 1 953-1956.
COOK.
ELIZABETH
ANN.
Bacteriology.
DAVIS. ELLEN C. Mathematics. 1902 - 19 14.
1957-1958.
DAVIS. MARJORIE M. Biology. 19 62-·
COOK, RUTH CATHLYN. Education. 1938 -DAVIS. PETER E. English. 1962 - 1964.
COON. CORDON W. Manual Arts. I 913 19 6 5-1918.
DAWE. WILLIAM H. Education. Stude nt
COOPER,
BERNICE.
Phys ical
Education.
Teaching. Director. 1953- I 942 - 1 944 .
0AYTON, MABEL A. Mathematics. 1920 COOPER, CHARLES H. President. I 899- 1930.
192 l.
COOPER, DEANNA B. Nursing. 1965 - 1966 .
DEMAREE, W ILLIAM R . Sociology. 1967 -COOPER. HELEN. French. English. 1930 0ENNIS. EMMA LOU. Industrial Education.
1944.
Grades.
1944- 1945 .
COOPER.
MARGARET .
Primary
DENTON, GORDON B. Business. 1963 - 19 65 .
1921 - 192 6.
i oENYES. HELEN A. Biology. 19 66 - 1967.
COPE. FRED. Science. 19 5 2- 19 6 1.
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DEPUTY, MANFRED W. Director of Practice School. 1911-1916 .
DETTER, HOWARD M. English. 19 6 7 -DE VANEY. ETHEL ANNE. Office Manager.
Accountant. 19 25-1957.
DEVINE,
VERONA, See Burton, Verona
Devine.

DICKMAN, URVIN F. Student Teaching .
J 966-DIMENT, WINNIFRED. Library. 1920-1922.
DJRCKX. FERDINAND J. Geography. 19651966.
DOERRER. GEORGE WILIAM. Art. 19 61-DONLINGER. JAMES C. Director of Offcampus Housing. 19 6 7 -·

DOOLAN, ANNE C. Library. 1960 - 1961.
DOOLEY. MARY T. Geography. 1966-DORNBERG. CUR TIS L. English. 19 5 9 ··
DO UGHERTY, MARY L. Primary Grades.
19 19- 1921.
DOWNS. MARY C. Library. 1964-1967.
DREWRY, INGEBORG L. Nursing. I 9 5 9 I 9 62 .
DREYER. HAROLD B. Education. 1956-DRJ CKEY, JAMES M. Education. 1953-1954.
DRULEY. HELE N. Art. 1929-1930.
DUBKE . MJRIAM. Mathematics. 1957 - 1960.
DU FFY. DAN M. Director of Student Housing . 1962-DUFFY, MILDRED A. Home Economics.
1962- 1963 .
D E FRESNE, ROBERT A. Education. 19 59 19 6 3.
DU MKE. WARREN L. Science. 1956-1958.
DU NCAN, BOYD A. Soc iology. 1965-DUNCAN. HELEN M. Sociolog y. 1965DU NC AN. MERLIN G. Politi cal Science, Vice
P re sident for Administrative Affairs. 1 967--

D U NN, J. H. Science . 1878 - 1880.
DU NN, JAMES P. Mu sic. 1962 -D Y ER. SUS IE M. Language and Literature.
186 8 - 1871.
D YK E. CHARLES J. History, Mathematics.
18 97 -1898.
EARHA RT. LIDA B. Primary Department .
1895- 1896, 1898 - 1899.
EARLEWINE, EULALIA. Assistant School
Nurse. 1931-1932.
E ASTABROOKS , HARRIET F. Primary De partment. 1891-1894.
EASTMAN, WESLEY C. Education. 19 4119 44.
EBE RHART. GERTRUDE. History, English.
19 46-1947. 1948 - 194 9.
EBY , JANE. Music. 1952-1955, 1956 -ECKERT. ROBERT W. Music. 1951 - 1952.
ECON OMOU, GEORGIA . English. 1955 - 1957 .
EDMONSON. LAWRENCE. Education , Registrar. 1949-1951.
EDWARDS. NATHAN. Education . 1952 - 1956 .
EDWARDS. WILLIAM C. Biology. 19 6 6--

EEN.

ANDREW

R.

Principal

of

Campus

Schoo l, Associate Director of Professional
Education, Registrar, Director of Admissions.

I 9 58-EENWYK. MARY BETH. Art. 1966 - 1967.
EHRIE. MARY C. English. 1924-1926.
EIDE, RI CHARD B. English. 1935-1941.
EKE, ALAN B. Industrial Arts. I 9 6 3 -·
ELIASON. ROY V. Mathematics. Education.
1961-1965.
ELLIS, MATTIE COOK. History, Dean al
Women. 1921-1924.
ELLISON, BESS. Nursing, Cha irm an. I 9 5 8 ··
ELVING, BRUCE F. Speech. 196 5- 1966 .
ENGELSEN, LILLY A. Primary Grades. I 9201921.
ENGH. HELMER A. Biology . 1966-EPPLE. DAMIS L. Library. 1952-1962.
EPPLE, EDWARD. Mu sic. 1941- ERICKSON. DENNIS S. Accounting. 196 7 -·
ERICKSON, MARCELINE. Speech. 1949 - 19 67 .
ERICKSON, RALPH J . Education. 1956 - 19 62 .
EJRE. BARBARA. Physical Education. 1967-ERIE. DENNIS 0. Health and Physica l Education.

1966 --

ER IKSON, GLENN T. Education, Science .
19 59-ERPENBACH. MARYL. Nursing. 1955-1956 .
ESGATE. WALLACE G. Foreign Languages .
196 7 ..
ESSLINGER. GUENTER W . Library. 1964196 7.
ESSOCK. ALFRED E. Accounting. 19 65-1967.
ETHERIDGE. AMANDA. Physical Educarion .
19 48-1952.
EVANS. EDWARDS S., Jr. Education. 1967 -EV ANS, RICHARD S., Jr. Campus School.
1966-1967.
FADNER, WILLARD L. Physics. 19 6 4 -FA IR. EUGENE. Jr .. History. 193 5- 194 5.
FARR. ALICE N. Library. 18 9 7 -19 24.
FARRINGTON. ISABEL H. Reading . Literature. 1898 -1899.
FATTAHIPOUR. AHMAD. Sociology. 1966-FAUST, CLA IRE E. Educa ti on. Chairman of
the

Department of the Campus School.
I 9 62 -FAWCETT. LOIS M. Library. 1924-1928.
FAWVER. BEN J. Biological Science. 19 49 ·
1963 .
FELLOWS. ARNOLD L. Engl ish. 19 6 3 ••
FENTON.
FRANCES. Grammar, Rhet ori c.
1903-1904.
FERGUSON. GEORGE A. Principal of Model
School. 1869- 18 7 1.
FERGUSON. MARLENE A. Nursing . I 9661967.
FIELD, GEORG IA LOUISE. English. Dean of
Women. 1914-1918.
FINCO. ARTHUR A. Mathematics. 19 591961.
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FINCO. CAROL J . Mathematics. 1959-1961.
FINK, ELLA LOUISE. Music. 1906-1911.
FINKLER, ROBERT A. Art. 1961-FISCHER. AUGUSTA HEIBERG. Physical
Education,

Chairman

of

the

Division

of

Health and Physical Education. 1938-1946.
FISCHER, EDNA SALOME. Physical Training. 1902-1919.
FITTERER. HAROLD J. English. 1964-FLATEN. CALVIN C. Accounting. 19 6 7 ••
FLEMING. WALTER. Mathematics, Head.
1949-1957.
FLOOD. HAZEL A. Business Education, Chairman. 1947-FOLLETT, MINNIE B. Education. 1925 -1949.
FORD, AGNES H. Latin. 1895-1897.
FORD, LEONARD A. Chemistry. Head, Chairman of the Division of Science and Mathe·
matics, Cex>rdinator of Special Programs.

1939-1967.
FORMICHELLA, GUY M. Mathematics. 1962-·
FORTNA, NADINE A. Home Economics,
Education. 1959-1967.
FOSTER, CHARLES. S. English. 1934-1949.
FOSTER, JOHN B. English. 1952-FOUNTAIN. MARCIA T . Music. 1965 -·
FOXGROVER. HELEN. Music. 1908-1909.
FRANCIS. MARGARET C. Assistant Director
of Housing. 1968-FRANKS, AUDREY M. Sociology. 1963-1964.
FRANKS, DAVID D. Sociology. 1963-1964.
FRASER. BIRD HITCHCOCK. English, Dean
of Women. 1924-1929.
FREDERICKSON. DAGNY 0 . English. 19 5 71959 .
FREEMAN. MEREDITH N. Director of Special
Services,

Assistant

Academic

Dean.

19 5 7 ·

1967.
FREEMAN, WILLIAM E. Library, Penmanship, Bookkeeping. 1892-1894.
FREY, MARY. Nursing. 1953-1954.
FRIEBERG. CARTER N. Education. 19411943 .
FROST, WILLIAM W. English. 1909- 191 5.
FRY, CARROLL. English. 1963-FRYDENDALL, MERRILL J. Biology. 19 66-FRYMIR, ALICE W. Physical Education.
1920-1921.
FULLER. HENRY H. Rural Education. I 9171925 .
FYLLING. CLARICE. Library. 19 5 5 ..
GACKLE. JUDITH E. Library. 1967-GAEDDERT. WILLARD. Science. 1955- 1958.
GAER, PAUL. Education. 1956-1961.
GAGE, GEORGE M. Principal. 1868-1872.
GAGLIARDI. VINCENT C. Speech. 1964-GARBER, LEE 0 . Principal of College High
School. 1933 - 1941.
GARDNER. MILDRED. Music. Elementary
School. 1924-1925.
GARNJSS, BRADFORD D .. Jr. History.
1967--

GATES, M. CATHERINE WILDER. Educational Psychology. 1966-GAVJN, GORDON 0. Industrial Arts. 19 6 7 ··
GEBELT, ROBERT E. Chemistry. 1966-·
GERBRACHT, CARLTON J . Industrial Arts.
Education. 1949-1954.
GILBERT, ORVILLE L. Industrial Arts. 196019 63.
GILDEMEISTER. EARL L. Computer Serv ices.
Mathematics. 1965··
GILES. RUTH L. Music. 1965-GILES, THOMAS L. Music. 1965-GILLASPY, JAMES E. Biology. 1963 - 1966 .
GILSRUD, RONALD D. Business. 196 5 ··
GINGERICH. VERNON J . Modern Languages.
1959-1962.
GIRARD. HELEN. Art. 196 5-GIRARD. WILLIAM W. Geography. 19 6 4 -GLICK. FORREST I. Physics. 1964-GLOTZBACH. AGNES C. Library. 18981908.
GOFF, BARBARA ANN. English. 1964-1 96 7.
GOFF. JAMES F. Geography. 19 6 4-GOODENOW. JEAN, Business. 1950-GORDER, ERMA H. Sociology. 1959 - 196 0.
GORMAN. RUSSELL D. Health and Physical
Education, Chairman of Men's Departme nt.

19 66-GOSS. ALICE D. Dean of Women . 191 8 -192 1.
GOWER. RONALD A. English. 1965-GRAHAM. GORDON L. Health and Physical
Education. 1964-GRAHAM, ROBERT L. Chemistry, Chairman.
1963-GRANBERG. GORDON W. Art. 1949 - 19 50.
GRANT, EV A AGNES. Lower Grades. 19 1 6 ·
1919.
GRASSMICK. ROBERT A. Biology. 19 6.f1967.
GREELEY, GERALD E. Music. 19 6 5 -1 9 6 6.
GREEN. AGNES. Intermediate Department.
1880- 1881.
GREEN. CHARITY N. Grammar Department.
1882-1884.
GREEN, ETTA COULTER. Home Economics.
1914-1922.
GREEN. GEORGE E. Political Science. 19 6 7 -GREENE. NORMAN N. Political Science.
1956- 1958.
GREGORY, ISOBEL C. See Walling. Isobel
Gregory.

GRIEBSTEJN, WILLIAM J . Science. 19 4 7 1949.
GRIFFIN, JAMES F. Industrial Arts . 19 66 196 7.
GRIFFIN, MARY E. English. Latin. 188 81890.
GRIFFIN. MARY USHER. Music. R eadin g.
1890- 1895.
GROENHOFF. EDWIN L. Geography. 19 6219 64.
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GROSKREUTZ. HARVEY E. Mathematics.
Physics. 1961-1964.
GROTENHUIS. IVAN M. Physics. 1958-1961.
GROVE, ARTHUR M. Geography, Head.
19 5 1-GRUNDMEIER. ERNEST WINSTON. Chemistry. 19 5 8-GUE RNSEY, MINNA R. Grammar Department.
1895 -1897 .
GUG ISBERG, MERCEDES. Physical Education, Chairman of the Divi~ion of Health and

Physical Education. 19 3 7 -194 5.
GUNDE RSON, JEAN. Music. 1947-1948.
GUNN INK, SYLVIA A. English. 1965-1967.
HABE IN, NATALIE . Literature. 1924-1926 .
HABERMAN, PATRICK J. Education. 1965 1967.
HAEGELE, ANN WESTMAN. Assistant Nurse.
1942-1944.
HAGEBAK, BEAUMONT R. Director of
Counseling Services. 1964--

HAGEN, HAL E. Education. 1963-HAGEN, MAYE D. Home Economics. 19 5 2-HAGEN, MILDRED D. Physical Education .
19 67-HAIGH. THOS. A. Assistant in Museum.
18 96- 1897.
HAKES, HAZEL. Music, Education. 19 6 31964.
HALE. HARRIET E. Music, Elocution. 1884 1890.
HALLETT, MARY BETH. Art. 1966 -HALLETT, RUTH. Home Economics. I 948 -HALLING, ELIAS J. Music, Head, Chairman
of the Division of Fine and Applied Art s,
..\ssistant Dean of the School of Arts and
Science. 1 936--

HALVORSON, VEDA B. Assistant Registrar,
An. 1953 -HAMMAR. MARY . Nursing. 1954 - 196 2.
HANCOCK, JOHN A. Ps ychology. Ed ucation.
1901- 1933 .
HANKE. DALE H. Education. 1962-1967.
HANKERSON, ROBERT G. College Physician .
I 96 7-HANNAH, JOHN. Art, Chairman. I 9 6 7 -HANSEN, DuWAYNE H. Music. 1966-196 7.
HANSEN, JANIS T . English. I 965-HANSEN, WALTER J. Political Science. 194919 51.
HANSON, DALE L. Health and Physical Edu cation. 1961-1962.
HANUS. JER OME J . Political Science. 19651966.
HAPKE. PAUL F. Art. 1955-HARDIN, ROB ROY. English. 1935-1936 .
HART. THOMAS A. English , Chairman of the
Division of La ng ua ge and Literature. 1941 -

1946.
HARTZLER, H.
matics. 19 5 8 --

HAROLD . Physics,

Mathe -

HASLER. MARGARETE E. Foreign Languages.
196 4-1967.
HASSEL, MIL TON J. Education, Director of
Specia l Services, Academic Dean. 19 5 7 -19 6 1.

HATFIELD, EVELYN. Kindergarten, Education. 1952-1958, 1960 -HATFIELD, FRANCIS. Mathematics. Chairman. 1952-HA TSCHEK. ALEXANDER. Music . 18 6 818 69.
HAUGEN. DAVID M. Speech. 1963-1966.
H AUGEN, RUBEN C. Music. 1963 -HA WK. M. E. D irector of Student Personn el.

Principal of College High School. 19 3 1- 19 5 2.
HAWLEY, GENEVIEVE S. English. History.
1883 -1885.
HAYDEN, JENN IE M. Mathema tics , Geography. 1870- 1871.
HAYNES, PHEBE M. Mu sic. 1877- 1879.
HEIBERG. AUGUSTA. See Fischer, Augu st a
Heiberg .

HEIDEL, FR IEDA M . Assistant Nurse. 192 8194 3.
HELDSTAB , BETTY CLARE. Nursin g. I 9 5 9 I 9 60.
HELGESEN, ELLENORA L. Grammar D epartment. 1894- 1895.
HENDEL, DAV ID J . Placement. I 9 6 5 -HENDERSON,
DO NA LD L. Mathematics,
Assistant Reg ist rar.
Services. 1 9 5 9--

Director

of

Comput er

HENDERSON, EARL F. Business. 1963-1964 .
HENDERSON, VAUGHN S. Business. 196 0196 4 .
H END RI CKSON. CHARLES G. Phy sics. 19 6 4 1966 .
HE ND R ICKSON, CLIFFORD S. Physics.
19 61-HENNEY. ROBERT C. Chemistry. 1966 -H ENRIKSON, KENNETH G. Health and Physical Education. 1965- 1967 ,
HERICKHOFF, ROB ERT J. Physics. 1967 -HERKE. LARRY W. Education. I 9 6 7 -·
HESALROAD, LORRAINE A. Physical Education, Chairman of the Division of Heal th

and Physical Education. 1939-1946.
I-IESLA, ARDEN E. Education, Music, Direc tor of Placement, Director of Field Services.

19; 1-HES LA . MARGUERITE. Assistant in Researc h.
19 53-HESS, DAV ID N . Director of Field Services
and Program Development. 1968 --

HETT, BENEDICT. Business. 1949 - 1953 .
HILDING, STEPHEN R. Mathemat ics. 19 611962.
HILGER, CARY L. Nursing. I 9 5 9-19 6 I.
HINCK. HENRY. Engl ish. 1956 - 1959 .
HINRICHS, SH IRLEY ANN. Education. 1967-HOBEN, FRANCES B. History. 19 26- 1928 .
HODAPP. JOHN B. Ph ys ical Education. Director of Athletics. 1964 --
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HODAPP. MARJORIE L. Ph ysica l Educat ion.
19 65-HODOWAN IC. JOHN LeROY, Jr. Speech,
D ir ector of In formation Services. 19 5 8- 196 5.

HOGAN, JOE. Education. I 964-HOLBROOK, VIOLA R. Health and Physical
Ed ucat ion.

19 59--

HOLDEN, RAYM OND L. Education. I 963-HOLLAND, JOE D. Director of Admin istrativ e
Services. 196 5-HOLM, JOY A. Art. 1965- 1966.

HOLMBERG,
KATHERINE
H.
Sociology.
1963-1964.
HOLMES, ELEANOR. English, Speech. 19 27192 9.
HOLMES, LA WREN CE R. Engl ish. 196 5 ••
HOLMES, MYRTLE.
Intermediate Depa rt·
ment. 1906 -19 10.
HO LT. JOSEPH INE. Music. Reading. 1895190 2.
HOLTON, M. ADDA. Inter mediate Depart·
ment. 18 82- 18 84.
HOLTZ, FRED L. Physical Science, Nature
Study. 189 4 - 1907.
HOMER. ADA. Education. 1950- 1955 .
HONNETTE, ETH EL. Coll ege N urse. Nursin g.
1958- 1964 .
HOOK, J. N. English. 19 4 I -1947 .
HOPKINS, LAYNE V. Mathematics . 1966 -HOPK INS, WALTER A. Sociology. I 9621964.
HOREN!. HILDEGARDE. Mathematics. 194919 52.
HOSLER. MARTHA K. Business. 196 7-HOUGLUM. ARV ID J. Director of Student
Health Service. 1965- 1966.
HOUSTON, ROBERTS. English. 1966-HOWDEN, BRUCE. Music. 1950- 1952.
HOYEM, NELL -MAR JE. Mu sic, Education.
I 9 59-HOYT. C. J . Mathematics. 1941- 1946.
HUBI N, A. S. Mathematics. 1940-19 41.
HUB MER. ALICE A. Nursing. 19 61-HUFF, CHARLOTTE S. Mu sic. 190 2-1906.
HUGHES. ALICE. Libcary. 19 54- 196 2.
HUGHES. BERNARD 0. Director of Campus
School. 196 6-HUGHES, GARY H. Audiovisual. 1967-HUGHES, J EAN S. Educat ion. 19 6 7 -HUGHES, MARY E. Assistant. 1869- 1870.
HUGHES, W ILLI AM J. Histo ry. 1962-HULL, CA ROL. English. I 947-1948 .
HULL, WILLI AM H. English. 1946 - 1948.
HUNN ICUTT. J OHN. Soc iology. 1959- 196 3.
HUNS INGER. PH ILI P. Student Union. 19 6 7 · ·
HUNT, EFFIE. English. 1952- 1959 .
HUNTLEY, KENN ES C. Business. 19 6 7 ··
HURLEY, JAMES E. P olitical Sc ience. 19651967.
HUSSEY, LORA . English. 1923- 1924 .
HUTCHESON, MARY E. Intermed iate Depar tment. 1881 - 18 84.

HUTCHINSON, NEL LI E G. P rimary Department. 1884- 1890.
HYBERTSON, RONALD L. Biolog y. 196 31966.
HYDE .

C.

W.

G.

Mathematics,

Penmanship.

1873- 1876.
INDIHAR, JAMES L. Industria l Arts . 196319 64.
INGR AM, EMMA. Primary D epartment. 1880I 8 8 I.
INMAN, FRED W . Physics, Chairman. 19 6 7 ··
IPSEN. KENT F. Art. 1965-ISRAEL, CALV IN. English. 1962- 1963.
ITNY RE, T ERRY F. Engl ish. 1956 - 1958.
IVERSON, MARJOR IE M. Mu sic. 19 6 5 - I 9 6 6.
JACK. JAMES T. Geog ra phy. 19 6 4 -JA COBS, DONALD L. Science. 194 7- 19 48
JACOBSON, H. G. Business Manager. 19 4 7 •
1948.
JAHNKE , WENDELL L. Business, Educa t ion .
I 962-JAMES , ANNA N IXON. Elementary School.
Educa ti on. 1932 - 1950.
JAMES, D. CLAYTON. History. 1964-1965 .
JAMES. JERRI L. Music. 19 6 7 ••
JAMES, KENNETH E. Education. 1961-1 96 2.
JAMESON, HUGH. Physical Training . 19221924.
JAM IESON. HELEN. Physica l Education.
19 30 - I 938.
JANNEY, ALMEDA MAY. History. Dean of
Women. 1909- 19 14.
JASPERSON. JOSEPHINE. Education . 19 4919 50 .
JEKEL, JEROME R. Education. 19 62-JENKS, JOSEPH B. English. 195 4-1 956 .
JENSEN, CAREY M. Mathematics. 195 7-1963.
JENSEN, INA J. Nurs ing. 19 56- 19 59 .
JENSEN, ORVILLE W . Educo tion. 19 62- JENSEN, RI CHA RD E. Chem istry. 19 6 51966.
JENSEN, WAR RE N L. Business. I 9 6 3 -1 9 6 7.
JESS UP, RUTH. Model School. 19 12-1919.
JEWSBURY, W ILBUR GORDON. Chemistry.
I 9 5 8--

JOHN, D. C. Prin cipa l. 1873-1880.
J OHNSEN, MARIETTA . Library. 1959-1960.
JOHNSON. AMANDA C. Primary Grades.
1924- 1926 .
J OHNSON. DENNIS E. Education. I 9 6 7 -JOHNSON. DONALD E. Music. 1949 - 1952.
J O HNSON. ELI ZABETH D. Educa tion. 19 47-JOHNSON. ELLA M. Primary School. 19 3 OJ 933.
JOHNSON.
HAROLD
SCHOLL.
Polit ical
Science. 1958- 196 1.
J OHNSON. HARRIET. Music. 19 I 3-1 9 19.
J OHNSON. IRA H. Industrial Arts. H.. d.
Director of

Campus Planning.

194 0- 1941,

I 9 4 6--

J OHNSON, IVER H. Industrial Ar ts . 19 6 3--
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JOHNSON. J. BUFORD. P olitical Science.
19 67-JOHNSON. JOHN A. Director of Placement
and Field Service, Director of Professional
Education, Dean of the School of Education.

1948-JOHNSON. L. BERNIECE. Education. 19 51 19 53.
J OHNSON. MARIETTE LOUISE PIERCE.
Primary Department. I 8 9 6-19 00.
JOHNSON, RAYMOND LLOYD. Education.
19 5 7 ••
JOHNSON, ROBERT DARWIN. Physical Edu cation. Education. 1960-1962.
JOHNSON. ROBERT E. Speech. 1967-JOHNSON. ROBERT IRVING. Industrial Arts.
19 58-JOHNSON. ROBERT WILLIAM. Education.
1958-1961.
JOHNSON, W. WAYNON. Biology. 1967-J OHNSTON, ROBERT P. Art. 1966-1967.
JONES, CHARLOTTE MITCHELL. English.
1961-1962.
JONES, FRANK WILLIAM. Business. 19 61 -JONES, HERBERT L. Health and Physical
Education. 1961 - 1964.
JONES. HUGH AUBRY. Music. 19 61 - 1964.
JONES, LARRY G. Business. 1963 - 19 65 .
JONESON, OSCAR A . Mathematics. 1959 -JORGENSEN. DONALD F. Assistant Registrar. 1960-JORGENSON, ROY H. Education. 1954- 1956.
JUNI. AMY. Nursing. 19 5 5- 19 59.
JURJEVICH, JOSEPH C. . Jr. Edu cati on. 19 6 11963.
JUST, GLEN A . Sociology. 1964-KAHRS. MARY V ., Chairman of the Department of Elementary Education. 1960 -KAISER. GREGORY J. History. 1962- 1964.
KAKONIS. THOMAS E . English. 195 9- 1960.
KALAKIAN, LEONARD H. Health and Physical Education. 196 5 -KALLBERG, MARGARET V. Foreign Language. 1960-KALLENBERGER, J EAN MARGARET. Home
Economics. 1958 -KARABETSOS, JAMES D. Health and Physical Education. 196 5-KARPEN. TECLA ROSE. Spetch. 19 61 -KARVONEN, HILJA J . Education, English.
1964-KARVONEN, PAUL E. Music. 196 4 -KAUFMAN, ARNOLD. Political Science. 19 6 51966.
KAUFMANIS, VILHELMINA. Foreign Languages. 19 5 3 - 1 9 6 5.
KAUKIS, ALLA. Modern Langua ges. 196019 61.
KAUTZ, ARTHUR P . History. 1948- 1950.
KAZIENKO. LOUIS W. Educational P sychology, Chairman. 19 54 -KEEF E. DENNIS R. Sociology. 196 4- 196 5.
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KEEFE. MARGARET. Library. 1936-1 937.
KE IRNAN, LI NA. Intermediate Departme nt.
18 86- 1887.
KEITH. MARK M. Biology, Chairman of the
Divis ion of Science and Mathematics. 193 3 -

1945.
KELLER, MARGUERITE C. Biolog y. 19631965.
KELSON, JOHN H. English. 196 7-KELSON. SARA ANN. English. I 9 6 8 ••
KEMP, WILLIAM H. Industrial Arts. 19 5 919 6 7.
KEOGH. MARVIN J . Education. 19 65-KEOGH. PATRICIA M. Physical Education.
19 6 7-KESLER, MARY E. Home Economics. Head.
1948 -1961.
KESSEL, ABBAS. Political Science. 1966-·
KETCHUM. ANGELINE H. Model School.
1879 - 1880.
KIECKER, THOMAS B. Industrial Ar ts.
19 5 8-·
KIND, CLINTON J . Business. 19 6 3 -KING, E. GEORGIA. English. 1965 -KING, E VERETT C. Business. 19 6 5-KING. KENT H. Education, Psychology.
19 5 6-KIRCH. ALLAN. Mathematics. 1960-19 6 2.
KIRCHEN, CALVIN J . Physics, Mathematics.
1942 - 1943.
KISCH. RICHARD J. Campus School. 1966-KITTLESON, CARL J . Music. 19 58-KLAMMER . OPAL. Physical Education. 19 4 619 4 7, 1948 -1949.
KLIMSTRA. GENE A. Campus School Library.
196 4- 196 7.
KLINE, ARLYN A. Education. 1963 -KLINE. GERALDINE B. Education. 196 319 6 7.
KLINE, LINUS W. Psychology, P edagogy.
1899- 1901.
KLOCKE. RONALD A. Sociology. 1966-KLOSSNER. LILIAN C. Grammar Department.
190 1- 190 7.
KNECHT. RICHARD J. Speech. 196 6 -KNIGHT, KAREN JANE. Campus School.
19 66 -KNIGHTS. GERTRUDE C. Primary Department. 1894-1895.
KNOCK. GARY H. Education. 1961 -196 3.
KN OWLTON, MARGUERITE. English. 19 0 3 190 6.
KOCH. BERTHE COUCH. Art. 19 58 - 1961.
KOEHLER. CHARLES F . History, P sycholog y.
18 92 -1 902.
KOHLER. IRIS B. Assistant Registrar. Business. 19 5 4 -195 6.
KOHLER. RICHARD C. Industrial Arts. 19 54 19 5 6.
KOPE L. BERNICE H. Home Economics. 19 6 1-·
KOST ELECKY, RONALD J . Physics. 19621 965.
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KRABBENHOFT, KENNETH L. Biology.
1958-1964. 1967-KREAR. H. ROBERT. Biology. 1965-1966.
KRESS, ROBERT A. History. 1966-KROENLEIN, GEORGE. Music. 1967-KUDRLE, ELEANOR S. Library. 1946-1947.
KUNARD. RAMONA F. Program Counselor.
1964-1967.
KURTH, ERVIN F. Business. 1964-1965.
1967-KYTLE. RAY J . Jr. English. 1966-LADD, JAMES M. Speech. 1966-LADD. MURIEL C. Education. 1966-LAMB. H. BERNICE. Education. 1950-1953 .
LAMB, JANICE M. Nursing. 1962-1964.
LAMBERG, VIRGINIA D. See Safe, Virginia
Lamberg.
LAMONT. EARL L. Audio-Visual Services.
1966-LANDAS. MARION F. Accounting. 1966-LANDIS, WILLIAM D. Education. 1965-LANG, JAMES L. Housing. 1967-LANGDON, DONALD EDWARD. Health and
Physical Education. 19 61-1965 .
LANGE. ALISE. Foreign Languag,s. 1962-·
LANGE. JOHN 0 . Accounting. 1965-1967.
LANGE. PAUL M. Business. 1967-LANGR, BERNARD J . Foreign Languages.
19 6 2-LARSON. AGNES M. English, History. I 9221926.
LARSON. BRUCE L. History. 1965 -LARSON. DARO E. Education. 1965-LARSON, IRVING W. Industrial Arts. I 9651967.
LASHWAY, ROY L. Director of Union Activities. 1965-LASS, MARILYN J. Library. 1967-LASS, WILLIAM E. History. 1960-LAUER, BEVERLY K. Nursing. 1956-1961.
LAWES, WILLIAM F. Music. 1967-LAWSON, JACK B. English, Philosophy.
19 65-LAWSON. JO ANN. Education. 1967-LEE, DWIGHT A. English. 19 6 7 . .
LEE. J . D. (Mrs. ) Music, Geography. 18 75 1876.
LEFEVRE. CARL A. English. 1949-1951.
LEFEVRE. HELEN. English. 1949-1950.
LEIPOLD. LANCE J . Library. 1964-LEMON. ELOISE. Physical Education. 193 219 33 .
LENTZ. ROLANDE. Mathematics. 1962-LEONARD, LLOYD L. Education. 1956- 19 63.
LtVAKE, KEITH R. Psychology, Counselor.
1964-LEVIN. ADELINE. Health Education. 1964-LEWELLYN, MARVIN. Health and Physical
Education. 19 5 8-LEWIS, DAVID R. Mathematics. 1954-1957.
LEWIS. NELLIE M. Primary Department.
1882-1884.
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LEWIS, UCAL STEVENS. Dean of Women.
English, 1929-1930.
LIEN, RONALD L. Education. 1962-LINDBERG. ARTHUR CLIFFORD. Mathematics. 1958-·
LINDGREN, BRUCE F. Biology. 1965-LINDSAY. D. BRYCE. Education. 1965-LINDSEY, AUDRY HILL. Biology. 19541964.
LINDSEY. ROBERT L. Physics. 1963-1967.
LINDSLEY. PEARL MAY. Library. 1896 1897.
LINNELL, ADELAIDE. Music, Education.
1919- 1956.
LINNETT, LAWRENCE M. Psychology.
1965 -LINNEY, DONABEL C. English. 1965-LITCHFIELD, ELLA G. English. 1938-1940 .
LOFY. CARL A. Education. 1968-LOKENSGARD. HJALMAR 0 . English. 1949-LOKENSGARD, JUDITH. Library. 19621963.
LOKENSGARD, RUDOLPH L. Mathematics.
1934- 193 5.
LONERO. JOSEPH P . Sociology. 19 62 - 1964.
LONG. ISABELLE. Education. 1943-1944.
LONGWELL, PATRICIA A. Foreign Languages. 1965-LOWE. FRANCES E. Junior High School.
1923-1924.
LOWE. JOE. Education. 1951-1955.
LOWERY. EMMETT. Jr. College High School.
1935 -1937.
LOY, JEAN E. Stt Swanson, Jun E. Loy.
LUCCOCK, NATALIE. Kindergarten. 19141918.
LUCHT. WILLIAM E. English. 1948-1951.
LUDEMAN, DORIS F. Education. 1965-LUDEMAN, VERNON L. Education. 1964-LUND. ARNOLD J. Biology. 19 64-LUNDIN. GARY A. Audiovisual. 196 7-LUNDQUIST, L. H. Social Studies. I 9401941.
LURTH, RIOHARD D. Educa tion. 1964-LYON. W. F. Penmanship, Bookkeeping. 18 7018 73.
MAAKESTAD, LOREN M. English. 1955-MABRY. WINIFRED. Primary Grades. 19 2 619 H.
MACIAS. ROMETO. Phys ical Education.
1950-MACKENZIE, HARRIET. English Grammar.
1908 - 1911.
Mac RAE, DONALD A. Business. 19 54-MAGER, CLARA M. College High School.
192 7- 193 5.
MAKELA. WILLIAM G. Sociology. I 964 1966.
MALEY. WINNIFRED E. Junior High School.
1926- 1930.
MALZAHN. ELNA. Library. 1913- 1914.
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MANDERFELD,
JOSEPHINE
I. Primary
Grades. 1920-1923.
MATTHEES, FLORENCE C. Mathematics.
Education. 1964-·
MATTING, DONALD A. Art. 1954-·
MATTSON, BRUCE D. Education. 1959- 1965.
MATTSSON. KENNETH D . Education. 1959-·
MATUSKA, ROBERT J. Director of Student
Financial Aids. 1965-MAU, A VIS 0 . Education. 19 5 2-19 5 7.
MAUNG, M. ISMAEL KHIN. Sociology. 19641966.
MAUSEL, PAUL W. Geography. 1961-1962.
MAY. SHIRLEY. Library. 1949- 1950.
MAYER, ELLSWORTH E . Mathematics. I 95 81960.
McCANN. KATHLEEN. Education. 1937-1949.
McCARTHY, IRENE C. Manager, Dormitories
and Cafeteria. 1933 -1 934.
McCARTHY, JEAN J . Health and Physical
Education. 19 6 2-·
McCARTHY, MARGARET. Grammar Depart·
ment. 190 7-1912.
McCARTY, JOHN E. Chemistry. 1959· ·
McCLEARY. JAS. T . Institute Conductor.
1881 - 1892.
McCONNEL, JAMES M. History, Civics. 1909·
1919.
McCORMICK. FRANK L. Business. 19561965.
McCORMICK. ROBERT G. Industrial Arts.
1967-McCOY, MARVIN M. Music. 196 3-McCRACKEN, DUANE. Economics, Chairman
of the Division of Business Education. 19~ 7 1962.
McCUTCHEON, ANNA. English. History.
1879-1883.
McDONALD, BRENDAN J . Assistant Vice
President for Academic Affairs, 19 6 7 ·•
McELROY, FRANK D. President. 1930- 19-46.
McENERY, WILLIAM B. Biology. 1961 -·
McFARLAND, PHILIP J. Speech. 19 60-1963.
McGOWAN, HELEN M. P enmanship, Arith·
metic. 18 77-1878.
McKINNEY, ELLIE. Library. I 9 6 0 .•
McKNIGHT, WILLIAM QUAY. Sociology.
1958-1959.
McLAUGHLIN, BETTY J . History. I 948 1951.
McMAHON, EDWARD R. Audiovisual, Chairman ; Coordinator of Instructional Resources.
195'+- -

McMULLE N. MICHAEL J. Sociology. 1965 -MEISEL, BURTON E. Speech. 1958-·
MEISEL, PATT W. Speech. 1963-MELLGREN, SELMA E. English, Speech.
1929-1953.
MERRILL, BLANCHE Y . Dean of Women.
19.fl-1942.
METAG, MARY JEAN. Home Economics.
1954- 1957.
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METT, MARGARET A. English. 1966 -MEURER, EMIL M., Jr. Economics. 19 6 4 ••
MEYER, ALLEN L. Business. 1966-·
MEYER, MARILYN J. Library. 1958-1 959.
MEYER, ROY W. English. I 9 5 7 . •
MEYER, RUTH A. English. 1966-MEYER. THOMAS S. Mathematics. 19 6 51966.
MEYERING, HARRY R. Director of Profes·
sional Education and the Laboratory Schools.
Director of Special Education. 19'18- 19 66.
MEYERSOHN, PETER G. Sociology. 19 67-·
MEZIROW, JACK D. Political Science, Eco·
nomics. 1946- 1947.
MICKELSEN, LEONHARD P. Bnsinm. 1964··
MICKELSON, IRENE L. Education. I 965 1966.
MILLAR, ALLEN R. Education. 1956-196 2.
MILLAR, EDITH. Education. 1956-1960 .
MILLER, ADELAIDE H. Physical Educ.cion.
1923-192 7.
MILLER, BRUCE EDWARD. English. 19611962.
MILLER, CARLE. Physics. 1967-MILLER, CLARA MAY. Nu rsing, Chairman.
1954- 195 7.
MILLER. D . PAUL. Sociology. 19 5 6- 19 60 .
MILLER, DAVID M. English. 1964-1966.
MILLER, DENNIS D. Education. 1 955-1962.
MILLER, EULA J OSEPHINE. Junior High
School. 191 9- 1931.
MILLER, GEORGE J . Geography, Chairm,n of
the Division of Social Studies. l 913-19f8.
MILLER, J EAN A. Education. 1960 - 1962.
MILLER, LINA. Intermediate Grades. 19 1519'13.
MILLER. MAYONE. Nursing. 1955- 19 56 .
MILLS, DALE H. Education. 1964- 1966.
MILNOR, FRANCES L. English. 189 7- 1898.
MINARS, JOYCE. Music. 1931 -1932 .
MITCHELL, RICHARD R. Student Teaching.
1966-·
MJOLSNESS, JOSEPH M. Registrar, Education,
Psychology, Acting Chairman. 1962 -·
MJOLSNESS, PEARL M. Education. 1966-MOELLER. VICTOR H . Music. 194 5- 19 f 8.
MOEN. CARLTON H. Admissions. 19 6 5 -·
MOFFATT, J OHN. Speech. 196 6MOHR. G. R OBERT. Business. 1964-1967.
MOIR, THOMAS L. History. 1959-MOLITOR, DEVORA. Biology. 1966-MONROE, E.G. Art 1948 - 1950.
MONTAG, WILLIAM B. Business. 1956-1965.
MONTGOMERY, E. L. Assistant. 186 8-1869.
MOONEY, JAMES J. Industrial Arts. 19 591960.
MOORE, ROY B. Chairman of the Division of
Health and Physical Education. 19 5 2-MOOSALLY, BEATRICE H. Education. 19651966.
MOOSALLY, JOSEPH G. Business. 196519 66.
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MORSE. OLIVE. Languages. 1946-1947 .
MOTT, ELEANOR. English , Chairman of the

NELSON, EMOGENE A. Physical Education.
1957 - 1959.
NELSON, KENNETH R. Mathematics. I 9651966.
NELSON. MAURICE J . Industrial Education.
Dean of Men. 1918 -1959.
NELSON. MORRIS H. Education . Social
Studies. 1941-1947 , 1948-NELSON. RUTH ANN. Dietetics. 19H-1958 .
NELSON. WILLIAM B. Health and Physical
Education. 1962 -·
NICHOLS. MARVIN A.
Hygiene-SanitatioR,
Chemistry. 1908-1938 .
NICKERSON. JAMES F. President . 1966 -NICOL. JASON T . Education. 19 5 7 -19 6 3.
NIGG, IRIS M. Geography. 1967-NIKOLAI. WILLIAM L. Chemistry. 194919 50.
NIXON, ANNA M. See James, Anna Nixon.
NOLAND, PEARL. Geography. 1949-1951.
NORRIS, SARA. Dean of Women, English,

Division of Language and Literature. 1926-

Chairman of the Division of Language and

1949 .
MOUL TON, NETTIE C. Intermediate Gradu.
1923 -1941.
MULFORD, OLIVER J . Business. 1962 -MUL THAUF, DELMAR C. Geography. I 962-

Literature. 1930 - 194 7.
NORTHROP. LUCILE DUKE. English, Edu ,
cation. 1939-1940, 1944-1946 .
NOVAK, LEROY F. Counseling. 19 66 -NYDAHL. THEODORE L. History. Chairman

MORAVE K. MARJ OR"r. Home Economics.
19; 7 -MORDUE. DALE L. Physics. 1965-MORGA N, GEORGE ALAN. English. 1963196 7.
MORGAN , MORRIS J . Philosophy, Chairman.
196 4 -1967.
MORGAN. WILLIAM I. Languagu. 195119 5 3.
MORIMOTO. DEN N IS . Industrial Arts. 19 6 519 66 .
MORRIS, ALBERT B. History, Registrar, Dun
of Instruction. 1919-19 5 6.
MORRIS , EVELY N B. Education. Research
Ass istant. 1941 - 1942 .
MORRIS, GRETCHEN S. Business, Assistant
to the President. 1942 --

MORRIS, WILLIAM. Health and Physical Edu cation .

1956- -

196 4.

MUNDALE, CHARLES I. Political Science.
1963-1966.
MURRAY, JOHN R. Biology. 1966- 1967.
MURRAY. MARY D. Health and Physical
Education. 1964 --

MUSSAK,

GERALD

Mathematics.

J.

Computer

Services,

19 67 --

MUSS ETT, LOIS J . Health and Physical Education . 1964 -MYERS , EARL S. Health and Physical Edu cation . I 9 4 8 -MYERS, LEONE. English. 1954 - 1957.
MYERS , MERVIN L. Foreign Languages.
1965 - 1967.
MYSHAK , BEA TRICE NESS. Home Economi cs. 1959 - 1960 , 1961 - 196 2.
NABE, CLYDE M. Biology. 1965 -NADEAU, ANN L. Music . 19 66 -NADEAU, ROBERT R. Music . 1964-NAR BER, HELEN L. Education. 1935 - 1945 .
NASS, DAVID L. History. 1967 -NEEVES. ROBERT E. Health and Physical
Education. 1966- 196 7.
NEFF. LILLIAN M. Domestic Art . 192 7- 1928.
NELSEN, NOVA M. Educa tion. 1959-NELSON, ANNE CLARK. Primary Grades.
Education. 1919-1920 , 1923 -1924, 1934 193 5, 1945 - 1946.
NELSON, ARTHUR W. Business . 1957 -NELS ON, BETTY D. Education . 19 6 i -NELS ON, BUCK D. Biology. 1960-1961.
NELSON, CAROL ANN. Music. 1958 - 1959 .
NELSON, DONALD E. Education , Speech.
1959--

of the Division of S ocial Studies, Dun of
the School of Arts and Science, Dean of the

School of Graduate Studies. 1928-0 'BAR. JACK. Head Librarian. I 9 6 2-0BERLIN. MARY L. Home Economi cs . I 9091912 .
OCHSNER. MIL TON A. Political Science .
19 60 -0CHSNER. SHIRLEY M. English. 1964-1965 .
ODDEN. CONSTANCE 0 . Bacteriology .
I 9 5 8-0'DONNELL, JOHN J . Economics. 1965-0HMANN, LEWIS F. Biology. 1964 - 1967.
OKINCZYC, ANTHONY. Foreign Languages.
1964-1967 .
OLAUSON, C. RONALD. Speech. 1965-0LAUSON, JUDITH L. Speech. 19 6 7-0LDENBURG. CAROL. Library. 1950 - 195 2.
OLIVER. A. RUSS ELL. Geograph y. I 948 1949 .
OLLRICH, ARTHUR H. Health and Physical
Education .

19 6 6- -

0LSEN, EINAR A. Health and Physical Edu cation,

Health Education , Chairman.

19 5 7 ..

1967.
OLSEN. HANS C. Education. 1958 - 1959 .
OLSON. LEROY G. Business. 1966 -0LSON. THOMAS L. History. 1965 -0LSON. WILLARD 0 . Physics. 1958 -00LE, EUGENIA . Art, Head. 1952 - 1965 .
OPHEIM, BARBARA ANN. Library. I 9651966.
OPHEIM. E. WAYNE. Business. 1961-1966 .
O 'RILEY, MARGAR ET C. English. I 9 5 5.
19 5 7.
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ORR. DUANE C. Education. 1965 - 1966,
19 6 7-0RSBORN, HARRY J. Geography, Mathematics. 189 7- 18 99.
OSBORN, ELEANOR. Intermediate Department. 1910-1912, 191 7-192 1.
OSBORN. MARYL. Kindergarten. 1894-1895.
O'SHEA. HARRIET F. E. Primary Department. 1894 - 1895 .
O"SHEA, M. V. Psychology, Director of the
Practice School. 1892-1895.
OS LYN. NANCY M. Music. 1968 -0STREM. WALTER. Library. 1959 -1966.
OTIS, JOHN W. English. 1963-0T!S, MAXINE K. English. 19 64-0TT! NGE R, ALICE. Art. 1959-1966.
OTTO, JAMES ROBERT. Health and Physic.al Education. 19 5 3 ..
OWEN.
HERBERT E.
Music. Chairman.
19 5 2-0WEN. OLIVERS. Biology. 1958-1963.
OWENS, ANDREW G. English. 1962-1967.
PAGE, JOHN. JR. Art. 1950-1954.
PAGEL. DORIS B. Library Science. 1959-PAHL. THOMAS L. Political Science. I 966-P\\~·3_ff6~~1CIA

J.

ANDERSON.

Speech.

PALMER, BETTY A. Art. 196 7-PALM ER, GAIL. Education. 1955 PALZER. EDWARD T. Speech. 1962 -1963 .
PARKER. ACHSA S. History, English. I 8891903 .
PARLOVA, ALEXIS. Music. 1931-1945 .
PARRY. MINNIE S. Intermediate Department.
1890 - 1893 , 1897 -1932.
PARSHALL, RODNEY L. English, Journalism. 1960 - 1963 .
PARTRIDGE, GEORGE E. Psychology, Pedagogy. 1900-1904.
PASANEN. OSMON. Economics. 1967-PASIERB, LEONARD G. Sociology. 196119 63.
PATRICK. STEWART G. Education. 1965-PATTEE. ALMA J. Superintendent of the
Model School. 1877-1880.
PAUL. HELEN R. Education. 1946- 1948 .
PAUL. THEODORE, Jr. Speech, Director of
Theatre. I 9 5 0 -·
PAULSEN, HAROLD W. Health and Physical
Education. 1962--

PAULSON. BRUCE C. Student Teaching.
1966-PAULUS, NICHOLAS J. Education. 1965 19 66.
PAWLOWSK I. ROBERT S. English. 1964 19 66.
PAYNE. WILLIAM A. English. 1948 - 1951.
PECKER, EDITH G. P. Physical Culture.
1904 - 1905 .
PELZL. JAMES C. Mathematics. 1959-196 1.
19 63-PENDERGAST. HELEN ANN. Physical Education. 1927-1930 .

PENDERGAST, SOPHIE M. English. History.
1895-1896, 1897 - 1900.
PENK, GERALD L. English. Journalism. 196119 64.
PENN. LuVERNE. Nursing. 1958 - 1963 , I 9641965 .
PENNINGTON, VICTORIA. Education . 194919 51.
PEREZ-MEDINA. ANTONIA. Foreign Languages. 1964 -1965.
PERISHO. CLARENCE R . Chemistry. 19 54-PERISHO, MARGARET. Mathematics. 19 5 7 1960, 1962-PERRIN, HOMER E. Arithmetic, Bookkeeping,
Penmanship. 1885 - 1890.
PERRINE, ROSCOE H. Education. 1944I 945.
PERRY, GEORGE K. Political Science. 19621965.
PETERSEN, CHARLES A. Health and Physical
Education.

PETERSEN,

1963--

DWAIN F. Education,

Director

of Institutional Research. 19 64--

PETERSON, DONALD L. Business. 19 6 7 -PETERSON, E. DALE. Business. Economics,
Chairman. 19 5 9-PETERSON, MORRIS P . Informational Services. I 9 6 7 -PETERSON, RICHARD B. Business. 1966- PETTERSON, GUSTAV S. Sociology, Counselor
of
Foreign
Students,
Economics.
Director of Radio Programs, Chairman of the
Division of Soc ial Studies. 1913 -195 7.

PHELPS, ETHELWYNN. Domestic Art. 19161918.
PHILLIP, PONVELIL P. Psychology. 1964196 6.
PHILLIPS, BETTY JUNE. Business. 19 59-PHILLIPS, FRANCES M. History. 1960 -1962.
PHILLIPS, H. M. Mathematics. 18 73- 1904 .
PICKUP, OAKLEY C. Business. 1964 -PIERSALL, ARNOLD C. Industrial Arts.
1956 - 1960.
PIETAN, NORMAN E. Art. 1965 -PINEAULT. J OHN L. Business. 1949 -1953.
PITCHA IAH, V ADLAMUNDI. Mathematics.
1961 -196 3.
PITCHER, GRACE. Music. 1880-1882.
POITZSCH, MANFRED. Modern Languages .
1961 -1964.
POLK. JULIA M. Junior High School. 192 019 22.
POLMANTIER. PAUL C. Education. 1941 19 42.
PONTINEN, KENNETH W. Physics. 19 6 5-POOLE, RONALD D. Speech. 196 5-POOR, FREDERICK A. Business. 19 51-1954 .
POPOWSKI. DAVID J. English. 1965-POSEY. CHESSLEY JUSTIN. Physical Science.
1905-1911.
POSTEUCA,
VASILE.
Foreign Languages.
19 66- 196 7.
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POULIOT, CATHARI NE. Halls and Cafeteria.
1934- 1948.
POWELL, HAZEL FAYE. Business. 19 581960.
POWERS. MAX H. Speech. 1956- 19 67.
POWERS, TINA M. Primary Department.
1903-190 4 .
PRI CHARD, NEIL WAYNE. Ind ustr ial Arts.
1958-1960.
PR ICHARD, WAYNE W. Business. 19 5 9-PRINZING, VERNON E. Geog raphy. 1967-PROUSE, HOWARD L. Mathematics, Education . 1958- 1961 , 19 64-PUDER, E. MARIE. History, Geography.
1921-1923.
PURDY. GORDON C. English. 1957- 19 60.
PUTNAM. MARY B. Engli sh. 1885- 1888.
RALSTON, DOUGLAS E. Chemistry. 19 62- ·
RAMEY, W ILLIAM E. Education, Psychology.
1962-1965.
RANKIN, W ILLI AM S. Physics. 19 64-RANSOM, WILLIAM M. Political Science.
19 54-RASMUSSEN. MARION F. English. 1966 -REBSTOCK, CHARLES W. Education. 19 59 1966.
REDHEAD. ROBERT S. Sociology. I 9 6 7 -·
REED, AUTA LEE. Library, Education. 19 6119 64 .
REED, BEVINGTON A. Academic Dean.
1961- 1964.
REED, LURA P. Music. 1956 -REEDER. RALPH R. Director of Professiona l
Educat ion,

Placement,

Laboratory

Schools.

1945-1948.
REES, JANET C. Edu cation. 1943- 1945 .
REESE, H. EARLE. Business. 1954- 1956.
REGAN, W INIFRED. Geograph y. 1955-REID. MARGARET A. Drawing. 189 1- 1896.
REINIKKA. EVODIA A. Nursing. 196 1- 19 66.
REUWSAAT, EMILY ANN. Education. 19581961.
REYNOLDS, HELEN M. Primary Department.
1907-1919.
RHOADES. PHYLLIS E. Mathematics. 1948 1949.
RHYAN, MARTHA L. Nursing. 1960 -196 2.
RI CE, HELEN M. Coll ege Elemen tar y School.
1932- 193 5.
RICHARDS, CORA B. Intermed iate Department. 18 93-1897.
RICHARDSON, FLORENCE L. In termed iate
Grades. 1925- 19 28.
RICHARDSON, HELEN E. Interm ediate
Grades. 1927-1928.
RICHARDSON, MYRTIS J. Inte rm ediate Department. 18 8 4-1885 .
RI CKETTS, RONALD. Music. 1966-RI CKHE IM. ERVIN J . Education. I 965-RIEDELL, HARRIETT S. Library. 1963 -RIKKERS, ROBERT H. Philosophy. 1967-RILEY, C. F . CURTIS. Biology. 1907- 1911.

RILEY, JAMES A. Physics. 196 4-1 965.
RINDFLEISCH. NOLAN J. Social Studies.
1963 -1964.
ROBB, GEORGE P. Education. 195 7 - 196 7.
ROBBINS. ALICE V. Mathematics. I 89 4 1937.
ROBBI NS, CAROLYN M . Model School.
1888-1919.
ROBERTS, JANE ANN. Health and Physical
Education. 1956 -ROBERTS, PHYLLIS J. Library. 1963- 19 64.
1965 -ROBERTS, ROBERT R. History. 1952-195 9.
ROBERTSON, ARTHUR J. Physics. 1956195 7.
ROBERTSON, WILLIAM J. Speech. 196319 65.
ROBINSON, DONALD D. Health and Physical
Education. 1963-ROBINSON, WILLIAM J. Foreign Languages.
1964- 1966.
ROBLE, DORA. Junior High School. 19 1819 20 .
ROCH, MADELEINE M. Foreign Languages.
19 63- 1966 .
RODEMANN, H. WILLIAM. History. 195919 62 .
RODGERS, J. ALVIN. Library. 1965-RODGERS, STANLEY E., Jr. Physics. 1959-ROLEK, WARR EN J . Physical Education,
Field Service. 19 6 5 ··
R OMERO. DOROTHY E. Education. 19 3 9 ·
1942 .
ROOS, WILLIAM D. Audiovisual Services.
1966- 1967.
ROSE, MARY P. Library. 1964- 19 67.
ROSTRON, WALTER M. Library. 1965- ROWE, AGNES F. Latin. 18 97 -1898 .
ROWE, STUART H. D ire ctor of P ract ice
School. 1895- 1898 .
ROWLAND, MARY S. Assistant. 18 71- 1872 .
ROY AL, DONALD C. Psychology, Chairman.
1966-RUBLE, BRUCE E. Accounting. 19 6 8-RUDLOFF, LEON M. Political Science. 1966-RUNNALLS , JAMES J. Education. I 9601963 .
RUPE, JAMES E. English. 196 4-19 67.
RUSS, LYNETTE Y. Ed ucation. 1962- 1964.
1965-RUSSELL, BERL C. Speech. 19 5 7-19 58.
RYAN, EVON. Education, Mathematics. 19 2519 5 8.
RYBNICEK, EDWARD H. Sociology. 19621963 .
RYGG. RALPH H. Chemistry. I 966-SACKETT, ELLA C. Interm ediate Department.
1890- 18 93.
SADLER, SAMUEL G. Education. 1950- 19 5 1.
SAFE, VIRGINIA LAMBERG. Education.
1932-1947.
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SAFFRY, OLGA. Home Economics. I 96019 6 I.
SAGE, HAROLD A. Science. 1959-1961.
SAMUELSON, WAYNE R. Physical Education.
1960 - 1966.
SANBORN, MARY L. Model School. 18751876.
SANDBERG, HAROLD A. Library. 19 6 7-SANDGREN, DUANE L. English. 1953-1954.
SANDHOFF, MABEL R. Home Economics.
1956-SANFORD, KENNETH V. Music, Education.
1967-SANTOS, ANTUSA P. Education. 1965 -SARENPA, DENNIS E. Education. 1962-SATTERLEE, JAMES L. Sociology. 1965-SAWIN, ALBERT M. Mathematics. I 8841886.
SCARLETT, MELVIN G. Acting President.
1965-1966.
SCHAFFLER, T. R . Sociology, Chairman.
I 949-SCHE LLBERG, RUTH M. Health and Physical
Education, Women 's Department Hud.

1946 -SCHEURER, FREDERICK. Music. 1963 - 1966 .
SCHEURER, ROLF. Music. 19 5 5-SCHILLER, LEROY. Education. 1964-SCHMETTAU, HANS. Music. 1963-1964.
SCHMITZ, DAVID M. Health and Physical
Eductaion. 1.965-SCHNOOR, LARRY G. Speech. 1964-SCHOCKEL, BERNARD H. Geography. 194919 50.
SCHOENROCK, RUTH S. Geography. 196519 66.
SCHOLFIELD. FRANK. Sociology. 1950-19 5 2.
SCHOLMEIER. JOHN WILLIAM. Physics.
19 5 8-SCHROEDER, HANNA E. Foreign Languages.
1964-1965.
SCHROEDER. HOWARD H. Education. 1963-SCHUELLER, LORRAINE R. Business. 19 5 6-SCHUL TE. PATRICIA . Nursing. 1960-19 62.
SCHUSTER. MARCIA J. Foreign Languages.
1965-SCHUSTE R. PAUL W. Health. 1964-SCHW AN. LeROY B. Art. l 9 6 6-SCHW ARTZ. GERHART R. Dean of Students.
1951-1963.
SCHWARTZ, JULIA. Art. 1933 - 1948.
SCHWARTZ. JOSEPHINE. Education. 1958 19 5 9.
SCHWARTZ , MARY ANN. Sociology. 19661967.
SCHWARZ, MAYME HARRINGTON. Manual
Training. 1902 -1913.
SCHWEIM, LEONA A. Nursing. 1962 · 1963,
1964-1965. 1967-SCHWIEGER, BRADLEY J. Accounting, Chairman. 1963--

SCOTT, JAMES. Journalism. I 950-19 51.
SEARING, EDWARD. President. 1880-1898.
SEARING, FREDERICK LYLE. Latin. 18 9 81914 .
SEARS. JULIA A. Head Assistant, Principal.
1871-1873 .
SEDERBURG, MARION E. Education . 19 5 7-SEHE, CHARLES T. Biology. 1967-SENISE, FRANK R. Geography. 1962-1964 .
SEWARD, MARTHA. Assistant. 1872 - 1873.
SHAW, MARY GWEN. Science, Geography,
Education. 1930-1967.
SHAW, MAXINE CHURCHMAN. Home Economics. 1956-SHEADY, JUNE. See Cummiskey, June Sheady.
SHEEHAN. DAISY. Intermediate Department.
1895-1899 .
SHELDON, JAMES W. Personnel. 19 6 5 .19 6 7.
SHEPARD, JOHN W. Music. 1957-SHEPARD, RUTH HAMMON. Home Economics. 195 7-19 59.
SHEPHERD, CLAUDINE. Physical Education.
1941-1943.
SHININGER, TERRY L. Biology. 1964-1965.
SHIVELY, ELLEN M. English. 1960-196 7.
SHIVELY, JAMES R. English, Chairman.
1960-SHOEMAKER. JOHN E. Mathematics. 1965 -SHREWSBURY, WALTON S. Political Science.
1965-SHUBERT. C. LOYD. Chairman of the Department of Secondary Education and Founda-

tions of Education. 1958--

SHUTTS. ETHEL C. English. 1946-1947,
1953-1954.
SHUTTS, J . HERVEY. Science. 1946-1954 .
SIDDIQUI, MUSAB-UR-RAHMAN. Sociology.
1963-1966.
SIGRIST. CHARLES A. Mathematics. 196 2-SILFEN, CA ROLE K. Psychology. 1965 -19 67.
SILFEN, PAUL H. History. 1965-1967.
SIMANEK. DONALD EUGENE. Physics.
1961-1964 .
SINKA . ARV!. Music. 19 64-1966.
SINKA . BRENDA P. Music. 1965-1966 .
SKIBNESS, ELLEN J. Business. 19 5 9-SKORR, ARLEN J. Economics. I 965-1967.
SLAYMAKER. IRENE N. Education. 19 5 9-SLETTEN, CORA P. Geography. 1923-1953 .
SLETTEN. R. SIGNE. Elementary School.
Education. 1926 - 1960.
SLOCUM. DARWIN A. Director of College
Services, Education. 1964 --

SMALE. ENID. Business. 1960 -SMESTAD. HELENE. Nursing. 1953 - 19H.
SMITH, A. ESTHER. Nursing. 1962-SMITH, BRUCE W. Accounting. 1967-SMITH, ETHEL. Supervisor of Practice Teachers. 1931-1939.
SMITH, EVA. Science. 1909-1910.
SMITH, H. ROGER. Geography. 1966--
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SMITH. HERBERT A. Ed•cation. 1949-1957.
SMITH. MARCIAL. Library. 1953-1955 .
SMITH. MARION. Assistant to Director of
Training. 1934-1935.
SMITH, MAUREEN. English. 1962-1964.
SMITH, ROBERT A. History. Chairman.
1949-1951. 1952-1965.
SMITH, WILLARD E. Political Science. 19651966.
SNARR, EDNA COSTO. English. 1928-1930.
SNARR. OTTO WELTON. Director of Professional Education. 19 20-1941.
SNEAD, I. EDWIN. Biology. 1949-1950.
SNIDER, ROBERT. Education. 1950-1951.
SOFCHALK, DONALD G. History. 1965-SOFTLEY, JAMES. Education. 1948-1949 .
SOLTOW, MARY. Writing. 1916-1926.
SORENSEN, DONALD A. Education. 19 5 9-SORENSON, DAVID C. Sociology. 19 6 7 -SOULE, ANNA MAY. History, Literature.
1885-1889.
SPANGLE, CYNTHIA. Nursing. 1954-1956.
SPANGLER. LOUISE S. Education. 1946-SPARROW, KATE H. Intermediate Depart•
ment, Art. 1899-1903, 1904-1926.
SPENCER, ESTELLA. Drawing. 1897-1898.
SPENCER, JESSIE. Drawing, Penmanship.
1896-1904.
SPEVAK, JOSEPH E. Journalism. 1964-SPIDELL. WILLIAM A. English. 1964-1965.
SPOMER, BONNIE B. Education. 1964-1965.
SPOMER , MARVIN J . Art. 1964-1965.
SPONBERG, FLORENCE. English. 1954-SPURGIN, JOHN E. Art. 1965-STAATS. MARY E. Health, Physical Education. 1967-STANDLEY, R. BURR. Student Personnel As·
sistanr. 1959-1962.
STAPLES, ALLEN A. Library. 1967-STEIL, WILLIAM B. Audiovisual. 1967-STEINER, RICHARD L. Biology. 1965-1967.
STOCK. WILLIAM J . Business. 1963-1967.
STOCKLEY, DARWIN R. Library, Physiology.
1888-1892 .
STOPPELMANN, CAROL C. Library. 1965-STRACHAN, JEAN H. Foreign Languages.
1967-STRASSER. DONALD H. History. 1964-STREET, CLAUDE W. Acting Director of
Train ing School. 1928-1930.
STROM , BERNICE OLSEN. Music. 194919 51.
STUEBE, CHARLES H. Library. 1966-STURDEVANT, WILLIAM D . Art. 194819 5 5 .
SUYEMATSU, KIYO. Music. 19 6 3-SW ANN, DEFRANSA HALL. Geography.
1873-1913 .
SWANS ON, J EANE. LOY. Art. 1964-1966.
SWEETLAND, MINNIE I. See Parry, Minnie
Sweetland.
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SWENSON, ANNA. Mathematics, Education .
1937-1940.
SWENSON. R. VICT OR. Campus School.
1966 -TAGGART, MARY C. Physical Education.
1948-TALBOTT, FORREST. History. 1947-1950 .
TANDY, ESTELLE. Home Arts. 1947-1948 .
TAYLOR, MARION ZELL. Education. 1949 19 52.
TAYLOR. PAUL DALLAS. Sociology. 1965-TEFFT, VIRGINIA. Health and Physical Edu·
cation. 1952-TENORIO, LUTHGARDA T. Nursing. 1963 -TENORIO, NARCISO P. Business. 19 6 5-THA YER, EDNA L. Nursing. 1966-THIEDE, ALFRED. Industrial Arts. Chairman
of the Division of Fine and Applied Arts .

1934-1944.
THIELEN, THOMAS B. Assistant Dean of
Students. 1966-THOELKE, WILLIAM. Speech. 19 5 9-THOMAS, ERNEST A. Library, Head. 19591961.
THOMAS, MARJORIE J. Education. I 9581959, 1960-1961, 1962-1963 .
THOMAS, MORGAN I. Dean of the School
of Business. 1953-THOMAS, ROSE ANNE. Education, English.
1935-1965.
THOMAS, RUTH BROWN. Education. 19 5 9 1960 .
THOMAS, VERN R. Education. 1961-1966.
THOMAS, WILLIAM I. English. 1904-1905.
THOMPSON, BERT A. Library. 1959-1961.
THOMPSON, CAMERON. Health and Physical
Education. 1964-1965.
THOMPSON, CLEM W. Health and Physical
Education,

Men's

Department

Chairman.

19 59-THOMPSON. ELIZABETH B. Nursing. 19 5 6 19 58.
THOMPSON. HENRY S. Physical Education .
1946-1947.
THOMPSON, JAMES D. Sociology. I 9661967.
THOMPSON, PAUL J. Business. 1963-THOMS EN. WARREN J. Mathematics, Head .
1947 - 1965.
THOMS ON, JONATHAN G. Political Science.
1965 - 196 7.
THORESON, ERIK H. Counseling. 19 6 7 -THORESON. MARGARET C. Sociology.
19 6 ?-THURNE R. CARL J. Education, Psychology.
1963 - 1967.
THURSTON, DAVID L. Geography. 1964-TIE DE . CLAY T ON H. Music. Education.
19 60 -TIES Z EN. LAURENCE A. Program Counselor.
19 6 4-1965.
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TILLINGHAST. EDWARD. Bio1ogy. 1960 19 62.
TITE. CAROL. Educa tion . 1964 - 1965 .
TOMAS H OFF. WALTER R. Health and Phy sical

Education.

19 6 3 --

TORGERSON. FRANCES L. Mathematics.
19 65- TOWNSEND. CARRIE P . Assist ant . 1872 18 73.
TRAFTON. GILBERT H . Biology, Chairman
of the Division of Scie nce: and Mathematics .

1 9 1 1- 1943 .
TRAFTON. RUTH M. Halls and Cafeteria.
1 952- 19 56.
TRAPH AGEN. JEANNE. History . 1950-1952 .
I 954- 1960.
TRAXLER. NORBERT B. Education. I 9651967.
TR ICKOV ICH, RICHARD. Foreign Langu ages. 1967- TROOST, BETTY TODD. English. 196419 66.
TROSPER. EMORY T .. Jr. History, Political Science. 196 1-196 2.
TR OUMBL Y. GODEL YNE B. Library. Art .
196 3-TROUMBL Y. THEONILLA. Library . 1961- TRU ITT. ROB ERT. Geography. Sociology.
1959- 1961.
TURNER, DEAN. Mathematics. 19 5 6 -TURNER. FLOSS ANN. Intermediate Grades.
192 1- 1925.
TUTTLE. MARGARET E. Physical Educat ion. 1919-1920 .
TVETEN. ALAN B. Physics. 196 2- 1965 .
ULRICH. CARL J . Biology. 1897-1900.
UTOFT. CAROL MEYERS. English. 19 61 V A GENAS. PETER T . Speech . 19 6 2-196 3.
VANCE. JULIA . Cooking . 1912 - 1914 .
VANDERHOEF, MINNA L. Physical Education. I 935-193 7.
VAN EATON. ANSON. Political Sc ien ce.
1942-1963.
VAN SICKLE. HOWARD M . Music. 194 8-VEEDE R. RUSSELL R. History . 1965 - 1966.
VELD. MARY ELLEN. Nursing. 196 2- 196 7.
VERHAGE. WILLIA M. Political Sc ien ce. I 934 1 942.
VETTER. ETHEL M. Library. 1950- 1952.
VINTON, BLANCHE. Library. 191 7- 1920.
VOIGT. WAL TRAUT. Modern Langu ages.
1 962- 1963 .
VOLPE. CLEMENT. Music. 1 963- 1965.
VOS BECK. PHYLLIS D. Education. I 9 6 319 64.
VOSS. EDNA R. Mathematics. 1909- 19 10.
WADE. R. EUGENE. Musi c. 196 8-WAGNER. THOMAS R. Economics. 19641 9 65.
WAHLIN. ERIC. Music. 19 64 - 19 65.
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WALDORF. PAUL D. Foreign Languages.
Cha irman. 194 7-\V ALKER. NELLIE L. Primary Grades. 192 11926.
WALLER, JEROME H. Biolog y. 19 62- 19 65.
WALLING, ISOBEL GREGORY. Kindergar·
ten. 1935-1937.
WALZ. ALVIN. Chemistry. 1950 - 1963 .
WALZ. O RRY C. Sociology. 1960-1962 .
WAMPLER. LETTA M . Household Arts
1934 - 1935 .
WARD. BLAINE E . Education. 1965 -WARD. JAMES L. Sociology. 1964-196 5.
WARNER. BRUCE P . Counseling, P sychology.
19 64 --

WATERMAN. CHARLES K. English. 1966 -WATT. MARY . Physical Education. 195 019 5 3.
WEBER. CHARLES R. Sociology. 1966 - 19 67.
WEBERG. BERTON C. Chemistry. 1964- WEBERG. CYNTHIA A. Chemistry. 19 6 7-WEBLEMOE. JOHANNA. School N urse. Health
Education. 1938 - 1964, 196 7-WEBSTER.
BILL.
Education.
Psyc hology.
1962 - 1965.
WEFALD, RUTH ANN. History. 196 5- 19 66.
1967 -WEIGEL. S. M. Mu sic. 1870-18 73.
WEINMANN.
REGINA .
Dormitories
and
Cafeteria. 1934-1935 .
WEIR. CLARA. Arithmetic. 1890 - 18 9 3 .
WELCH, ALLEN H. History. 1966 -WELLBORN. DOROTHY J . English. 1965- WELLS, ARNOLD R . Economics. 19 66-W ELLS . WILLIAM J . Mathematics. 194 919 51.
WELTY . DAN M . Business. 1963 -WENDLANDT. WILLIAM E. Music. 1968 -WENNER. JAMES F . Business. 1964 -WESS MAN. WENDELL D. Sociology. 1964 19 66.
WESSON, KATHARINE. Library. 1927-1930 .
WETTELSON. MABEL H . English. 1948 1951, 195 2- 1953 .
WHEATON, BURDETTE C. Mathematics.
1 9 65-WHEATON. PAUL J . Principal of Preparatory

Department.

18 8 5-188 7.

WHEDON. ARTHUR D. Biology. 19 11-1 9 1 5.
WHITE. EDITH L. Foreign Langua ges. 1966 -WH !TE. GLEN L. Education. 1966 -WH!TE. JULIE E. Sociol<>'i!Y· 1957 - 1959 .
WHITLOCK. DELORES CAROL. Health and
Phys ica l Education. 1958 -WHITTIER. ANNIE V. Model School. 186 918 72.
W IECK !NG. ANNA M. Education. P rincipal
of College Eleme nt ary School. 19 I 7 - 19 5 6.
W!E CK !NG, EMMA. Library, Head. 1922 19 5 9.
WIENS, BEN J . Education. 19 4 5- 1948.

l
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WIGLEY, EARLE J.

Histoq, J\cting Chair -

man of the Division of Social Studies. 19 3 3--

WILOER. M. CATHERINE. Education. 1966 196 7.
WILLARD. GRANT. Administrative Ass istant.
1942 - 1945.
WILLERSCHEIOT, MARY M. Physical Education. I 9 6 7 -WILLIAMS, ALICE V. Kindergarten. 18961935.
WILLIAMS, BARBARA R. Sociology. I 9 5 719 59.
WILLIAMS, BYRON B. Education, English.
1932 - 1935.
WILLIAMS, FERN. Home Economics. I 9541956.
WILLIAMS, NANCY C. Music . 19 I 1- 1938 .
WILLIAMS, ROGER A. History. 1964-WILLIAMS. ROGER L. History. 1950 - 1952 .
WILLIAMSON. HAROLD W. Library. 1962-WILLIAMSON, MARNA B. Library. 19 62-WILLOUGHBY, HARRIET. Primary Grades.
1926-1927.
WILLSON. LOUISA. Primary Department.
1904-1905 .
WILSON. EDW ARO 0. Political Science .
1967 ·WILSON. GILBERT E. Physical Education.
I 959-1960 .
WILTGEN, SUE E. Program Counselor. I 967 -·
WINTER, RAYMOND 0. Chemistry . 19631964.
WINTER. VERNON C. English. 1950-·
WISE. FLORY E. Primary Department. I 9 0 5 1920.
WISSINK . BESS. Education. 1949-195 I.
WISSINK. G. M. Physics, Chairman, Chairman of the Division of Science and Mathe matics, Administrative Dean. 1935--

WITHAM. JAMES H. Physical Education .
I 945 - 1956.
WITTKE . REINHARD. History. 1949-19 5 I.
WOJCIAK. MARGO J . Computer Services.
1967 . •
WOLTHUIS , MARVEN H. Education. 1967-WOOO, HAROLD. Education. 1950 -1951.
WOOD. MARGARET GERTRUDE. Kinder garten. 1920-192 I.
WOOD TRUMAN 0 . Political Science . 1961-WOOOBURY, NELLIE LOUISE. Reading.
1900-1916.
WOODBY. LAUREN. Math ematics, Education. 1952-1954.
WOOLDRIDGE, GENE L. Physics. 1962·
1964, 1965 -WORTMAN. ALLEN L. Music. 1966--

W RIGHT, EMILY . E nglish, Geography . 18 73 187 5.
WRIGHT, ROBERT C. English, Cha irman .
1948-·
WYCKOFF. JUANITA C. Home Econom ics.
19 59 ..
WYNOLE, WAUNOA-MAE. Nursing . 1965 -WYNNE, VIRGIL. Library, Librar y Scie nce .
1952 - 1959 .
YEO, EMMA. Junior High School. I 9 2 2 ·
1932 .
YODER. PETER, A. Physical Scien ce. I 8 9 7 1898 .
YORK. WILMA. Nursing. 1967-YOU. MAN HE. Economics. 1966 -YOUEL, BURNETTA. Instructional Mater ials
Library. 19 54 .•
YOUEL, DONALD B. English, Chairm an of
the Division of Language and Li terature,
Director of Library Services, Direc to r- of

College Publications. 1946-YOUNG, DONALD 0 . Education. 19 6 1-1 962.
YOUNG, FRED. Mathematics. Science . I 9 3 7 194 I.
YOUNG. GARY A. Bookstore Director. 19 6 7 -YOUNG, JANETTE MAYER. Phys ica l Ed uca tion. 19H-1946.
YOUNG, JEREMIAH S. History, Social Science .
1902-1909 .
YOUNG, LORRAINE E. Previewer, Vet er ·
ans Guidance Center. 1945-1946.
YOUNG, LOY WAYNE. Health and Physi cal Education.

1956--

YOUNG, OLIVE G. Physical Education . 19 4 7 1952 .
YOUNG, ROGER G. Education. 19 6 5 -·
YUHAS. T. FRANK. Education, Princ ipal of
Coll ege School. 1955 - 1958 .
Z ACH. SHIRLEY. Library . 1961 - 196 3.
ZAMBONI. MARY JEAN. Education . l 9 5 81966.
ZEILKE. LAURA L. Education. 1946 -ZELL. LA ROY. Biology, Head. 19 4 5- ZELLER , MICHAEL J. Psychology . 19 6 7-Z IEBARTH, ORVILLE V. Chemistry. 1964-Z IEHL. M. A. Bu siness Manager. 1948-Z IMMER. JAMES A. Chemistry. 19 64 -ZIMMER . MARGARET E. Home Economics .
1967 ..
ZIMMERMA N, N IEL T . Political Science.
1967 .
Z IMMERMA N. R OGER M . Education. 1963-Z UBRAOT, RICHARD 0 . Ma thematics. 19 6419 66 -ZUCKERMAN, JEROME S. English. 1964-Z WICKEY, FRANKLIN J . Student U nion.
1967--

